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T he Ec o l o gi c a l Co n sc ien c e o f Li bera li sm

There would still remain the never-resting mind,
So that one would want to escape, come back
To what had been so long composed.
The imperfect is our paradise.
—Wallace Stevens, “The Poems of Our Climate”

Bru c e J en n in gs


bruce
jennings

We rarely think about what makes us possible.
Climate change calls upon all those who sleepwalk
to wake up—to come clean, so to speak—concerning the harm being done to the natural conditions
that make a just and well-ordered society possible.
But what about those who are awake—those who
are scientists, researchers, writers, teachers, activists, and engaged ecological citizens; those of us
who are concerned with environmental or ecological ethics in some way? We understand that the
natural world, upon which we all depend, is imperiled. But do we adequately notice the shifting
cultural and political ground that is no less essential for our work? Do we unduly take for granted
a political morality that makes us possible? Do we
understand the peril it is in?
I ask this with some urgency because I believe
that the intellectual climate, the mental furniture,
that makes environmental ethics as a discourse
and as a discipline possible is under assault. This
assault—on inclusion, diversity, justice, science,
and objectivity—is fundamental and should not
be shrugged off as a mere academic dispute or a
family quarrel within a special interest community. Environmental ethics must see that the fate
of its own discursive integrity is bound up with a
much larger struggle to control political language
and meaning. Seeing this—or failing to—will make
an important difference to the future niche that it
occupies in twenty-first century thought, and to
the power of its voice in the political debates and
struggles that lie ahead.
Consider the history of the American conservation movement, then the environmental movement of the last generation, and now the emerging
ecological resilience and earth systems perspectives.1 Each of these movements contains an animating moral imagination, distinctive in many re-

spects, but overlapping enough
that a core vision shared by
each of them can be discerned.
Let me call it the “ecological
conscience.” The ecological
conscience is something that
is “long composed,” as Stevens
puts it, but why should our never-resting minds want to come
back to it, preserve it, defend
it? All too obviously, it is being
set adrift politically in America
today, yet, despite that, an ecological conscience is still good
to think about and to feel with.
It is a drum to which we can
still march. I believe that it is
still defensible and worth defending, now more than ever.
The ecological conscience
stands or falls with the open
society itself; its vision and values are entangled with the political morality of a pluralistic
and panarchic way of life. That
a society with multiple centers
of power and rule has come to
sustain—and to be sustained
by—the values of the web of
life is a historical achievement,
hard won, of our country.2 The
future of that achievement is
now in doubt.
By an “open society,” I
mean three things. First of
all, an open society respects
individual human rights and
interests and is willing to extend them in ways sufficient
to grant moral considerability to non-human individuals
and systems of life. Second, an
open society has a political culture dedicated to a moral style
THINK HERE
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of reasonable moderation, compromise, and mutual accommodation. Finally, an open society welcomes diversity and the possibility of creating and
sustaining a system of individual privacy, freedom
of choice, equality of opportunity, and ordered liberty under law.
In short, an open society holds together a culture that is fluid and pluralistic and a polity that
is impartial in its law and just in its democratic
deliberation. This is what makes the traditions of
ecological conscience and the discourse of environmental ethics possible.
This will be a dubious proposition, even an outrageous one, to those who focus their attention on
the more redoubtable face of liberalism and liberal
democracy—the face of its capitalism, competitive
individualism, unsustainable and damaging economic growth and human consumption, and its
human-centered outlook that denies virtually any
moral consideration to non-human life and earth
systems. Yet I stress another face—a natural, ecological, relational face—that has also been a part of
modern liberalism and constitutional democracy.
Therefore, liberalism, of thee, nevertheless, I sing.
These two faces may be inseparable, I admit,
but our best hope is that they are not. An ecological constitutional democracy can be the better angel of our liberal achievement; it can provide an
answering ethical response to the rapacious legacy
of nineteenth and twentieth century market liberalism and point the way to a better future of sustainable global development and ecological governance. But this possibility is seriously threatened
today by an emerging unholy alliance between
neoliberalism (an extreme form of economic liberalism) and nationalistic, authoritarian populism.
Populism on the Rise

Today a populism that is illiberal and exclusionary is gaining political traction in many parts
of the world. An insightful scholar of this phenomenon is political scientist Jan-Werner Müller. He
defines populism as follows:
Populism is a particular moralistic imagi
bruce
jennings

nation of politics, a way
of perceiving the political world that sets a
morally pure and fully
unified—but ultimately
fictional people against
elites who are deemed
corrupt or in some other way morally inferior… The populist core
claim also implied that
whoever does not really
support populist parties might not be part
of the proper people to
begin with… The core
claim of populism is
thus a moralized form
of
anti-pluralism…
Populism arises with
the introduction representative democracy; it
is its shadow. 3
Telling expressions of the
moralistic political imagination of populism are easy to
find these days, but a particularly instructive and unvarnished example arises in a
thoroughly forgettable speech
that must not be forgotten.
This is the voice found in the
gubernatorial inaugural address of Governor George C.
Wallace of Alabama in 1963:
In the name of the
greatest people that
have ever trod this
earth, I draw the line
in the dust and toss the
gauntlet before the feet
of tyranny… and I say…
segregation now…segregation tomorrow…
THINK HERE
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segregation forever. The real America [is]
the Great Anglo-Saxon Southland…And
you native sons and daughters of old New
England’s rock-ribbed patriotism …and
you sturdy natives of the great mid-West…
and you descendants of the far West flaming spirit of pioneer freedom…we invite
you to come and be with us…for you are
of the Southern mind…and the Southern
spirit…and the Southern philosophy.4
For the whole of my adult lifetime, it has been
rare to hear national political elites deploy such an
openly racist and divisive idiom, and these bowel
sounds of the body politic have mostly been quiet.
That is changing. Such sentiments have begun to
strike a responsive chord once again in America
and, no less ominously, in Europe as well.
Consider the significant growth of nationalistic parties in several major European countries
such as France, Germany, Poland, and Hungary;
the majority vote in the United Kingdom to withdraw from the European Union; and the election
of Donald Trump in the United States on a tide of
nationalistic populism in 2016. In these countries,
political leaders once on the fringe of politics—
many of whom are on record with openly racist,
anti-Semitic, and fascist viewpoints—have rapidly
ascended, due in part to the backlash against the
emigration of displaced persons, austerity policies
and high unemployment, and other growing social
class divisions based on region, lifestyle, educational level, and wealth. To gain power, populist
leaders spread disinformation and fuel bigotry.
Once in power, they often go on to curtail basic
liberties, roll back programs of social welfare support, and reward segments of the citizenry who
have become their clients in a regime prone to favoritism, disparity, and corruption.
Populism is not truly democratic. Although it
appeals to the demos, the people, it is actually the
dark side of representative democracy, as Müller
notes:
Of course, it is not just populists who talk
about morality; all political discourse is

shot through with moral claims, just as virtually all political actors
make…the representative claim…What distinguishes democratic
politicians from populists is that the former
make
representative
claims in the form of
something like hypotheses that can be empirically disproven on the
basis of the actual results of regular procedures and institutions
like
elections…Democrats make claims
about the people that
are self-limiting and
conceived of as fallible…Populists, by contrast, will persist with
their
representative
claim no matter what;
because their claim is
of a moral and symbolic—not an empirical—
nature, it cannot be
disproven.5
Populism feeds on the functional failures of democratic
representation. It is fueled by
discontent with the established
social and political order. This
is the discontent of competing
and always losing. Such discontent undermines self-esteem
in a supposedly (but not genuinely) meritocratic society.6
Over time, it sours into anger,
frustrated expectations, and
alienation. Its chronic stress is
one of the leading social deterTHINK HERE
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minants of ill health in both the human body and
in the body politic.7 Large numbers of people lose
their sense of investment in the mainstream institutions of politics and civil society.
Populist leaders are quick to seize on these
sentiments, cater to them, and reinforce them,
but once in power often do not act to address the
voters’ legitimate concerns. Elected by majorities,
populist leaders and parties make claims to representation, but they do not function like democratic
representatives. Having ridden in on a movement,
knowing who the people are and what they will by
acclamation, populists and their leaders have no
respect for institutionalized checks and balances
and no patience for building an inclusive democratic consensus.
An Unholy Alliance

Why have these movements arisen in the past
thirty years or so? This question has been much
discussed, to put it mildly. My contribution is the
following conjecture. We might see progressive
liberalism as under attack from two seemingly
disparate, but actually interconnected, quarters:
namely, the authoritarian populism I have been
sketching and the ideology and institutional practices of a new kind of anti-welfare state, pro-global capitalist liberalism commonly referred to as
“neoliberalism.”8
Populism rejects pluralism, inclusivity, social
engineering and welfare ambitions, and the elitist
style and tone of progressive liberalism. Its purveyors have discovered the discrepancy between
progressive liberalism’s abstract ideals and its
practical failures to realize those ideals effectively
in the political economy (where relative inequality is entrenched, and upward social mobility is
stalled) and in everyday life—health, education,
housing, and public safety (where discrimination
and disparity abound).
Neoliberalism clashes with progressive liberalism on several fronts. It represents an extreme
form of competitive-market oriented laissez-faire
liberalism reminiscent of the nineteenth century,

bruce
jennings

before the advent of social insurance systems, public pension systems, health and welfare programs, and the like.
Contemporary neoliberalism
is fundamentally opposed to
state-based and tax-financed
social welfare entitlements,
and it often proposes the privatization of many core social
service programs in education,
health, criminal justice, and
even the military. It is corporate and oligopolistic in character, using micro-economic
models to justify policies that
actually restrict market entry,
competition, collective bargaining by organized labor,
and other policy goals that
have been at the core of progressive liberalism.
What I take from this is
that when neoliberalism undercuts progressive liberalism
structurally, the limitations,
flaws, and poison pills embedded in social welfare programs
produce the frustrations and
the climate of public de-legitimation that fuels much of the
political passion and activism
of authoritarian populism.
At the heart of the mutual
reinforcement of populism and
neoliberalism lies inequality.
The widespread alienation we
see today and the legitimation
crisis of liberal democracy cannot be understood apart from
the dynamics of social and economic inequality in the last fifty years. Carbon emissions are
not the only thing that has unTHINK HERE
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dergone a great acceleration during this period.9
This is a long story, but here is its current culmination.10 Both globally and in the United States,
the unequal concentration of wealth in the richest
hands is staggering. In America, eight people own
as much as the bottom fifty percent of the nation’s
households. And it has been estimated that the
richest sixty-two people in the world have holdings that exceed the bottom half of the global population, about 3.5 billion people.
However shocking, these numbers only provide a snapshot and probably have little impact
politically. What people do feel and what moves
them is the dynamic change in the concentration
of wealth they have experienced in their lifetimes.
In the United States the share of national income
of the wealthiest 1 percent nearly doubled between
1980 and 2014, from 11 percent to 20 percent,
while in the same period the majority of people
experienced stagnation in their standard of living.
Factors often cited to explain this—such as global competition, advances in technology, decline
in union membership, and immigration—do not
seem to account for international comparisons in
wealth inequality among O.E.C.D. countries. In
the United States, the increase in the wealth of the
1 percent has been concentrated in three sectors:
professional services, finance, and health care. It
seems that the professional and managerial elites
in these industries have been very successful in
utilizing regulatory barriers that shelter them
from income competition by other groups.11 An
old saying apparently needs to be amended: the
rich are in a position to get richer, and they are
very good at it.
Historically it has been the raison d’être of progressive social welfare liberalism to mitigate large
disparities in the share of national wealth and to
offset the structural advantages of some groups.
The result has been a policy agenda designed to
promote justice defined as equality of opportunity
and to provide a safety net of income and services
for those in need that ensures a basic minimum
of equal dignity and respect. Such policies have

had limited success in normal
times—as Thomas Piketty and
Walter Scheidel document, truly extensive equalization and
redistribution of wealth mainly
occurs at times of war or social disruption. But roughly
since 1980, the expansion and
effectiveness of liberal welfare
policies have been blocked politically whenever they began
to impinge upon the economic
position of strategically placed
elites. From the point of view of
political legitimacy and unrest,
the question to ask is not how
wide the relatively inequality
is in a given society, but rather how the middle and working
classes feel about what is available to them with the wealth
they have. Political scientist
James C. Scott expresses this
insight well:
It is difficult to say anything meaningful about
relative income without understanding that
poverty isn’t just about
cash and calories. It
cannot be treated separately from its cultural context…We are
required…to ask not
merely what is extracted from a population,
but what is available
to them…and whether
what they have affords
them the minimum
human and cultural
decencies that characterize their society. The
Scandinavian welfare
THINK HERE
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states owe their stability…to the fact that
they provide even the poorest with the resources necessary to maintain their dignity.12
The American state has manifestly failed
where the Scandinavians have succeeded in this
regard. One key event which fueled the rise of authoritarian populism in both the United States and
the European Union was the liquidity crisis and
the severe recession of 2008–2010. It was made
possible largely by neoliberal ideology rationalizing deregulation of the banking industry and securities markets. The populist response grew due to
the optics of how financial and governmental elites
responded to the crisis and averted a more serious
collapse of global finance. In essence, public funds
covered the private losses brought on by the recklessness and fraud of institutions that were, as the
saying went, “too big to fail.”
Few responsible economists gainsay the fact
that the extraordinary fiscal and monetary steps
taken by President Obama and the Federal Reserve Board were necessary to avert a major depression. I certainly don’t. But I do think that the
trickle-down rescue of the economy extracted a
heavy price in political legitimacy and inadvertently set in motion a reactionary realignment in
the political culture that is only now beginning to
be felt. People saw another kind of inconvenient
truth besides climate change. If those on Wall
Street with toxic assets on their books were covered, who had the back of those on Main Street
in their millions, those who lost their homes, their
savings, their jobs? Who really counted in our society was revealed in an unusually unvarnished
way. When people saw who was too big to fail,
they also saw who was too small to matter. Far too
many saw themselves.
In this and other ways, progressive welfare liberalism and constitutional democracy have been
buffeted by neoliberal policies that have undermined the moral legitimacy of government and by
elected officials who have capitalized on populist
resentment. Now we have a populist president

with a distinctly nationalistic,
exclusionary, and authoritarian style enacting neoliberal
policies and being cheered for
it by many who eventually will
be hurt the most by those very
policies.
How

Ecological

Ethics

Can

Save the Life of Liberalism

What’s the way out? I want
to name three strategic activities that I believe will be part
of the answer: civic learning,
civic institutional innovation,
and civic participation. All are
sorely needed to combat the influence of campaign donations
and various forms of information manipulation that are undermining the functioning of
traditional representative democracy. Civic participation is
deliberative and institutionalized; it relies on civic learning
and institutional innovation in
order to function properly. It
can be an antidote to representation’s democratic malaise.
These capabilities do not
just happen, and where they
exist, they should not be taken for granted. They must be
supported and nurtured. The
prognosis seems grave. But it
is essential not to fall prey to
what I called recently in these
pages, the “tyranny of no alternatives.”13
Cultural framing and social power set the terms and
possibilities of civic learning.
They inform the convictions
and contentments that indiTHINK HERE
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viduals pursue in their everyday lives. But frames
are changeable and power is fluid. America’s capacity for practical and institutional civic learning
determines how wide a gap there will be between
its normative ideals and its actual practices. With
civic learning that gap will narrow; without it, in
a time of disagreement and conflict-generating
communications and worldviews, the gap will
widen. Indeed, at such times the content of those
normative ideals—freedom, equality, justice, and
mutual respect and care—may itself erode and
morally degrade, as when freedom becomes exclusionary or when mutuality embraces only those
who are alike.
We need to increase the flow of civic messages
and discourse before we can increase people’s civic
attention span and transform attention into attentiveness. Such discourse production requires support and an infrastructure of its own. It requires
expensive and time-consuming research and
preparation, as well as multiple venues of learning
communities engaged in critical examination and
debate. One would think that universities and private research institutes might serve civic goals in
this way, but the former seem reluctant to engage
and the latter have for the most part positioned
themselves to engage in the partisan activity of offering controversy-generating rather than consensus-building content.
Democracy in a time of populist ascendency
relies on the capability of citizens to focus on how
interests they all share can be defined and fulfilled
as common purposes. And it requires their ability
and willingness to understand what such interests mean through mutual dialogue with others.
The answering response to populism’s moralistic
imagination of politics is a relational and pluralistic turn, an enabling act of political and moral
imagination affirming solidarity, membership recognition, and mutual respect.
The discourse of environmental ethics cannot
supply that answering response alone, the entire
political morality of our discourse, deliberation,
and argument must be brought to bear on that. But

we whose writing, teaching,
and activism is informed by a
conservation, environmental,
and ecological conscience can
contribute vital voices to a reaffirmation of the liberal democratic tradition and political
culture that makes us possible.

Bruce Jennings is Senior Fellow at the
Center for Humans and nature and
editor-in-Chief of minding nature . His
most recent book is Ecological Governance: Toward a New Social Contract
with the Earth (West Virginia university
Press, 2016).
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Caring to Unify the Future
of Conservation
By Geo rg e B . R ab b a nd K e vin Ogo r z a l e k

Editor’s note: This essay was co-authored by
George B. Rabb shortly before his death last summer
and Kevin Ogorzalek. George Rabb was a leading
figure in the life of the Center for Humans and Nature. A distinguished and honored scientist, he was a
leader in the contemporary movement to transform
zoos from animal menageries to conservation and research centers. Kevin Orgorzalek worked closely with
George and has already made his mark as one of a
new generation of dynamic environmental leaders.

A

n ethic of care and caring—such as people manifest for one another, for companion animals and plants, and for favorite
places—must be extended to all of nature.
Extending the moral scope of care in this way is important because it has the potential to change human
behavior on a large scale. The moral and emotional
power of care can give new vigor and broaden horizons for conservation. It can foster behaviors and policies to create a thriving, resilient planet for humans
and other creatures to inhabit.
In order to obtain widespread caring toward the
whole community of life, certain evolutionary holdovers of human behavior related to short-term consumption must be curtailed, and current social norms
rooted in these evolutionary holdovers must be reGEORGE B. RABB AND KEVIN OGORZALEK

placed with new norms. This can be accomplished
through primary and secondary education programs;
by improving the social status of conservation; and by
creating meaningful communications that capitalize
on behaviors that manifest caring, such as biophilia,
locaphilia, and sociophilia. Conservation organizations and nature-focused institutions should stimulate caring behaviors, engaging the hearts and spirits
as well as the minds of people, motivating them to engage in environmental conservation. To promote this
transformation of how people relate to nature, conservation organizations—along with zoos, aquariums,
botanic gardens, nature centers, natural history museums, and similar institutions—must develop productive alliances among themselves and with other civic
groups, policymakers, and their supporters, while
re-examining their modes of approach toward public
engagement so as to more effectively inform, interact
with, and inspire people to care. These new collaborations should aim to establish conservation as a social
norm, thus motivating day-to-day personal and political action directed toward achieving sustainable existence for our species.
Only when the majority of people worldwide care
for nature and perceive their caring as rational and
emotionally satisfying will environmental conservation truly become successful.
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Conservation Is Caring

Environmental conservation manifests from caring behavior by motivated people who are devoted to
ensuring the well-being of the biota and the natural
environment.1 A more rigorous effort to uphold and
institutionalize caring behavior is called for if we truly
care about the natural world.
The phrase “conservation is caring” may seem an
aphorism that is too simplistic and will not register
with those who are unaware that these words imply a
responsibility for us as individual members of the biosphere. However, caring is a core characteristic and
behavior of our social species; it builds a propensity to
attend, and to tend, to the well-being of others into the
very marrow of human being.
The many dimensions of caring for our own kind
are often described by a tapestry of terms, such as
altruism, empathy, compassion, friendship, and sociophilia. Altruism describes behavior occurring in
various contexts whereby individuals support others, either indirectly or directly, by physically helping
them. Altruistic actions go beyond pure reciprocity
toward related kin, but extend to unrelated species
as well.2 Compassion describes a universally experienced emotion triggered by the suffering of others.3
Empathy, the ability to identify with the perspective
and experience of others—including non-human others—is essential in supporting societal functioning.4
And friendship not only manifests as a personal caring
relationship, but is a critical function of cohesion for
societies to exist at all.5
To obtain widespread caring toward the whole
community of life, certain evolutionary holdovers of
human behavior related to short-term consumption
must be curtailed.
It is obvious that many conservation professionals
and volunteers have a deep well of caring that fuels
their daily drive to maintain the wonders and resources of nature. For in each action, conservationists make
an ethical choice to care for other species. Through
their work, the central dimensions of caring are expressed.6
Reasons to Care

Humanity benefits significantly from the rest of the
natural world. The benefits include provision of food,
fiber, water, and a habitable climate. Assets of all kinds
held by all levels of society (including financial investGEORGE B. RABB AND KEVIN OGORZALEK

ments, homes, food, commercial outputs, medicine,
and cultural productions) benefit substantially from
conservation activities, which secure the integrity of
ecosystem services in many terrestrial and aquatic environments. Human mental, emotional, and physical
well-being greatly benefits from knowing about, having exposure to, and being immersed in, nature.7 As
we lose nature, we lose potential knowledge, cultural
values, health, aesthetic inspiration, and recreational
opportunities. And above all, we lose personal experiences with nature. The biosphere―nature―is essential for humanity to exist now and into the future.
Responsibility to Care

Caring for nature can be seen as a responsibility
that stems from these benefits, and beyond them, this
responsibility stems from our very existence as sentient beings. The ethical equation here is simple―human existence has costs to the rest of the biosphere,
whether measured in terms of net primary productivity, calories, or otherwise. Nature can give us a bill
for services rendered. In fairness, these bills should be
paid; caring for the welfare of the biosphere, the biotic and abiotic elements essential for all life, can be
seen as our recompense to the natural world. Moreover, the moral responsibility connected with giving
care is related to the capacity to do harm to others.
In view of humanity’s current collective impact, which
will determine the future for all of Earth’s life, there is
an enormous moral obligation to care for the present
and the future.
Development of Caring

The highly distinctive social behavior of humans
gives us an opportunity to develop and enhance human caring for nature. The sociality of Homo sapiens
is a result of the exceptionally protracted physical and
neurological development of human infants and children. This long period gives many opportunities for
parents, teachers, mentors, and social institutions to
impart values and shape the outlooks and attitudes of
children. However, caring for nature is consistently
not among the values imparted in the course of their
development, at least not in contemporary technological society. To be sure, youngsters apparently develop
their own caring behaviors from biophilic experiences and motivations,8 but these alone are not sufficient
without additional cultural and social reinforcements.
School curricula ranging from Montessori to high
school biology classes have the opportunity to foster
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a sense of caring to last a lifetime. The development
of caring during youth, however, is too often overridden in adulthood by seemingly rational, short-term
consumptive habits. These in turn have generated
enormous unchecked growth in economic activities
and thereby produced substantial problems for the
biosphere.9
Evolution of Human Behavior

As alluded to above, perhaps the greatest difficulty
in developing a sense of caring for nature is our apparent inheritance of certain behavioral patterns from
our hunter-gatherer past.10 Dustin Penn outlined these
behavioral features from an ecological evolutionary
viewpoint.11 He characterizes short-term consumption and selfish behavior within common resources as
key evolutionary behaviors. Penn and others equate
over-consumption by individuals with conspicuous
behavioral displays in other species to gain or maintain superior social or sexual status. Different schools
of thought attribute the recent evolution of human
behavior to various social and ecological pressures.
However, there is general agreement that people use
natural resources to obtain goods and attain status.
The use of these living and non-living resources alters
the environment. Socially conditioned behaviors then
change in response to altered ecosystems.
These evolutionary behavioral holdovers do not
necessarily doom our species or the planet. Our mental capacities continue to evolve, and geographic differentiation in genotypic variation is evidence of continuing evolutionary adaptation.12 Further, Robin Wall
Kimmerer, George Varughese and Elinor Ostrom,
and Arun Agrawal all describe counter-narratives to
the common story of overexploitation of the natural
world.13 They document human communities with social norms, effectively bringing about ethical caring
for the natural commons on which they rely. Ostrom’s
extensive work with her colleagues shows that people
can sustainably manage natural resources by developing responsive social and governance structures in
their local and regional communities.14
Conservation as a professional field came into being to counteract changes to the natural world brought
about by industrialism and the population growth of
the last two hundred years. These forces have fueled
consumptive growth effects that now exceed safe
planetary boundaries for our existence.15 Humanity’s
exploitation of the Earth’s resources is already overshooting some regenerative planetary boundaries, and
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current societal activities indicate severe detrimental
effects if continued. Examples of this overshooting include biogeochemical excesses in nitrogen and phosphorus, excessive greenhouse gas emissions, and globally diminishing biodiversity. These trends will surely
result in a vastly different human society, likely with
Caring is a core characteristic and behavior of our
social species; it builds a propensity to attend, and to
tend, to the well-being of others into the very marrow
of human being.
environmental conditions generally much less preferable than those that many people enjoy today.
By making caring for the environment and other
life forms a priority, the negative change effects that
follow from industrialism and our species’ population
growth can be reversed for the benefit of the whole
community of life.
Conservation and Evolutionary Positive Behaviors

Our capacities for caring are illustrated in mainstream conservation approaches that create protected areas, community-based management of environments, campaigns for species survival, and
public-private partnerships for landscape management and for promoting ecosystem services. Mace
frames such conservation approaches over the last
several decades as “Nature for itself,” “Nature despite
people,” “Nature for people,” and “People and Nature.”16 All of these approaches to conservation reflect
our sense of caring but have yet to succeed systemically, partly because of a long divide between those
who champion the intrinsic (e.g., nature for nature’s
sake) versus the instrumental values of nature (e.g.,
ecosystem services and classic economic valuation of
nature). Tallis and Lubchenco review the internal conservation debate and call for inclusive conservation
that embraces various conservation ethics.17
Following this call, a more enduring conservation
approach that effectively counters evolutionary tendencies for short-term, environmentally degrading behaviors is to recognize and embrace other innate emotional altruistic behaviors, which lead to sociophilia,
locaphilia, and biophilia. Much more emphasis must
be given to these positive, instinctive affiliations that
people have with one another, particular living beings,
favored places, and nature in general. D.S. Wilson
demonstrated such an approach in The Neighborhood
Project, wherein positive engagement counters negaCARING TO UNIFY THE FUTURE OF CONSERVATION  14
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tive human tendencies and leads to actually caring for
the environment in an urban context.18
Sociophilia—love of people—is evident in individuals in their marital, parental, and familial relationships, and in non-family interactions, including
friendships, neighborliness, working fellowships, tribal associations, and belief-sharing groups of religious,
cultural, and political kinds. Sociophilia is expressed
by empathetic and compassionate actions between
those in close relationships and by altruistic actions
toward unfamiliar individuals and collectives. Extension of such behaviors to all of existing and future humanity is an ultimate aim in caring.
Locaphilia—love of place—is manifested in attachments people have to environments of home, neighborhoods, and familiar landscapes. Bodily security
and emotional and physiological comfort motivate
such feelings, which we often characterize in other animals as the homing instinct. Locaphilia is expressed
in caring for the qualities of places, whether built or
natural environments, and in caring for processes that
produce and maintain these environments. Another
ultimate aim should be to extend caring for local places to our entire planetary home.
Biophilia—the love of other living creatures—is
evidenced in the close associations people desire with
other beings.19 This is especially true with animals and
plants people choose to share their home and work
places, particularly pets that have friendly behavioral exchanges with individual people. Biophilia is expressed in our knowing and providing for the well-being of individual animals and plants and the needs of
their kind. Biophilia also extends to natural associations of individuals of different species in ecosystems.
The continuing existence of all life calls for further
extending biophilic caring beyond such personal associations to encompass the global environmental commons of the airs, waters, lands, and other species, as
well as chemical and physical processes that sustain
life’s existence. This is biodiversity conservation writ
very large.
Caring for nature can become the ethical norm
through the proactive, positive engagement of the
heads and hearts of humanity. To so proceed, organizations and institutions can create educational programs for members, visitors, and the general public
that reinforce biophilic and locaphilic connections
with nature and foster empathy for all other species
and the environment. Measures to gauge the effectiveness of such programs have been proposed by Helen
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Perkins in developing a system called the “Love and
Care for Nature” scale, which could be incorporated
into the conservation community’s ability to demonstrate success.20 Effectively reinforcing connections to
nature as previously discussed may rely on what Darwin saw as the most important evolutionary caring behavior, compassion. In reviewing the evolutionary evidence for compassion, Jennifer Goetz, Dacher Keltner,
and Emiliana Simon-Thomas reveal that compassion,
“the feeling that arises in witnessing another’s suffering and that motivates a subsequent desire to help,” is
nearly universally present across cultures and individuals.21 With biodiversity at risk globally, compassionate caring emotions can inspire and lead to productive
conservation actions.
Inspiring Care

In A Sand County Almanac, Aldo Leopold described the “Ecological Conscience” as “an affair of the
mind as well as the heart.” Both emotional and intellectual arguments can be made to inspire caring. Additionally, to inspire a culture of caring, conservation
professionals must help people extend themselves
beyond their very immediate surroundings to care
for species and environments both local and distant.
However, there is no single, easy way to inspire such
care or to “act locally and think globally.”
For urban populations who have little day-to-day
connection with mostly natural environments, drawing on their biophilic relations with other living things
such as houseplants, gardens, and pets may be the
most productive avenue to increase concern for the
natural world. In the United States of America, the
household population of dogs is 71.6 million and of
cats, 73.6 million, and these numbers are attributed in
large part to the separation of urban populaces from
nature (www. petfoodinstitute.org). Further, 72 percent of U.S. households partake in gardening, and 33
percent have food gardens.22 The conservation community should consider how to tap the intense feelings already established in gardeners and pet owners,
People can sustainably manage natural resources
by developing responsive social and governance structures in their local and regional communities.
extending their biophilic caring to species in natural
environments.23
For rural populations, conservation organizations
can usefully promote a caring, place-based land ethic
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that enables long-term community flourishing, as advocated by Wendell Berry, Aldo Leopold, and others,
and as demonstrated in some global programs.24 The
Field Museum of Natural History of Chicago works
with local people in the Peruvian Amazon to establish
national protected areas designed to assure that the
cultural integrity and traditions of indigenous communities are respected while also protecting the natural environments they inhabit.25 We must draw on
diverse approaches and tools—including education,
new technology such as social media, and significant
public engagement—to engender caring for nature in
both urban and rural peoples and to establish conservation as a new social norm.
People should understand the consequences of
each of their actions on the environment and―through
caring―undertake actions that nourish and replenish
the earth in a manner that rewards people and nature
in a symbiotic relationship.26 Celebrating caring may
be the inspiration that will move people to embrace
conservation as an essential part of their way of life.
The Challenges for Conservation Organizations and
Nature-Focused Institutions

Organizations and institutions face three main
challenges in inspiring people to care. These are a
lack of financial resources to devote to conservation
actions, a lack of effective communication to motivate
people to care, and the necessity of changing societal
norms to encourage and reward conservation behaviors.
Underpinned by the short-term views of many
people, annual global economic activity of about $77
trillion fuels much of the ongoing destruction of the
environmental commons globally. These consumptive
economic interests prevent the successful biosphere
stewardship that would enable humans to continue as
a viable species.27 With only a few billion dollars collectively, conservation organizations and nature-focused
institutions attempt to reverse the impact of this large
economic force on planet Earth.
Such an imbalance of financial resources requires
creative thinking to foster creative conservation! Undoubtedly, countering actions and new thinking may
upset members and significant donors of conservation
organizations and nature-focused institutions, but we
must respond to the moral calling to do what is right.
For the betterment of humanity, we have been inspired
in the past to heed moral callings that countered ecoGEORGE B. RABB AND KEVIN OGORZALEK

nomic interests and systems. Such instances include
the abolition of slavery and the outlawing of the slave
trade, the struggle for gender and racial equality, and
the preservation of lands in perpetuity rather than for
economic exploitation. In creating a norm of a caring
ethic for nature, the conservation community should
look to these movements for inspiration and guidance.
Conservation organizations and nature-focused institutions need to better understand how to establish
progressive social norms and to catalyze the citizenry
to actions for environmental conservation.
Additionally, it has been shown that inspiring a
majority to care for the future is possible. Motivating
people to care is achieved by demonstrating impact on
future generations and fostering local to global behaviors, which in turn leads to a majority rule that curtails the behavior of free riders who do not cooperate
and over-exploit group resources.28 Today, we need to
think more innovatively to effectively engage and inspire humanity to a moral calling to save itself and the
earth.
Creative conservation has to enable recruitment
of more people beyond those already engaged in caring for the natural world. The challenge is to get the
majority of people to manifest altruism (through empathy and friendship) and to express sociophilia and
biophilia for all beings by caring for nature―the whole
community of life. We can achieve this in part by creating inspirational, positive engagements with society.
More positive narratives pertaining to humans and
nature will surely aid such transformations. Researchers have demonstrated that many human languages
show a bias toward the use of positive words.29 Organizations and institutions need to be mindful of such
word biases in crafting their public communications.
In line with this, Clive McAlpine and colleagues call
for transforming societal values at three levels: “(1)
being responsible and ethical in our dealings with other people and our environment; (2) better integrating
ourselves into our communities; and (3) reconnecting
with and valuing nature.”30
An additional challenge is the relative absence of
public celebration of pro-nature behaviors. Conservationists have generally not been accorded acclaim
or other social rewards―as are entertainers and athletes―except in their own professional community.
Restoring natural conditions such as to soil or a forest
landscape may be publicly recognized as good actions
but are not routinely held up as behaviors to be emulated unless there is clear economic benefit. Both the
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negative connotation of the word “conservation” and
the lack of admiration for conservation actions are
further indications that we have neglected to improve
our relationships with our home planet. These challenges can be overcome in part by seizing the potential
for new, positive conservation alliances to engage the
public.
The Potential for Conservation
Nature-Focused Institutions

as

Caring

at

Visitors and members of nature-focused institutions provide a great opportunity for promoting conservation as caring and for positively changing societal
concern for the environment. Annually, as much as 10
percent of the world’s population visits such institutions for a variety of reasons, including positive experiences with families and friends. Those who attend
zoos display a relatively high understanding of ecological issues. Studies indicate that a significant percentage of these visitors care about biodiversity and particular species.31 Zoo visitors develop greater empathy
for and emotional connections to animals during their
visits, and parents often view a zoo visit as a chance to
instill ethical and moral thinking in their children.32
Research has shown that 10 percent of visitors surveyed have a deep understanding of the institution’s
conservation goals, and that over half of visitors leave
zoos and aquariums with better understanding of how
they can help conserve the animal species and their
environments.33 Students who visit zoos, aquariums,
museums, and botanic gardens on field trips also typically gain a better understanding of key environmental
issues, like climate change, through their experiential
learning―learning that can persist beyond the institution’s gates.34 Visiting zoos also increases the confidence to achieve general tasks through self-efficacy (or
A more enduring conservation approach…is to recognize and embrace other innate emotional altruistic
behaviors.
empowerment toward individual sustainable tasks),
and is a predictor of conservation related behaviors.35
The aforementioned lessons, however, do not always lead to long-term behavior changes and actions.
Visitors to zoos and aquariums are more likely to act
for conservation activities during their visits, as emotional connection to animals and concern about conservation issues are stronger while present in such institutions. There is potential, however, for improving
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visitor experiences in a manner that more effectively
engages visitors to care and foster better environmental behaviors and actions leading to conservation. It
has also been found that focusing on caring for wildlife
in both in situ and ex situ contexts can lead to pro-conservation behavior.36 The compassionate conservation
movement offers many examples for institutions to
emulate in this vein.37
If nature-focused institutions worldwide motivated and effectively organized just 10 percent of their
visitors (approximately 70 million people) to care for
nature long-term, this number of people would likely
be enough to establish a new social norm of conservation as caring. Such a norm would be reinforced by
new alliances between conservation organizations and
nature-focused institutions.
New Alliances of Conservation Organizations and
Institutions to Foster Caring Behaviors and Mobilize
the Public

Conservation organizations and nature-focused
institutions have a variety of resources to inspire and
inculcate caring. Many are large and powerful organizations dedicated to environmental improvement and
biodiversity conservation. The agendas of these organizations vary greatly, and depend in large measure on
their support bases—whether from large grants (from
governments, foundations, or private individuals) or
popular memberships. Several organizations count
millions of members (the World Wildlife Fund, 5 million; the Sierra Club, 2 million in the United States;
The Nature Conservancy, 1 million), and they contribute financially to specific conservation purposes.
These members can be motivated to further act toward
larger conservation goals that they have been suitably
informed about and inspired to care about.
Smaller organizations at local and regional levels
can and do invite public participation in caring directly for the natural world. A concern for conservation
organizations—local, national, and global—should be
creating productive alliances with each other and governmental bodies where appropriate. These alliances
can foster behavior changes in visitors and members
to incorporate caring through engagement, education,
and empowerment.
Engagement means interacting with the general
public in formal and informal ways to target conservation issues and promote caring. Education to foster
caring involves actively transferring information about
interactions between humanity and the rest of the natCARING TO UNIFY THE FUTURE OF CONSERVATION  17
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ural world, as well as societal impacts. Empowerment
means enabling people to understand how their individual and group actions can make a positive difference for the conservation of nature. This combination
of engagement, education, and empowerment can potentially create significant, large-scale developments
of conservation as a social norm. Such a new norm
will influence and change individual human behavior,
which should be the critical focus of conservation organizations in order to achieve real-world impact.38
Establishing systemic partnerships between nature-focused institutions and conservation organizations can mobilize hundreds of millions of visitors
and members to become more responsible global
citizens.39 People so recruited would be more likely
to consume “green” goods, behave more sustainably,
lobby for the adoption of better environmental and
conservation policies by communities, governments,
and businesses, and engage themselves in restoration
and wise management of natural environments.
Evaluating Success

Improved behaviors in the commercial markets
are needed to achieve a truly sustainable relationship
with the natural world. Other long-term changes that
demonstrate caring will involve improvements of environmental policies and practices at global, national,
state, and local levels. This will mean that governmental and private sectors respond to their constituents by
committing to conservation.
Whether greater caring behaviors have been more
fully adopted by the general public can be measured
by several indicators:
• greater financial resources of organizations and
institutions;
• larger organizational and institutional memberships and volunteer corps to participate in conservation;
• more and better environmental components in the
curricula of public and private education systems;
• positive change in sustainable markets and environmental policy;
• improved governance of environmental systems,
including strategic planning; and
• measurable reversal of defloration and defaunation at landscape scales.
At present, conservation and other aspects of environmentalism are second- or third-tier political issues. Much of this relegation is likely due to insufficient understanding and engagement, and thus a lack
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of caring, by people in general. Until more people care,
conservation actions―which in many ways are determined and effected by political decisions―will remain
a low priority.40 In commenting on the findings of
Ashley Whillans and Elizabeth Dunn about monetary
valuing of time as a negative in relation to environmental concern behavior, Jason Goldman suggests
that communicating the self-beneficial advantage of
such behavior may be a most productive course to
take.41 While this corresponds with observations on
the distribution of environmental concern among
Americans,42 such thinking reinforces the individualistic, short-term consumptive ethos behind the environmental crisis and ignores that practice of an altruistic, caring ethos can lead to sustainable existence for
our kind. In this relation, Victor Yocco and colleagues
found that visitors to two large zoos in Ohio were very
predominantly biospheric or social/ altruistic in their
conservation concerns, which had been identified also
as the prevailing outlook of people in Latin America.43
We need to motivate people everywhere to use their
varied influence on political systems to create the
change necessary to support governance of environmental systems that is true conservation, restoring the
health of the biosphere. The findings that recognition
of one’s own and others’ contributions to a cause is
most effective in stimulating cooperation gives great
New thinking may upset members and …donors of
conservation organizations…but we must respond to
the moral calling to do what is right.
hope for political change through alliances such as we
advocate here.44
Conclusion

Year after year, conservation organizations, government agencies, and academics document the continued demise of the natural world. Although conservation successes occur, the downward trend in the
biosphere’s health has clearly not reversed. Without a
massive, concerted effort to motivate people individually and to get society to care more fully and forcefully for the natural world, environmental conservation efforts will not succeed generally, and global
environmental degradation will continue. New, more
systemic, dynamic alliances between nature-focused
institutions and conservation organizations can create
opportunities and capacities to foster a new societal
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norm of conservation as caring for nature. These new
alliances, united behind this common theme, can motivate people to engage in the political dialogues and
processes that govern society and so change collective
human behavior, allowing us to become a sustainable
species respectful of nature.
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A Subtle Beauty: The
Landscape of Lake County,
Illinois
By Joh n W y l i e

It is early morning, spring, along the Des Plaines
River near Wadsworth, Lake County, Illinois. Fog rises off the river as the first hints of sun reflect off the
tops of the trees lining the far bank. Save for the birds
and a few frogs, it is quiet, no one around, and the air
is cool and dry. In short, a perfect Sunday morning in
one of my favorite places on the planet. I set up my
tripod and camera and start photographing.
Landscape artists often overlook the Midwest.
While perhaps generally not as dramatic as other parts
of the country—no Half Dome, no Monument Valley
here—there is a subtle beauty to the Midwest landscape, and it rewards those who spend time observing
it. This is especially true of Lake County’s open lands.
The photographs included in this issue of Minding
Nature are part of my ongoing project to record that
beauty. And that is what I hope to show in the photographs that comprise my series, "A Subtle Beauty: The
Landscapes of Lake County, Illinois." My hope is that
having seen these photographs, viewers will take the
time to enjoy the grace and quiet beauty of Lake County’s prairies, wetlands, lakes, and fields.
Lake County sits in the far northeast corner of Illinois. It is bounded by Wisconsin to the north, Lake
Michigan to the east, and the closer-in suburbs of Chicago to the south, while it extends to just east of the
Fox River to the west. Glacial drift mainly created the
geology of the county, which is marked by bluffs and
JOHN WYLIE

ravines along the lake and the Des Plaines River watershed that runs north to south through the middle of
the county. Prior to European incursion, it was mostly short-grass prairie, lakes, and wetlands. The original settlers were Native Americans of the Potawatomi
tribe. Beginning in the early nineteenth century, Europeans moved in, establishing farms, small towns, and
railroads.
The county was primarily agricultural throughout
this period of European settlement up until the 1950s,
when it began its rapid urban growth. Today, Lake
County’s population stands at a little over 700,000.
Especially in its southern and eastern parts, it comprises bedroom communities of commuters into Chicago
and Milwaukee. However, thanks to active conservation efforts by such groups as Conserve Lake County,
the Lake Forest Open Lands, the Barrington Area Conservation Trust, and the Lake County Forest Preserve,
as well as numerous private individuals, much open
land still exists in this region, often in the form of large
preserves, but also in smaller properties with conservation easements that ensure the land will never be
developed. In 2009, these and others formed the Land
Conservation Partners of Lake County, which has as
its goal the preservation of sixty thousand acres—20
percent of the county’s acreage—as open lands and
farmland by 2030. As of today, they are well on their
way, having saved nearly fifty-three thousand acres,
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about 17.5 percent of Lake County’s land.
And so
opportunities to experience nature without the obvious intrusion of man still remain in Lake County, as
well as a chance to feel that sense of awe that overtakes
one when she sees the world as it once existed, with
stands of tall oak trees, fields of wildflowers and native
grasses, forests and savannahs, and undeveloped river
beds.
Creating photographs in these open, preserved,
sometimes restored landscapes provides a quietude
that does not exist elsewhere—an escape from the everyday world, and a chance to glimpse a world that
came before us and will undoubtedly endure long after
we are gone.

John Wylie is a photographer in Grayslake, Illinois. He has exhibited in
solo and group shows across the country. His exhibit, A Subtle Beauty:
The Landscape of Lake County, Illinois, will be shown from January 14february 25, 2018 at the brushwood Center at ryerson Woods, 21850
n riverwoods rd, riverwoods, Illinois 60015 in an event co-sponsored
by the Center for Humans and nature and the brushwood Center. for
more information visit www.brushwoodcenter.org. for Wylie’s
photography visit www.johnwyliephotography.com.

Des Plaines River, Wadsworth, Illinois
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Reflections on the Des Plaines River, Near Wadsworth, Illinois

Independence Grove Forest Preserve, Lake County, Illinois
JOHN WYLIE
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Liberty Prairie Reserve, Lake County, Illinois

Willow in Winter, Grayslake, Illinois
JOHN WYLIE
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The Fourth Wave:
Conservation in a Time of
the Great Remembering
By E d ward C o l li ns

At the Openlands 2017 Annual Luncheon, Ed
Collins, Director of Land Preservation and Natural
Resources at the McHenry County Conservation District, delivered the keynote address on the challenges
and opportunities facing conservation in the present
day. The Fourth Wave of Conservation in the Time of
the Great Remembering urges us to embrace our role
as communal architects of the conservation movement and to “learn to speak the facts of science in the
words of the poet. For what is spoken by the heart,
is heard by the heart, and the heart drives the fourth
wave.”
Founded in 1963, Openlands is one of the nation’s
oldest and most successful metropolitan conservation organizations, having helped secure, protect,
and provide public access to more than 55,000 acres
of land for parks, forest preserves, wildlife refuges,
land and water greenway corridors, and urban gardens in northeastern Illinois, northwestern Indiana,
and southeastern Wisconsin. The Openlands Annual
Luncheon is consistently the largest gathering of the
Chicago conservation community, with nearly nine
hundred volunteers, supporters, elected officials, and
representatives of the area’s conservation organizations in attendance. Mr. Collins’s address is an insightful, powerful, and inspiring call to action in support of the places we love, the nature we cherish, and
the planet we call home.
EDWARD COLLINS

I

have worked for the McHenry County Conservation District for nearly thirty-one years, which
is quite a stretch of time at one spot. I have been
there so long that many people assume I have always lived in McHenry County or at the very least that
I grew up in a rural landscape. The truth is I am a city
kid. I grew up in Humboldt Park. A Humboldt Park of
mostly working class families and at the very end of an
era when people still slept in the park at night during
the summer because no one owned an air conditioner.
If you asked ten-year-old Ed Collins what he envisioned as his future, he would have answered unequivocally major league baseball player. Nature boiled
down to two things: enough snow to close down school
and enough rain to be stuck inside of the house all day.
That all changed one summer when city forestry crews
arrived on our block to cut down the enormous, dying
elm trees that lined most of the streets in my neighborhood. Planted in the teens and twenties, they created a dense canopy over the street, the branches on one
side of the avenue touching the branches on the other.
The disease swept through the city with such speed
that the chipping crews were weeks behind the cutting
crews. The massive trunks and piles of branches sat
for months on our street.
One morning I noticed the little brown birds that
hung around the neighborhood sitting in the cut
branches we had built into a stick fort. Armed with all
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the curiosity that ten-year-old boys possess I watched
the birds fly in and out of that branch pile. What would
they use after the branches were gone? If they would
live in a stick fort, would they live in something built
just for them?
I spent that Sunday morning dragging the branches one by one to our backyard, carefully arranging
them in a manner I thought would be appealing to a
bird. Then I waited all afternoon for the birds to find it.
Nothing happened. I went to bed thinking the whole
adventure had been a waste of valuable baseball time.
The next morning, I glanced out the back door and
the brush pile was alive with birds. Not only the little
brown ones, but also a red one and a blue one as well,
birds I had never seen before or even knew existed.
In retrospect, I think something in my head clicked
on that morning. I became aware that this thing called
nature existed and you could make life better for the
things that lived in nature. Whether dechannelizing
Nippersink Creek, helping to create the area’s first
national wildlife refuge or compiling the first comprehensive oak mapping in the region, I suppose I have
been building brush piles of some sort or another ever
since.
i share that story for a couple of reasons. The
first is that the work of organizations like Openlands
(www.openlands.org) and the Chicago regional
Trees initiative (www.chicagorti.org) are critical.
The opportunities they provide people to connect
to local nature are catalysts for seeing the natural
world in a different way and it only takes only one
small ex-perience to change the entire direction of a
life, just as mine did that morning so long ago. The
other reason is that taking a good hard look at where
you have been can shape the planning for where you
want to go and how you plan to get there.
So in our time together today, I would like to tell
you a story about this idea called conservation and
why I believe this moment in history is not the worst of
times for conservation, but the best of times for those
who care about a future lived in close communion with
the natural world.
It is early August and a morning has arrived anticipated for since May. In what was once a litter filled lot
life is growing in rambunctious riot. Here among the
cucumbers and beans, the first tomato of the season
has turned from green to red. The garden will produce
bushels of tomatoes over the next few months but
EDWARD COLLINS

none will be as delicious as this first one.
Spring brings perfect conditions for a prescribed
fire in a bur oak savanna. To the land manager fire is a
cleansing agent burning away the accumulated tarnish
of buckthorn and honeysuckle. Through the smoke,
the land manager glimpses a different past hidden beneath the discoloration. She sees the ghost of an Illinois lost in the mists of time, and she is determined
that her grandchildren and great grandchildren will
see it too.
On a crisp autumn day, across the region, Chicagoans have turned out for Oaktober events in parks,
neighborhoods and preserves throughout the six
counties. Planting a young oak is the ultimate act of
hope and belief in the future, and you are never too
old to believe in the future. The planters come from all
walks of life and all circumstances. In another time, in
another place, they would have been the tree whisperers, the other-world walkers, the shamans, journeying
through the sacred tree from root to crown across the
other worlds. Today they are the promise planters.
On the surface, each of these activities seem like
I think something in my head clicked on that
morning. I became aware that this thing called nature
existed and you could make life better for the things
that lived in nature.
very different types of relationships between individuals and the land. In truth, each is joined by the common
thread of an American Conservation legacy stretching
backwards in time arriving in distinct waves over the
decades, each building on the ones that have come before. Regardless of where you fall on the conservation
continuum, you share this same history.
The First Wave

As the western line of settlement started to contract in the mid-nineteenth century, the nation’s view
of wilderness and nature began to change. The first
wave of modern conservation, The Transcendentalist
Movement, appeared as the last great push westward
began. The Transcendentalists believed Divinity existed in all things, but especially in nature. For them
the natural world was the great cathedral in which to
find one’s connection to a higher power and nature
deserved protection simply as the handiwork of the
creator. They are the great-great-great grandparents
of modern conservation and are in one sense, the original founders of Openlands, the Morton Arboretum,
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and hundreds of other conservation organizations.
The Second Wave

The 1890 census was the first in history no longer
using the word frontier as a place of residence. Americans came to a grim realization that moving west over
the next hill when land wore out was no longer an option, for over the next hill lay the Pacific Ocean. The
closing of the frontier transformed Transcendentalist
thought to include new ideas that defined the word
conservation for the first time. Gifford Pinchot established modern forestry and Theodore Roosevelt made
conservation a priority creating five national parks
eighteen national monuments, 150 national forests
and establishing the national wildlife refuge system
and he never once apologized for one of these actions.
The Third Wave

Modern Environmentalism was born in the great
depression. The devastation of the Dust Bowl forced
the country to confront the misuse of land and to realize that poor stewardship of natural resources inevitably brought catastrophic social and economic problems in its wake. From the formation of the Civilian
Conservation Corps, to the birth of the duck stamp,
to the endangered species act, environmentalism has
built on the foundation laid down by earlier ideas of
conservation.
It is during this wave that the Welfare Council of
Metropolitan Chicago decided that an organization
dedicated to furthering conservation in the region was
needed. Openlands was born, taking on as one of its
first projects the designation of the Indiana Dunes as a
National Lakeshore.
And the first glimpse of a small blue planet from
the surface of the moon solidified the fundamental
truth that all of humanity shares one world and that
world’s ecosystems and human cultures are inexorably intertwined with one another.
The Fourth Wave

We have come now to a rare and defining moment
of grace in the first decades of the new century poised
on a fourth wave of conservation. This fourth wave is
as yet unnamed, but in the ensuing decades perhaps it
may come to be called the time of the Great Remembering, for as a culture we are awakening from the
Long Forgetting, learning again that we are part of and
not apart from the natural world.
Like those before it, the fourth wave welds togethEDWARD COLLINS

er the lessons a century and a half of conservation has
taught. But it is driven by new technologies, powered
by unlikely new alliances and rooted in transformative
spiritual revelations about the evolution of life and
self-reflective awareness on our home world of Earth.
Technology, the first of these drivers includes GIS
and the coming of age of the science of ecological restoration. Together they have spawned a revolution in
how we understand land.
We celebrate trees today. Consider the ability a
single application of these new technologies to fundamentally and permanently, alter our understanding of
oak dominated ecosystems in the Chicago Region.
It is 2003. Using new GIS programs, the McHenThe first glimpse of a small blue planet from the
surface of the moon solidified the fundamental truth
that all of humanity shares one world.
ry County Conservation District decides to answer a
long-nagging question—what is the state of remaining
oak ecosystems in the County? Digitizing the information to answer those questions was labor intensive and
untried. The resources available had never been used
in the manner we were attempting to use them. Initially the 1837 public land survey notes needed to be correlated with the USDA soil layer to create an accurate
picture of oak distribution prior to settlement. That
in turn required overlaying digitized 1872 maps from
the McHenry County Atlas to identify late nineteenth
century timber boundaries. These layers required vetting with the 1939 and 2005 aerial photography for
the entire county. Almost two years of labor went into
the project. The results were stunning. Only 13 percent
of the county’s original oak woodlands remained. Not
only had the overall loss of oak systems been astonishing, but also what remained was highly fragmented. Of
the three thousand oak groves mapped, only 157 were
twenty-five acres or larger. Just eight topped one hundred 100 acres in size.
One county’s efforts led to the mapping of an additional eighteen northern Illinois counties and several
in Wisconsin by multiple partners and spearheaded by
the Morton Arboretum with similar results. The findings became the impetus for development of an oak
ecosystem recovery plan for the entire region. Today
by the Morton Arboretum and eleven partners seeks to
continue the work in forty additional Illinois counties.
As the fourth wave expands, traditional conservation constituencies such as hunters and anglers,
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birders and hikers have been joined by agriculture,
private landowners, green builders, organic farmers,
alternative healers, health professionals, social justice
advocates, and even a branch of psychologists who
work with what has been defined as eco-psychology.
Our culture is coming to terms with the fact that conservation needs to be the guiding principle by which
all future decisions are determined. We have begun to
consider the impact of those decisions on not the next
seven generations but on the next seventy.
Finally, the fourth wave asks us to accept that the
preservation of ancient ecological systems is at its root
not an engineering question that can be solved with
permeable pavers and naturalized detention; it is an
ethical question and a question of what is sacred and
how far do the rights of rocks extend.
More profoundly, it is a question of accepting that
land is a self-aware, sentient entity and the ground
sings when it is healthy and it weeps when it is injured.
To know land’s joy is to celebrate in the miracle of falling rain, and thrill to cranes as they pass overhead
trekking northward in the bright March sunlight. To
know land’s pain, and to overlook the atrocities inflicted upon it in the name of expediency is to ignore the
very hemorrhaging of life itself.
The fourth wave calls on us to embrace that the
reason we support the work of conservation goes far
beyond science. In fact, we do this work because the
entire cosmos is scripture, and the truly wise culture
kneels at the feet of all creatures. It is as simple, as
straightforward, and as elegant as that.
So what future does the fourth wave hold? I would
ask you to acknowledge in your mind if any of the next
few sentences identify you. Are you under fifty? Are
you in a lifelong love affair with nature? Do you speak
a second or third language? Are you a woman? Are you
part of a group that has not traditionally been under
the conservation tent? Do you see nature and society
differently than most of your peers? Do you feel the
land in your bones? Do you dream of a world not yet
born?
If you answered yes to any of those questions then
Not only a new wave of conservation is being born,
but an antiquated set of ideas is passing away at the
same time.
you are the fourth wave. You are called to embrace the
role of architects for the bricks and mortar of a new
conservation for the next half century.
EDWARD COLLINS

In every generation of conservationists there
comes a defining moment; a place of decision; as Robert Frost said, that spot where two roads diverge and
you are asked to have the courage to take the one less
travelled.
In doing so, I would pass on a single lesson that
I have found useful: Learn to speak the facts of science in the words of the poet, for what is spoken by
the heart is heard by the heart, and heart drives the
fourth wave.
I would close by sharing two stories, separated by
a century and a half.
In the summer of 1871 a government exploration
party, entered a mysterious landscape of boiling mud
pots, geysers and waterfalls. Returning east, they suggested that the region be set aside so that future generations of Americans might behold the same wonders,
petitioning President Grant to consider the first ever
“people’s park.” On March 1, 1872, Grant signed the
historic bill creating Yellowstone, the world’s first national park. An editorial published just prior to the
vote and reflecting the perspective of many at the time:
This preposterous idea of a “people’s Park”
has been promulgated by short-sighted men
who refuse to acknowledge that the strength of
the nation is in the use of those natural riches
bestowed upon it by a gentle and caring providence. Better to open the region of the Yellowstone to settlement by those industrious individuals who shall convert its timber, soil and
mineral wealth into a prosperous and settled
portion of the country.
Consider for a moment the outcome if a few committed individuals had not had the courage to see the
people’s park through to completion. No Yellowstone,
no Yosemite, no state park movement, no forest preserves or conservation districts. Perhaps not even a
Burnham Plan.
In 2004, sharing a glass of what is known in the
conservation business as “dream oil” with a friend in
the United States Fish and Wildlife Service, I asked
what it would take to bring a national wildlife refuge to
McHenry County. He pulled no punches. A new refuge
needs the biological rationale, but would also require
an incredible and dedicated grassroots organization,
and would take years for even consideration by the
Department of the Interior.
A few months later, a small group of individuals
formed the Friends of Hackmatack and set off on a
journey that would last eight years. Literally, from the
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The preservation of ancient ecological systems is
at its root not an engineering question…it is an ethical
question.
first month, Openlands was a steadfast companion on
that journey providing staff support, grant writing capacity, political wherewithal and perhaps most importantly constant encouragement.
There were bumps in the road. At times, the entire
idea seemed so implausible as to border on the ridiculous. But no one quit. No one quit because conservation is one of the most powerful and positive ideas we
possess as a people.
In August of 2012 Senator Dick Durbin, one of conservation’s most genuine and consistent friends, and
Secretary of the Interior Kenneth Salazar journeyed to
Glacial Park to officially authorize Hackmatack as the
561st National Wildlife Refuge. As with all things ever
accomplished in conservation, Hackmatack passed
through the same three stages: First, the idea was
impossible, then it was too difficult, and finally it was
done.
Today conservation is under attack, assailed at the
local, state and federal level as a luxury that we can no
longer afford. It is no wonder that many people with a
deep and abiding connection to land tell me they are
on news blackouts. I can certainly understand such a
perspective. The times try our souls. . .and how could
they not for the souls of many in this room live interwoven deeply with the land itself.
But remember that not only a new wave of conservation is being born, but an antiquated set of ideas is
passing away at the same time. New research in neural science tells us that old ideas die hard and that the
brain neurons controlling such perspectives are the
most active, the most animated in the last moments
before they collapse. They fire frantically in what is
called an extinction burst trying to get the brain to
re-engage with those ideas.
We are watching outdated ideas about our relationship to the land and to each other locked deep in
an intense extinction burst.
Every individual action counts. Be it involvement
as a volunteer, a donor or simply stepping up to speak
your mind though your voice shakes, such actions
push the extinction burst forward. Every inaction, every miasmic thought, every personal retreat reinforces
these dying ideas to hold on just a little longer.
In the end, regardless of the power they seem to
EDWARD COLLINS

hold at the moment, these old ideas are simply on the
wrong side of history. The world is changing and our
species is growing out of our adolescence.
The commitment to individual action is the promise that conservation asks of us from the moment the
natural world first allows us inside to see with deeper
clarity. The first time we harvest a tomato from a city
garden, the first time we plant a tree in what was once
a vacant lot, the first time we build a brush pile and
find it full of birds the next morning. Giving voice to
the land is the trade we make for the days we spend in
the embrace of the wild.
I have no doubt tough fights lie ahead. But we are
the most blessed when faced with those seemingly impossible battles that so often mark the conservation
movement. They are the gifts, possessing enormous
power to change our relationship with land and with
each other in a truly fundamental way. The intensity
of those struggles erases old paradigms and replaces
them with a new reality about what is possible.
Emerson once noted that what lies behind us and
what lies before us are small matters compared to
what lies within us. The Great Remembering asks every man to find the Roosevelt within and every woman
the Rachel Carson.
May each of you find yours.

Edward Collins is Director of Land Preservation and Natural Resources
of the McHenry County Conservation District in Woodstock, IL.
This essay is based on a presentation he gave at the openlands Luncheon on november
9, 2017. A video of his talk is available at www.openlands.org.
The openlands 2018 Annual Luncheon will take place on october 18.
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An Ethical Journey into
Deep Time
By An j a C l au s

C

urrently I am at work on a series of essays
chronicling my own voyage of discovery in
pursuit of a personal eco-ethical toolkit. I
am searching for tools to help guide me as
I interlace and articulate a resilient and organic personal moral fabric. The resulting toolkit will offer a
framework to rest my head and heart upon as I stumble, skip, and waltz through life’s evolutionary interdependencies—interdependencies that permeate all of
Earth’s temporal and spatial scales. That is my hope.
And this is the first essay in that series.
I have a strong, steady feeling, bursts of intuition,
and interwoven layers of rational understanding (revealed to me by others: Peter Kropotkin, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Mick Smith, and Fritjov Capra) that
convey to me that the ability and necessity of life’s
entities to navigate their becomings with Others are
where the essence of ethics lies and why the capacity for all sorts of ethical processes, including ethical
thinking and the social institution of ethics, evolved.
My understanding of ethics from a meta-ethical perspective is not some set standards of good and bad or
right and wrong, and is not limited to the human realm
only. Therefore, for this series of essays, the term ethics will be used as follows: the activity of navigating
interactions between autonomous entities so that the
tendency toward mutual aid can exist and life’s essential processes are allowed to continue and flourish
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on Earth. This navigation requires—and facilitates in
turn—the development of a diverse set of tools supporting the virtually infinite number of actions and
reactions between autonomous being and Otherness.
Ethics is the essential aspect of the possibility of relationships with Others. And all life is basically about
relationships—about Otherness. Without the ability to
form mutually beneficial relationships—between lipids, protocells, prokaryotes, eukaryotes, and beyond,
including the human-microbiome hologenome—there
would be no life, certainly not in the way we know it or
experience it.

Microbial mat at the Grand Prismatic Spring, Yellowstone.
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The rational knowledge of this phenomenal evolutionary journey energizes me to more deeply reflect
upon this wild ride, which began to transpire approximately 3.77 billion years ago, and possibly as early as
4.28 billion years ago on Earth.1 It also drives me to
find a place for my own moral outlook as a human in
the midst of the ethical tensions that comprise all life.
My task is to weed out the assortment of ethical
theories that have overgrown my intellectual garden
over time and to examine where my understanding of
ethics and morals has come from. Why undertake this
meta-ethical journey? I feel and think it is necessary
in order for me to identify what my moral self looks
like on a rational level, allowing me to understand
where it fits within the current human understandings
of the moral domain and to unpack where I imagine
ethics to have come from in the first place, in the evolutionary sense. And finally, it will enable me to share
this process with Others who might be on a similar
journey, hoping that they, too, might join in. In this
essay I share the beginnings of this journey from an
eco-atheist perspective and attempt to reimagine how
an atheist’s eco-ethics worldview perspective might
take shape.
And throughout this process I invite you to share
your thoughts, feelings, suggestions, and overall critiques of this and forthcoming articles—which you will
be able to share via the online Disqus section at the
end of each Minding Nature article in this series.
How I Got to This Point

This journey began officially with a two-week residency at the very special Mesa Refuge, a writer’s retreat in Pt. Reyes, California. It is during this time I
began to interpret my jumbled thoughts and feelings
in earnest. In honor of this first step I begin this article with a letter I wrote at the Mesa Refuge, which I
shared with my fellow residents and hosts on my last
night there.
I sit here in a magical space that is sadly one of the
few remaining places where the human–nature connection is still something palpable and magical. It is a
place where much effort has gone into creating community, organizations, and social structures that both
feed as well as celebrate the idea of love and the feeling
of love, for the whole community of life.
Pt. Reyes National Seashore comprises approximately seventy-one thousand acres of wild coastal
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beaches, estuaries, and uplands on the north/central
coast of California. It was established in 1962, after a
hard-won struggle of political pushing and prodding.
In the end, this safe haven was created as a refuge for
the many species of slippery water fowl, fuzzy faced
bobcats, rocket-powered hummingbirds, and the massively soaring turkey vulture (who has impressed upon
me its humble, majestic “dirtiness”). It is also a refuge
for the few passionate human animals who live here
in the communities of Pt. Reyes Point, Inverness, and
Olema, as well as for the many human Others who
come through this area to hike, bike, drive, walk, sit,
and meditate in the open space within the enchanted
and mysterious Pacific Ocean estuary, named Tomales
Bay.
Pt. Reyes Station is creative and loving. It is the
home to a wondrous small independent bookstore
that is a sweet nook of creative passion. And it is home
base to the amazing Geography of Hope conferences,
where you can find passionate conversations on loving
the lands, waters, and each other.
It’s wild, and it’s working—wild with nature’s tidal movements and other prominent cyclical patterns
of life allowed to be and become as evolution intended, and working with agricultural landscapes, mostly
ranching, that have been allowed to remain within this
wild place.
It’s contentious and political, with a diversity of
beliefs about what this landscape should look like.
This diversity includes the land’s Native American
history—thousands of years of Miwok communities
residing along the coast in what we now refer to as
California.
All the while, Point Reyes Station sits atop the
powerhouse that is the Andreas Fault line.
This is an interwoven, historically complicated,
and wondrous place.
Delicate geraniums seemingly beckon you to rub
their leaves and smell the sweetness at your fingertips;
the massive woody rosemary bushes, everywhere you
look, burst with the pungent smell that goes so well
with tasty lamb dishes. The sun, she has left us, and
the fog, he has rolled in and sits heavy across the hills,
while the rain drizzles on and off, and on and off, while
a thick, honeyed, and invigorating smell of what air
should really smell like sits around the house as heavy
as the thick fog across the bay; and we are warm and
cozy in this gracious shack with large windows facing the estuary and gifted with a cedar-burning stove
warming our chilled and damp human bones. And as I
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sit in this place named Mesa Refuge—a writer’s retreat
at the edge of Pt. Reyes Station, created by a generous, humble, and interconnected human creature—I
am blessed with both nature’s miracles and our host’s
loveliness.
I’ve come here to this wilding refuge from the fastpaced, pulsing, prodding, consumerist world of the
Chicago megalopolis to safely unpack the timid atheist inside of me. She, or he, has been there for as long
as I can remember; lying dormant, hiding somewhere
behind my third-eye center, but always leading me in
certain intellectual endeavors versus others.
And as I expose her to the outside world, I am
handing her an ethical toolkit to help her/me legitimately articulate a love for nature and express a desire
to help right the many wrongs we have inflicted upon
our fellow humans, on all those non-human Others,
and on Earth’s systems as a whole. Doing this will liberate her/me by giving her the ability to explicitly articulate an environmental ethics that is in no way beholden to institutional religious faiths and unfamiliar
spiritual deities.
I am unpacking this atheist part of myself now because I’ve recognized more acutely my deep resistance
to being labeled a spiritual person by friends and colleagues, which seems to occur ever more often these
days. This conflict has nudged me to dive in and uncover where this intensity of connection to the morethan-human world comes from inside of me. To others
it seems so clearly an expression of spirituality, but I
do not believe this to be true in my case. It is something else.
Morals and Atheism

We are often faced with the deceptive, dichotomous choice between committing to particular deities
and formal religions for one’s moral guidance or else
having no access to any rich moral structure at all. Traditional moral thought of the “Western us” has tended
to conclude that if one has no religious or spiritual inclinations, then one is unable to fully comprehend and
live within a moral foundation. This view assumes that
the atheist is amoral, and that if such people occasionally do some good, it is only by accident, or through
the overriding power of a god. However, my sense is
that the capacity to experience ethical feelings, intuitions, and thoughts that result in moral action has
always been within all of us—from the beginnings of
life on Earth. And the perception that one can lose this
ability simply by not believing in the supernatural is
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based in the assumption that there was at some time a
supernatural being who passed the foundation of morality as truths on to us.
I believe that moral foundations are generated by
us, as well as for us, through the process of evolution.
A host of evolutionary attributes enables us to take
action on how to relate with Others, affording life the
ability to navigate the necessary interconnections with
those outside of the unit of self, facilitating living entities to develop ever more intricate and sophisticated forms of negotiating with life’s living alongside the
Other—an Other who exists within the same spatial
and temporal reality. There is no avoiding this Other,
ever; we are always bumping into someones at sometime.

A graphic depicting modern cell evolution through the negotiation between an ancestral
host cell and bacteria.

There seems to be an evolutionary continuum
through deep time where no earthly living entity has
been created independently of the Other—there is always a common ancestor. We humans have evolved
from a long line of life’s wondrous and intricate play
on interdependencies. Our physical essence has come
to be through the incessant stacking upon stacking of
entities—protocells to prokaryotes to eukaryotes to
fish to amphibians to mammals—to form who we are.

Russian Dolls
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Human life’s trajectory would benefit and perhaps
become sustainable if we always remembered this reality with every thought and with every action. If we
did, would we perhaps avoid creating alienating, estranging concepts of Otherness—human Otherness,
nationalist Otherness, and animal Otherness—and instead embrace Otherness and wholeness at the same
time? It would certainly take generations to reimagine
and reorganize our human selves and our resulting institutions and moral structures, but selves and institutions have been reimagined and reorganized before,
and it is certainly not out of the realm of possibility.
We can look toward evolutionary theory as an alternative understanding to religious and spiritual beliefs to excavate a moral framework within ourselves—
one that is in us and of us, between our neighbors and
rising up from our relationship with place.
Evolutionary science is a standard go-to theoretical
model for unpacking the diversity of life, even among
religious and spiritual peoples. We have agreed that
our physiological nature, our chemical and biological
make-up, has evolved from a similar lineage with other creatures. When we also come to understand complex adaptive psychological and behavioral traits—our
appetites for food and sex, our fear responses, our
patterns of aggression, our parental care and bonding,
and our patterns of cooperation and retribution—from
an evolutionary perspective, then we see that these are
all a part of humanity’s ethical toolkit, evolved over
millions of years during our creaturely lineage. But
when we measure ourselves against a spiritual or otherworldly benchmark—when we take ourselves out of
time and place—even bodies of scientific knowledge
like evolution or climate science are turned into ideologies and deceptions.
So let us take one more step toward embracing
evolution as a theory on life and look to it for insight
into life’s ethical dynamism.
Ethics is the essential aspect of the possibility of
relationships with Others.
We are coming to understand, through recent research in microbiology, that even our human bodies
can no longer be viewed as autonomous entities, independent of Others and therefore somehow the “special”
creatures on Earth. As Rosenberg and Zilber-Rosenberg put it, “Animals and plants can no longer be considered individuals. All are holobionts, consisting of a
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host and numerous symbiotic microbes.”2 We are not
however, merely hosts to these other creatures; we live
in tandem with them. Even the genetic makeup found
in the human body is part of a co-evolving hologenome evolving alongside—and, more importantly, as
a result of—our microbiome’s genetic structure.3 And
we are not just talking about the nice bacteria lining
our gut, gathering sustenance while helping us process
ours, but about bacteria, fungi, and viruses effecting
the very expressions of the human genome, perhaps
affecting our moods and even directing genetic mutation (versus mutation by error or damage).4
Such a collaboration, or mutual aid, among taxonomic kingdoms and viruses (considered non-life entities) requires what I am calling ethics: a process of
navigating interactions between autonomous entities,
with the tendency toward mutual aid, allowing life’s
essential processes to occur on Earth, which facilitates
the development of a diverse set of tools supporting the infinite amounts of actions and reactions between Otherness. Therefore, we can perhaps come to
an agreement that the existence of the animal, Homo
sapiens, is not even possible without this ethical dynamism within the human-microbe holobiont community. (Just imagine the ethical dimensions of our
present-day ingestion of a multitude of pesticides and
antibiotics, our favorite microbiome killers.)
Our current understanding of where human morality rests is in our capacity to apply normative guidance for our dealings with one another and with planet
Earth. We are motivated by societal norms that have
been rationalized as oughts and ought nots to direct
thoughts and actions in response to life’s variety of
circumstances. These normative understandings often
are attended to as truths that come to us from the supernatural realm or through the very special, god-given gift of reason. However, what if the human capacity
for creating religious and spiritual forms of guidance
is not grounded in the supernatural at all, but rather is
based in a set of skills, including reason, which results
from our biologically adaptive toolkits that bestow
upon us all—humans and other-than-human entities
alike—a variety of selective advantages for social cohesion and cooperation?
If we re-imagine and comprehend ethics from an
evolutionary point of view, then a way of reconciling
Otherness and mutual aid opens up. If the ability of
employing moral judgment to govern human behavior
is a result of evolution, then the capacity for morality
is humanly universal, in that it represents a range of
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species-typical behavior. Each culture normalizes and
moralizes a somewhat different set of behavioral possibilities from within that universal range; each society fills its ethical toolkit in somewhat different ways,
but against a universal background. We humans all
evolved with the ability to respond and take action in
regards to the Other via our sensory, emotional, and
intellectual adaptations. All animals and plants have
done this, but their adaptations have been varied. In
human beings, the rational thought tool supported
the development of complex language, giving us the
ability to gather and organize an immense amount
of information with which to assess which behaviors
are acceptable within a certain community and which
are not. This provides a selective advantage for large
groups of individuals to successfully live amongst one
another. These adaptations seem to also influence the
very content of our moral judgments. “Even where
moral beliefs are heavily shaped by culture,” William
FitzPatrick observes, “there might be evolutionary
influences in the background: evolved psychological
traits may have contributed to the shaping of cultural
practices themselves, influencing, for example, the development of ‘family first’ cultural norms that inform
our judgments.”5
In another sense, human morality is relative (to
place and time) in that each cultural or social group
has the freedom to apply these adaptations—which
have evolved over hundreds of thousands of years and
have become amazingly intricate and complex—to organize and reorganize their specific cultural oughts
and ought nots.
Another dimension of morality’s universality and
relativity is perhaps uncovered from recent debates
about the essence of morality explained in the “mere
rationalization hypothesis.” Many theorize that moral
actions and decisions seem most often made via the
perception of emotions and feelings, but are then rationalized, perhaps in order for us to share them with
Others. William FitzPatrick, for example, maintains
that:
Moral philosophers have long recognized that
people have often been led rationalized their
views, inventing justifications for positions
held due to other causes…The reason why philosophers tend to find a ‘mere rationalization
hypothesis’ plausible for such beliefs as [that
interracial marriage is morally wrong] and
[homosexuality is morally wrong] is that (i) the
justifications offered for them have consistentANJA CLAUS

ly failed to stand up to critical reflection…and
(ii) there are plausible alternative explanations
for why people have really come to hold such
beliefs, such as that they have misconstrued
personal feelings of disgust as perceptions
of objective moral wrongness, and projected
those feelings onto the world as ‘moral impurity’…Our giving of reasons for our moral beliefs in such cases is interpreted as mere post
hoc rationalization. Rather than engaging
in autonomous reflection and reasoning, and
coming to believe certain moral propositions
for the reasons that emerge from that reflection …what is happening instead according to
this hypothesis is that (1) our moral beliefs are
simply caused by emotions or ‘moral instincts’
we have largely due to our evolutionary background, and (2) we then invent rationalizations for these resulting beliefs in order to try
to make sense of them to ourselves, unaware of
their real causal origins.6
In the view I am suggesting here, moral beliefs are
triggered by emotions and/or moral instincts that are
a result of our evolutionary background and can therefore be understood as universal elements; whereas the
rationalizations or justifications for these resulting beliefs occur on an individual and cultural level and can
thus be considered relative.
The tool of reason, I can imagine, allowed us humans to collect and communicate the moral decisions
agreed upon over time and space, permitting larger and larger groups of human societies to work as a
whole, sharing life’s treasures with one another (food,
drink, shelter, skill sets). It is truly a challenge to agree
upon, share, and follow one’s emotional expressions
of morality with the larger groups found in cities, in
nations, and among nations. We thus depend on our
skill of reason and our ability for complex language,
which allows us to communicate a more intricate moral understanding with the larger cross-spatial and
temporal group of humans. The human rational reflection simply supports, communicates, and solidifies
our foray into evolution’s ethical realm. (This is quite
Human morality is relative (to place and time) in
that each cultural or social group has the freedom to
apply these adaptations.
a different form of understanding rules and communicating them than the creatures we know as ants have
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evolved, but with a similar evolutionary direction for
group cohesion.7)
Although moral standards do change through time
and through geography, these standards are not merely arbitrary constructs to be dismissed only because
they are of a specific time and place. Each set of ethical
standards has its emplaced function, and standards
as such are necessary social structures required by a
larger cohesive group of individuals who have decided
to interact closely with one another with the intention
to support and benefit the whole. Humans have the
capacity via their evolutionarily crafted ethical tool
box—emotions, feelings, reason—for developing a set
of intricate, widely distributed written and oral rules
regarding oughts and ought nots that have allowed for
all this intermingling. And these intense interactions
are prime drivers and results of evolution. Therefore,
the process and results of ethics are not arbitrary at
all. They are a necessity for and of life.
On the basis of seeing ethics from an eco-atheist—
an evolutionary—point of view, I can now begin imagining an “ethics of being, in place” to counterbalance
the tradition of religious and philosophical thinking
that bases ethics in the supernatural. In my conception of place-based being, place—existing in geological space and evolutionary time—is the surrounding
you interact with at all times: the ocean, the forest, the
ecosystem, the city, the region, the nation, the planet,
the solar system. It is the envelope that houses everyone and everything and all their interactions. And the
ethics is the process and end result of how all these
entities (on Earth) process their becoming with that of
Others’ becomings.
Setting Atheism Free of Humanism

Both its critics and adherents tend to view atheism
as inseparable from humanist ideals, ideals that are
focused on the purely rational world with an emphasis
on the agency of human beings. This linking however, need no longer be the case and from my particular position is a connection that is in need of severing. I instead imagine atheism—the absence of belief
in the existence of deities—being freed from placing
reason in the position of being the only true process
of knowing the world (if the existence of something
cannot be demonstrated by logic and empirical evidence, then it does not exist), as well as from the understanding that the human condition—the being of
the human species—is independent or separate from
all other-than-human existence. Atheism does not
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need to hold that human being is the ethically most
valuable or superior mode of being. The centrality of
interdependence, symbiosis, and mutual aid in the account of ethics and evolution I am advancing actually
precludes a human-centric understanding of ethical
value. If humanism does place reason at the pinnacle
of knowledge, humanity at the pinnacle of being, and
the human good at the pinnacle of value, then it is necessary to my project to sever the connection between
atheism and humanism.
To begin this discussion the definition of humanism must be addressed. There is some debate on the
meaning of humanism, in part because the term’s use
and definition has changed over time. For this essay
I refer to the Wikipedia definition for a generally accepted understanding of the term:
Humanism is a philosophical and ethical
stance that emphasizes the value and agency
of human beings, individually and collectively, and generally prefers critical thinking and
evidence (rationalism and empiricism) over
acceptance of dogma or superstition.8
Humanism was part of an important trend of the
modern world (beginning in the sixteenth century)
toward secular ethics. It was essential in the cultural
move towards liberating modernism from divine revelations and in helping to re-discover classical education and civic discourse. Concerns of the time were that
universities focused far too much on producing skillful
lawyers, physicians, and engineers, rather than educating capable and cultivated human beings—an important direction in re-imaging the moral ethos of the
time (and perhaps a direction the citizens of the United States ought to keep an eye on as we re-create our
educational institutions to churn out the next generation work force). However, humanism as a philosophy
became corrupted by its hubris in distinguishing our
own species from our animal self, which still lingers in
the humanist movement today.9 “The original renaissance philosophy about the importance of human initiative within divine and natural limits…mutated into
an arrogant techno-humanism which now recognizes
none.”10 Humanists tend to theorize that moral values
are relative to the human experience only and that humans are thus the measure of all things valuable: “Ethical values are derived from human need and interest
as tested by experience.”11 The overarching goal of humanism remains to affirm “our ability and responsibility to lead ethical lives of personal fulfillment that
aspire to the greater good of humanity”12 but with no
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deep reflection on our interconnection with and utter
dependence on the whole community of life.
We can unpack this understanding to mean that
everything, all of Earth, is only valuable insofar as the
entity or system in question—the hummingbird, the
bobcat, or the estuary, satisfies some human interest
or desire. A humanistic value theorist might maintain
that a river has instrumental value in furthering the
human transport of coal or fracking sand, or for the
pure, pleasurable experience of river cruises and jet
skiing, but has no value in its own right or to Others,
such as the diversity of species who experience that
river as home. As soon as we find no need for these
Others, they become valueless: ripe for resource extraction. And thus the humanist project continues the
rationalization and instrumentalization of the moral field.13 So in developing an eco-ethic, if we were to
consider the humanist theory, which argues that only
human interests and desires have so-called intrinsic
value, we would find ourselves in the position of an
The centrality of interdependence, symbiosis, and
mutual aid…precludes a human-centric understanding
of ethical value.
anthropocentric worldview affording us a very narrow
ethical space to ground life’s value in—a space that
only contains human desires and interests.
Over time, what humanism has done is to move
the source of value creation from the Gods above to
the gods on Earth, the Homo sapiens. Humanism
transformed itself into a secular theism. And in this
respect, the change from a theist worldview to a humanist worldview has not changed the actual place of
value production. It still resides within the human animal mind.
An additional concern with the humanist perspective is its hyper-focus on the rational component of
our human skill sets. Our ability for rational thinking is a powerful skill that has allowed us to create an
amazing array of complex tools, including everything
from engines and computer chips, to structures that
protect us from the elements and take us up thousands
of feet into the sky. It has also allowed us to understand our universe in more depth with each passing
year, month, and even day. And through this ability to
comprehend and create our reality, we have become
a highly successful species in terms of tool creation,
habitat formation, food production, and population
expansion. We have even been able to find the exact
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location where all this rational activity actually occurs
in the human brain. (Amazingly fascinating, that a
specific part of the human brain evolved in order to
process environmental stimuli in this particular way.
What a really neat skill set to put into our toolbox.)
But along with this discovery, we have also located
the places in our brains where our emotions and intuitions— the other essential faculties that allow us to
come to know the world—are processed. This very ancient part of animal life has stuck with us all this time,
demonstrating how essential these emotions and feelings have been to animal survival through the ages.
Research also indicates that all these brain activities—
rational thinking, emotional passions, and intuitive
feelings—are working together, intermingling all the
time as we form our understanding of and reaction to
the world around us. So to believe that we as humans
can harness pure rational thinking and leave out our
other evolutionary tools is naïve, as well as incorrect.
More importantly, to attempt to suppress and denigrate these faculties results in two forms of oppression: the oppression of those who are not engaging
reason and the oppression of those who perhaps do
not have the capacity for reason at all.
So if we want to remain true to the central insights
of evolutionary theory and eco-atheism, we must break
from this idea that we can fully understand the world
in terms of rational thinking only. Since this seems to
be the highlight of humanism, the eco-atheist must
break free from humanism.
This breaking free from the humanist ideal doesn’t
undermine eco-atheism any more than breaking free
from religion and spirituality does. Beyond a human-centric and theocentric narrative, we can look to
the method of science as a universal storyteller. We
are now in a better position to embrace the sciences
without privileging reason as the only faculty we have
for knowing or valuing; imagination, emotion, intuition, and sensibility have their unique contributions
to make as well. And we are not trapped, as humanism often is, by the species pride of believing that the
world is strictly our resource to do with as we see fit.
The eco-atheist can now instead begin to appreciate
the process of science as one method for coming to
understand both human and non-human Others, and,
therefore, for understanding ourselves more truthfully. Science can be seen as a process of understanding
the language and ways of life on Earth, outside and
inside the human animal, as we search out our reality.
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Setting Science Straight

To properly break free from the hubristic tendencies we find within humanism we must still stretch science’s imagination of itself. We seek a reconstituted
science, “one based upon principles that are radically
different from the reductionism and instrumentalism
of the dominant tradition,” as Peter Hay so aptly put
it.14 For even though I am attempting to sever atheism’s tie to humanism, atheism’s foundational process
of knowledge, science, is still prone to be misunderstood as necessarily immersed and enmeshed in an
anthropocentric illusion and a Cartesian dualism.
Cartesian science has received an overwhelming
critique of its approach to knowledge formation. Again
in Hay’s summation, Cartesian science is:
variously labeled as ‘atomistic’ or ‘reductionist’
(because it ‘reduces’ reality to an understanding of smallest identifiable component parts),
mechanistic (because it sees all existence, including animated existence, as behaving in the
fashion of automata, according to varying laws
and principles), and ‘instrumentalist’ (because
knowledge is not sought for its own sake, nor
even in the interest of the thing under investigation, but for the ultimate good that knowledge might prove to be for humans).15
This dominant approach of investigation in the
physical as well as social sciences is termed positivism
and is a philosophical stance that maintains that the
only knowledge that is true, valid, or even worthwhile
can only be accessed empirically. This modern epistemology is considered to have led to “a fragmented
view of the world, with an understanding of aspects of
reality being gained at the expense of the whole,” and
it “lies at the heart of the ecological crisis confronting
us today.”16
We can, however, move beyond the positivist understanding of science by deciding from a personal,
institutional, and economic perspective that this vision is neither useful nor ideal for our contemporary
process of knowledge production. This would involve
rejecting the analytic scenario in which “scientist[s]
seek to understand the parts and elements of reality,
assuming that an understanding of the parts is all that
essentially needs to be known about the whole, and
that knowledge of the linkages between the parts is at
a subordinate level to knowledge of the parts themselves.”17 In its place, we can embrace a scenario in
which science’s approach “seeks to maintain ties of
meaning between researcher and phenomenon.”18 In
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such a scenario, generalizations of phenomena surface
through descriptive accounts of human experiencing;
and reality comes to be known via “qualitative data assembled and described through experiential modes of
explanation: as opposed to the stress positivism places
on quantitative information, amassed and assessed in
accordance with pre-existing laws and theories.”19 By
applying such a method in coming to know all the Others and ourselves, we avoid “forcing real-world processes and events into a set of imposed and arbitrary
cerebral constructs.”20 This way of knowing the world
is the basis of phenomenology, which is considered
a dissident epistemology although many disciplines,
including anthropology, environmental psychology,
environmental geography and philosophy, have embraced it.
Let us reimagine science then so it appreciates that
all of Nature’s connections and life’s entities are to be
viewed in relation to the whole and not merely broken
down into the smallest component parts possible. Let
us follow a science of life that is dynamically creative
and not simply tiny machines following anthropomorphized rules that human beings find expedient; a science of life in which human being is to be understood
not above, better, or more significant than the non-human reality that is outside our supposed autonomous
selves. Let us embrace the scientific process of phenomenology expressly when it comes to understanding the whole community of life.
By taking such a position, we can influence and
change what is fundable, what counts as evidence or
data gathering, and how the agenda of research and
what is important to know is set in the first place. We
can decide that the why of science no longer be rooted
in the goal of human domination of the natural world
and instead demand that it be rooted in the goal of living fairly on planet Earth: breaking the ties with our
worldview that humans are separate and above the
rest of nature; that all else is inferior and thus a mere
resource for us to exploit; and ultimately that non-human Others do not morally count, since these Others
were not touched by the god above or the god of reason.
We must break from this idea that we can fully understand the world in terms of rational thinking only.
What, then, can we say about objectivity? Objective in the sense that scientific description is underAN ETHICAL JOURNEY INTO DEEP TIME  37
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stood to be objective, independent of the human observer and the process of knowing. This dynamic and
rigorous ideal is at the base of a relatively new way—in
the evolutionary sense— of coming to know the happenings around us and to us. Striving towards objectivity services the rational mind very well by allowing
this part of our toolkit to reduce the complexities of
Nature. We need to come clean, though, and admit
that everything our rational mind comes to know is
the subjective apprehension of the world around us.
Alwyn Jones maintains that “it is a presupposition of
science…that the mind, as an independent entity, is
able to experience and grasp objective reality.”21 But,
we know that the mind is not truly “independent” in
the way required by Cartesian and positivistic science.
Linked to this ideal of objectivity is the value neutrality of scientific knowledge. However, it follows
from what I have been asserting that science is not value free. Scientific insight is imbued with ethical decision making and consequences. It is laden with values
that motivate certain lines of research versus others:
research monies put toward genetically engineered
crops and animals (which is profitable for agricultural and pharmaceutical corporations) versus research
money put toward questions like what is a healthy
soil and how can we re-establish healthy soil through
Earth’s natural systems (such as the permaculture
process, which is not profitable for the agricultural
and pharmaceutical corporations and is very much a
radical decentralization project). “All scientific paradigms bring with them subsidiary political and ethical interpretations…Yet, a great many practitioners
of mechanistic science seem blind to this simple and
readily verifiable fact; hence their absurd claim that
science is, uniquely, value-free.”22
The goal I seek is humble objectivity, not to take
the process of science’s rigorous method completely
out of the equation in coming to know ourselves and
the whole community of life. True objectivity is not
radically independent knowledge; it is interdependent knowledge and knowing. It is this tool that allows
us to weed through the challenges of unraveling the
universe, near and far. This form of knowledge production informs us with fairly accurate and timely interpretations of our reality. For example, ecology tells
us how natural systems function, how they exist differently in different places, how they create the space
for the many animal and plant creatures to be and become their evolutionary selves. Ecology can inform us
as to the dysfunctions of these spaces, once major anANJA CLAUS

thropocentric disturbances go against the evolutionary norm. Ecology can also provide hints on how we
can resolve the pursuit of our desires while delicately
maintaining the richness of Others’ needs and desires.
The beauty of science is that is always searching and
always correcting itself, building upon decades of information that bring increasing clarity to the object of
its study.
However, science must catch up with itself and
“adopt a holistic framework… [that] is in agreement
with the most advanced scientific theories of physical
reality”23—a reality demonstrating that we are not separate from but utterly interconnected with, dependent
on, and of Nature. In addition, science in the twentieth-first century must realize that life is not made up
of a series of objects outside of the human subject that
have been placed on Earth to satisfy our every whim.
All of what we have come to know—especially through
evolutionary biology, ecology, microbiology, chemistry, physiology, and archeology—establishes that we
all came from the evolutionary soup approximately 3
to 4 billion years ago.
Science shows us what’s happening in the universe
in a sophisticated way. But as a tool it does not tell
us what is specifically good or bad. Looking to science
as an anchor for our values is a very tricky business.
“The fallacy is the attempt to use facts about what is
natural to justify a particular ethic.”24 Scientific information is not a static thing privileging us with access
to an unchanging truth. Thus, there is no permanent
anchor for our values as truths. What it can inform
us of is where valuing, ethics, and morals come from
in the meta-ethical sense. It can give us information
about the biological processes and well-being of all
those Others around us; it can inform us about whether these beings or systems are healthy; and, when we
do decide that we value these Others as healthy, it tells
us what we might do to assist them via the process of
science.
This understanding frees us up to contemplate
where else values might lie and to liberate them from
within science’s facts or humans’ anthropocentric rational self. They might instead lie in the very process
of getting to know and interact co-constituently with
the Other—human or other-than-human. This opens
the door for connecting an ethics of place within the
eco-atheist framework, allowing us to develop an ethics that is not beholden to universal rights and wrongs.
We can instead begin to imagine an “ethics of being,
in place,” where place—existing in geological space
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and evolutionary time—is the surrounding you interact with at all times, and the ethics is the process of
navigating interactions between autonomous entities
all around, with the tendency toward cooperation, allowing life’s essential process to arise on planet Earth.
True objectivity is not radically independent
knowledge; it is interdependent knowledge and
knowing.

anja Claus is Curator of the Center’s Curations series; senior
editor of Minding Nature; and editor of the Center’s weekly
newsletter.
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Conclusion

There seems to be an evolutionary impulse toward
cooperation. As Peter Kropotkin—a contemporary of
Darwin—so powerfully argued in the 1800s, Nature
tends toward “mutual aid” rather than toward competition and “survival of the fittest.” Kropotkin saw this
trend toward mutual aid in the harsh environment of
the Siberian tundra.25 Contemporary science shows us
it as well, especially in the micro-macro cooperation
within our own bodily ecosystems—where our human
genome is utterly interdependent with that of the microbiome living on our skins and throughout our digestive tracts. This newly understood phenomenon is
where I turn to help illuminate where the ethical realm
might lie: in the places where mutual aid is necessary
for life to flourish in the evolutionary sense, beginning
with Earth’s proto-cellular beings and proceeding to
the development of the first eukaryotic cells through
to the very recent development of the mammal animal. In forthcoming installments of this series of essays, I will share writings from Peter Kropotkin and
Mick Smith, a contemporary Canadian philosopher.
Their work features an ethics of place that depends on
mutual aid and care. I’ll also dive into microbiology’s
recent push to unwrap the hologenome and its potential meta-ethical implications.
The premise of my project is to remain true to
an eco-atheist understanding of the universe and articulate my vision of a rich, deep, loving ethics that
expresses connection and passion toward the whole
community of life. My disconnection from the framework of organized religion and my lack of personal
connection with otherworldly spiritual practices has
compelled me from a young age to understand the
meta-ethical realm in other ways. I want to extract
our moral foundation from some far-off, illusory entity and to humbly unearth an ethical framework from
within ourselves and our understanding of the really
real.
ANJA CLAUS
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From ‘Egosystem’ to
‘Ecosystem’
By Jo h n S . T ord ay a nd W i l l ia m B . Mi l l e r, Jr .

We all know that Art is not truth. Art is a
lie that makes us realize truth, at least the
truth that is given us to understand. The
artist must know the manner whereby to
convince others of the truthfulness of his lies.
—Pablo Picasso

D

Introduction

o you ever wonder why everything seems
to be interconnected—humans, nature,
planets, stars, the Cosmos? Life originated from unicellular organisms by circumventing the second law of thermodynamics using the
first principles of physiology—namely, negentropy,
chemiosmosis, and homeostatic regulation of calcium and lipids.1 The discovery of the first principles of
physiology offers the opportunity to understand how
and why we have evolved from the environment.2 By
reducing developmental and phylogenetic processes
to their cellular-molecular elements (which were ultimately driven by large-scale environmental changes),
the causal relationships of “everything” can be more
clearly envisioned, particularly when the mechanisms
of homeostasis and dyshomeostasis (pathology) are
superimposed. Viewing descriptive biology in the forward direction from unicellular to multicellular organisms, life’s physical and chemical processes can be
understood logically rather than dogmatically. By un-
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derstanding what makes us “tick” at this fundamental
level, we can better realize how we fit in to the great
scheme of things personally, societally, and as one
species among other species.
Having made these observations regarding the
integration of the animate and inanimate, why is human life full of deceptions, obfuscations, dualities, dialectics, cheating? There is no question that this is the
case, as chronicled by Robert Trivers in his landmark
book, The Folly of Fools.3 We would like to argue that
deception is innate in the ultimate origins of humankind, so naturally it would pervade our existence.
In the Beginning

Life on Earth was spawned by the formation of
the oceans and generated from frozen snowball-like
asteroids striking the planet’s surface. The process is
complex but chemically can be well understood. Those
asteroids contained polycyclic hydrocarbons, which
became suspended in these bodies of water. As the
Sun warmed the waters during the day, these lipids
liquefied, expressing their hysteretic property, which
is a physical form of “memory.” The lipids deformed
and reformed, ultimately generating protocells with
semi-permeable membranes. Within these structures
endomembranes partitioned positively and negatively charged ions, thereby creating bioenergetic flow.
This electrical potential fostered negentropy, or the
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building of complexity, rather than the simplification
of complexity within the cell in a process regulated by
homeostasis. In the aggregate, this configuration of
negentropy, chemiosmosis, and homeostasis constitutes the first principles of physiology, and the first
niche construction.
Epigenetics and Niche Construction

As life thrived on Earth, it generated carbon dioxide, causing a greenhouse effect that warmed the
atmosphere, causing waters to dry up, forcing some
water-borne organisms to transition onto land, adapting to terrestrial life over eons. Two major characteristics that land life acquired—epigenetic inheritance
and niche construction—were critically important for
the successful adaptation to land. Epigenetic inheritance is the ability of the organism to acquire informational “marks” directly from the environment; niche
construction is the organism’s ability to modify its
immediate surrounding environment.4 When these
two properties merge, this generates a dynamic capacity for the organism to interadapt to its environment,
maximizing its likelihood of survival and ongoing evolution. And when niches impinge on one another and/
or coalesce, they form networks for ever-expanding
niches, ultimately covering the surface of the Earth. In
the aggregate, this is the mechanism underlying the
Gaia theory described by James Lovelock.
The Deception Proves the Rule

Robert Triver’s book The Folly of Fools shows that
cheating seems to be pervasive in nature. Yet biology is founded on principles of cooperativity. How can
these contradictory characteristics constitute life?
This seeming paradox is a testament to the great prank
that life has foisted on its physical environs, which behooves us to acknowledge this inherent sleight of hand
in order to be true to ourselves.
There is an inherent fallacy engendered in our
understanding the transition from the physical to the
biologic. So many dualities, dialectics, paradoxes, and
counterintuitive aspects encountered in human experience could be resolved by acknowledging this fallacy. The quantum physicist David Bohm in his book,
Wholeness and the Explicate Order, wrote that we
misperceive our physical reality because we experience our physical surroundings through our subjectively evolved senses. This leads us to think that living
and non-living matter are ontologically different; we
embrace the pervasive notion, for example, that we
JOHN S. TORDAY AND WILLIAM B. MILLER, JR

are machines. In fact, we are merely a mechanism for
converting the physical into the animate, monitoring
our ever-changing environment in order to be able to
survive, thrive, and communicate knowledge from one
generation to the next effectively.
Armed with this more informed perspective, many
otherwise threatening and dogmatically understood
aspects of our being could be comprehended instead
as a continuum from our origins forward. In our previous works, we have redefined many terms in biology as mechanisms in service to biology—for example,
natural selection, the cell, homeostasis, pleiotropy,
heterochrony, and the life cycle. These insights enable
us to see how and why we have evolved as an integrated whole, as an agent for collecting information from
the environment, rather than as the result of random
mutations, seemingly without rhyme or reason—no
wonder people default to belief rather than science.
Importantly, this holistic vision offers the opportunity to fully appreciate our ecology, ourselves, and all
organisms as one grand scheme, as referred to in the
opening paragraph of this article.
We could even formulate a periodic table of biology, integrating all of the natural sciences into one
functionally predictive database. A similar realization
that the Sun is the center of the solar system once fundamentally changed human thought and action. Likewise, a firm understanding of where we came from
(ontology), and how (epistemology), would have equal
if not greater impact on human thought. Prior to the
recalibration of the Earth as one of the planets circling the Sun, autocrats and soothsayers had exercised
power by striking fear in peoples’ hearts and minds
through ignorance. But then came technological
breakthroughs like the telescope and microscope, offering knowledge of our outsides and insides, respectively, that raised our sights and curiosity. And with
the advent of the scientific method, we were enabled
to “know what we do not know.”
Deception and Social Pathology

But the stigma of deception remains as a barrier
to our fullest knowledge of who and what we are as a
species. Deception arose from the very origins of life
itself, “cheating” Mother Nature by circumventing
the second law of thermodynamics, which states that
free energy must disperse over time. By utilizing the
first principles of physiology as a means of instituting
self-organization and self-reference, life has been able
to generate a mechanism distinctly different from the
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physical laws governing non-living matter and energy in the universe. In Wholeness and the Implicate
Order, Bohm has stated that the end result has been
two different realms: the explicate and the implicate.
The explicate realm is the one we think of as reality,
when in fact it is one of our own making, distorted by
our subjective, evolved senses. The true reality, which
Bohm refers to as the implicate realm, exists on another perceptual plane. This duality is what has led to the
deceptions we are familiar with in the explicate realm,
offering the opportunity to cope with the inherent paradoxes we encounter daily.
Our own physiology has equipped us with the ability to endure such duplicity, but the consequence of
that is stressful—it stimulates the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis. In its optimal state, the stress
reaction facilitates learning, offering the opportunity to dominate the circumstances and evolve novel
structures and functions that mitigate and can even
eliminate the source of the stress by evolving means
of internalizing otherwise-toxic substances in the environment, metabolic cooperativity/multicellularity,
endothermy/homeothermy—or what we think of as
physiologic evolution. Ultimately, such adaptive strategies, in combination with niche construction and epigenetic inheritance, can lead to homeostatic balance,
both physically and physiologically, at least for the
moment. However, there are conditions that are not
conducive to such harmonious outcomes. In human
evolution, there are social constructs that are not conducive to homeostatic balance because they are predicated on false principles and produce social systems
that are unable to integrate with their environmental
surroundings, as Jared Diamond discusses in his book
Collapse. Such conditions perpetuate stress, resulting
in elevated levels of adrenocorticotrophic hormone
(ACTH) and cortisol, causing physiologic wasting in
the host and transgenerational depression in the offspring.
Conversely, if we were to be able to recognize the
systematic problem in perpetuating societal deception, perhaps we could live in a more harmonious
environment. Peter Whybrow addresses this in his
book American Mania, seeing the pathology from the
point of view of a social scientist. And this problem is
becoming endemic and pervasive with the advent of
computer technology because it feeds into narcissistic
behavior that resulted from the deceptions in the first
place. Dacher Keltner has pointed out that we humans
are naturally cooperative in his book Born to be Good,
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which is based on experimental evidence.
Physiologic Stress

Before proceeding further, let us consider the evolutionary significance of stress in more detail. Hans
Selye pioneered research on stress in his work on the
physiology of the “fight or flight” mechanism.5 Stimulation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis
under duress is critical for survival, fostering learning
under optimal conditions, but when over-stimulated it
can also cause disease.
The evolution of this integrated mechanism is
most apparent during vertebrate adaptation to land,
when the adrenal cortex and medulla evolved into one
structural-functional unit. Prior to that, these two elements of the adrenal gland were physically separate
structures. The merging of these two components of
the adrenal gland constituted more than just a physical change; it had a profound effect on physiologic
adaptation since the microvasculature of the corticoid-producing cortex was continuous with that of
the catecholamine-producing medulla. Under stress
conditions, increased production of ACTH by the anterior pituitary stimulates corticosteroid production
by the adrenal cortex; the corticoids produced by the
cortex pass through the adrenal medulla, stimulating
the rate-limiting step in catecholamine production,
phenylethanolamine N-methyltransferase. Consequently, catecholamine production is increased, augmenting many tissues and organs necessary for adaptation to physiologic stress-vasodilation, increased
lung function, and glycogenolysis/gluconeogenesis.
In a recent article, Torday attributed the evolution
of endothermy/homeothermy in mammals and birds
to this mechanism.6 Briefly, the lung evolved in a stepwise manner mediated by cell-cell interactions during
the water-land transition in response to the increasing
demand for metabolic drive. Periodically, the evolving lung would be inefficient for gas exchange, as evidenced by the fossil evidence for at least five independent attempts to breach land, suggesting a salutatory
process of trial and error that would also have affected
visceral organ development. That speculation is supported by research illustrating that when the parathyroid hormone-related protein (PTHrP) is deleted in
the developing mouse embryo, it results in the failure
to alveolarize the lung, calcify bone, and fully develop
skin barrier function. The PTHrP-signaling mechanism was amplified during the water-land transition
due to the duplication of the PTHrP type 1 receptor,
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likely due to the internal selection pressure for these
specific tissues and organs generated by microvascular shear stress in adaptation to land.7
In parallel with their effect on the evolution of the
lung, catecholamines would also have stimulated the
secretion of fatty acids from fat cells in the periphery,
increasing body temperature due to increased metabolism. This acute increase in body temperature would
have been positively selected for since warm-blooded
organisms require only one enzyme isomer per metabolic function, whereas cold-blooded organisms require several isozymes in order to accommodate their
ambient environmental temperature efficiently. The
former is much more energy efficient than the latter,
favoring endothermy/homeothermy. This is consistent with the huge decrease in the genome of vertebrates in the post-Cambrian Burst era. We will return
to endothermy again in another connection below.
Elsewhere, Torday has speculated that the evolution of endothermy in mammals and birds may have
fostered bipedalism (both humans and birds are twolegged), since it takes more energy to walk on two legs
than on four. The freeing of the forelimbs for specialized functions like flight and tool making would have
offered positive selection for this cascade, putatively
culminating in new and expanded behavioral and social possibilities for humans and birds.
Therefore, stress had a positive effect on vertebrate evolution. Yet too much of a good thing may lead
to the law of unintended consequences. For example,
we know that excessive myelination of neurons may
lead to neurodegenerative diseases.8 And there may be
long-term consequences of physiologic stress, causing
transgenerational depression.
Ambiguities in Biology

We use the term “ambiguities” to denote the
problems generated when biological science does not
take sufficient account of the fundamental negentropic achievement of evolved life on Earth. For example, confusion arises if the cell is thought of merely as
the smallest functional unit of life. It must be viewed
in addition from the perspective of evolution, during
which the achievement of the cell in biological organization constitutes the first principles of physiology.
Like all matter and energy, life should have been constrained by the second law of thermodynamics, but
the cell solved that problem—or worked around that
constraint—by generating negentropy through chemiosmosis, regulated by homeostasis. It is those foundaJOHN S. TORDAY AND WILLIAM B. MILLER, JR

tional principles that allowed for both sustaining and
changing the phenotype when necessary.
A number of other ambiguities arise in biological
knowledge that can be resolved through an evolutionary and thermodynamic perspective. These involve
the concepts of homeostasis, aging, pleiotropy, life cycle, phenotype, and economy. In concluding the first
part of this article, we will briefly review these in turn.
Homeostasis. Homeostasis is conventionally
thought of merely as a synchronic (same time) servo-mechanism that maintains the status quo for organismal physiology. However, when seen from the
perspective of developmental physiology, homeostasis is a robust, dynamic, intergenerational, diachronic
(across-time) mechanism for the maintenance, perpetuation, and modification of physiologic structure
and function. The integral relationships generated
by cell–cell signaling for the mechanisms of embryogenesis, physiology, and repair provide the needed
insight to appreciate the scale-free universality of the
homeostatic principle. This offers a novel opportunity
for a systems approach to biology. Starting with the
inception of life itself, with the advent of reproduction
during meiosis and mitosis, moving forward both ontogenetically and phylogenetically through the evolutionary steps involved in adaptation to an ever-changing environment, biology, and evolutionary theory
need no longer default to teleology.
Aging. Organisms have survived because they
have devised adaptive genomes that allow them to
change in response to the ever-changing nature of
Earth’s environments. This has come in the form of
their reproductive strategy, which is optimized to generate the largest number of offspring suited for the
environment into which they are born. This comes at
a cost, however, because the energy of reproduction
is selected to optimize the organism’s internal physiologic milieu. But that energy debt must somehow
be repaid because the second law of thermodynamics
cannot be violated—the first and second laws of thermodynamics state that the total energy content of the
universe is constant, and that total entropy is continually increasing.
This assumes that there is a finite amount of energy during the life cycle. Leonard Hayflick has unequivocally stated that longevity is genetically determined, whereas aging is epigenetic. Therefore, by
definition, there must be a finite amount of energy
generated during the life cycle of any organism that
is then distributed throughout the period between
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birth and death in response to selection pressure for
reproductive success. As a result, the bioenergetics
are optimized during the reproductive phase, followed
by a progressive loss of energy during the post-reproductive phase of life, leading to the breakdown in
cell–cell communication, aging, and ultimately death,
as a result of the progressive increase in entropy. This
mechanistic explanation for the process of aging is
consistent with descriptive theories of aging such as
the mutation theory, antagonistic pleiotropy, and the
disposable soma.
Pleiotropy. Pleiotropy is usually defined as the
random expression of a single gene that generates two
or more distinct phenotypic traits. However, in contrast to this probabilistic conception of pleiotropy, it
actually should be understood as a deterministic consequence of the evolution of complex physiology from
the unicellular state. Pleiotropic novelties emerge
through re-combinations and permutations of cell–
cell signaling exercised during reproduction, based on
both past and present physical and physiologic conditions, in service to the future needs of the organism for
its continued survival. Functional homologies ranging from the lung to the kidney, skin, brain, thyroid,
and pituitary exemplify the evolutionary mechanistic
strategy of pleiotropy. The power of this perspective
is exemplified by the resolution of evolutionary gradualism and punctuated equilibrium in much the same
way that Niels Bohr resolved the paradoxical duality of
light as complementarity.
Life cycle. Based upon observation, the life cycle describes the milestones of an organism through
birth, infancy, childhood, adolescence, teenage years,
adulthood, senescence, and death. Yet we know that
there is a great deal of variability in these stages of
life, both within and between species. Hominids have
a protracted infancy and childhood, which is usually
attributed to the amount of time required to form our
oversized brains; neoteny is the process by which an
organism retains its juvenile phenotype; longevity is
highly variable, as exemplified by the Mayfly, which
only lives for a day, and the giant sequoia, which lives
for thousands of years. What should we make of this
variability? Elsewhere we have laid claim to the idea
that since the epigenetic marks acquired during the
life cycle are not expunged during meiosis, their incorporation into the developing conceptus during embryogenesis is similarly a means of determining the
“fit” of those epigenetic marks based on homeostatic
principles. Based on that idea, why should we assume
JOHN S. TORDAY AND WILLIAM B. MILLER, JR

that the influence of epigenetic inheritance stops at
the time of birth? Perhaps the phases of the life cycle
are also a way of utilizing epigenetic inheritance.
Since the stages of the life cycle are determined by
the endocrine system, that would be a place to look
for the influence of epigenetics. As it turns out, epigenetics does affect the endocrine system, substantiating the fact that epigenetics affects the organism at all
stages of the life cycle.
Phenotype. The conventional understanding of
phenotype is as a derivative of descent with modification through Darwinian random mutation and natural
selection. Recent research has revealed Lamarckian
inheritance as a major transgenerational mechanism
for environmental action on genomes whose extent
is determined, in significant part, by germ line cells
during meiosis and subsequent stages of embryological development. In consequence, the role of phenotype can productively be reconsidered. The possibility
that phenotype is directed toward the effective acquisition of epigenetic marks in consistent reciprocation
with the environment during the life cycle of an organism can be explored. We would propose that phenotype is an active agent in niche construction for the
active acquisition of epigenetic marks as a dominant
evolutionary mechanism, rather than a consequence
of Darwinian selection toward reproductive success.
The reproductive phase of the life cycle can then be
appraised as a robust framework in which epigenetic
inheritance is entrained to affect growth and development in continued reciprocal responsiveness to environmental stresses. Furthermore, as the first principles of physiology determine the limits of epigenetic
inheritance, a coherent justification can thereby be
provided for the obligate return of all multicellular eukaryotes to the unicellular state.
Resolution of the Ambiguities by Assimilating the
Thermodynamic Deception

Thus far we have been examining the origin of
the ambiguities in biology resulting from failing to
acknowledge the deception of the second law of thermodynamics. Now we can move on to resolve many
of the misunderstandings that have become dogma in
biology.
The Cell as the First Niche Construction—Self-Organization Overcomes the Ambiguity
Niche construction nominally describes how orFROM ‘EGOSYSTEM’ TO ‘ECOSYSTEM’
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ganisms can form their own environments, increasing
their capacity to adapt to their surroundings. It is hypothesized that the formation of the first cell as “internal” niche construction was the foundation for life,
and that subsequent niche constructions were iterative
exaptations of that event. (Exaptations are pre-existing characteristics that enhance the ability of a species
to adapt to environmental change.) The first instantiation of niche construction has been faithfully adhered
to by returning to the unicellular state, suggesting that
the life cycle is zygote to zygote, not adult to adult as is
commonly held. The consequent interactions between
niche construction and epigenetic inheritance provide a highly robust, interactive, mechanistic way of
thinking about evolution being determined by initial
conditions rather than merely by chance mutation and
selection. This novel perspective offers an opportunity to reappraise the processes involved in evolution
mechanistically, allowing for scientifically testable hypotheses rather than relying on metaphors, dogmas,
teleology, and tautology.
The Evolution of Endothermy; or, Self-Organization
Overcomes Biologic Ambiguities
Only mammals and birds are warm blooded, or
endothermic. How this trait evolved has never been
explained based on an integrated physiologic mechanisms emanating from the ontogeny and phylogeny of
visceral organs. A recent paper on the role of physiologic stress in the evolution of endothermy,9 based on
the appearance of specific physiologic traits in birds
and mammals, has provided such an explanation for
the first time, as follows:
Conditional endothermy. It has been hypothesized
that endothermy evolved as a direct consequence of
intermittent hypoxia during the water-to-land transition. Briefly, based on fossilized skeletal evidence, vertebrates breached land several times thereby avoiding extinction in drying up bodies of water. Since our
overarching hypothesis is that visceral organs evolved
through cell–cell interactions, as the lung evolved
from the swim bladder of fish there would have been
stages at which the lung was inefficient, resulting in
hypoxia; hypoxia is the most potent of all physiologic
agonists, causing stress, stimulating the HPA. The net
result would have been increased catecholamine production, which would have alleviated the constraint
of the inefficient lung by stimulating surfactant production, increasing the distensibility of the alveoli and
thus their surface area, increasing oxygenation acuteJOHN S. TORDAY AND WILLIAM B. MILLER, JR

ly. Over time, this ad hoc response to hypoxia evolved
into increased numbers of alveoli because stretching
of the lung stimulates PTHrP, which promotes alveolarization of the lung. As evidence for this mechanism,
PTHrP appears in the pituitary of mammals and birds,
where it augments ACTH production. PTHrP also appears in the adrenal cortex of mammals and birds,
where it augments the effect of ACTH on corticosteroid production. Corticosteroids produced in the adrenal cortex of mammals and birds stimulate phenylethanolamine-O-methyltransferase activity in the
adrenal medulla, amplifying epinephrine production.
As a note added in proof of the evolutionary amplification of the HPA by PTHrP, Richard Wurtman has
shown that the microvasculature of the adrenal medulla is augmented in rats, increasing the surface area
of the capillaries for corticosteroid amplification of the
epinephrine production.
In tandem with the facilitating effect on air breathing, catecholamines also stimulate free fatty acid secretion by fat cells in the periphery, providing substrate for enhanced metabolism and increasing body
temperature. Ultimately, the increase in endotherm
body temperature would have been selected for since
warm-blooded metabolism is much more efficient
than cold-blooded. In order to metabolize efficiently,
a cold-blooded organism requires several forms of the
same enzyme to accommodate metabolism at different
environmental temperatures, whereas endotherms/
homeotherms only require one. This increased metabolic efficiency is evolutionarily advantageous in being
much more functionally efficient.
The causal nature of the interrelationship among
physiologic stress, catecholamines, and endothermy/
homeothermy is validated by the reverse effects of hibernation or torpor on lung surfactant lipid composition and cell membrane fatty acid composition. Under
such conditionally low stress conditions, decreased
catecholamine production results in both increased
surfactant cholesterol, rendering lung surfactant less
surface active, and decreased unsaturated fatty acid
content of cell membranes, adaptively reducing oxygen uptake. And there are commonalities among
stress, endothermy/homeothermy, and hibernation
and meditation, leading to thoughts about the role of
these mechanisms in fostering higher consciousness
(see below).
Constitutive endothermy. Ultimately, the endothermic phenotype became functionally integral to the
organism. Recently, it was discovered that deletion
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of the oxytocin gene in mice inhibited their ability to
thermoregulate, indicating that this hormone evolved
to centrally regulate endothermy.
Stress-Induced Evolution of Endothermy
Stress-induced evolution of endothermy by stepwise changes in physiology predicts bipedalism, evolution of the avian and hominid forelimbs, and higher consciousness. It is noteworthy in the context of
metabolic evolution that both birds and humans are
bipedal, which may have been a consequence of their
both being endotherms. Being upright is metabolically costly, but by increasing their body temperatures in
adaptation to land, both birds and humans have become much more metabolically efficient; cold-blooded organisms require multiple isoforms of the same
metabolic enzyme to survive at ambient temperatures,
whereas endotherms usually have only one isoform.
Bipedalism may have resulted, freeing the forelegs to
evolve into wings and hands—the latter with prehensile thumbs—through common genetic motifs.
Allan Hobson and Karl J. Friston have hypothesized that the brain must actively dissipate heat in order
to process information. This physiologic trait is functionally homologous with the first instantiation of life
formed by lipids suspended in water forming micelles,
allowing the reduction in entropy (heat dissipation).
This circumvents the second law of thermodynamics,
permitting the transfer of information between living
entities—which enables them to perpetually glean information from the environment—that is considered
by many to correspond to evolution per se. The next
evolutionary milestone was the advent of cholesterol,
embedded in the cell membranes of primordial eukaryotes, facilitating metabolism, oxygenation, and
locomotion, the triadic basis for vertebrate evolution.
Lipids were key to homeostatic regulation of calcium,
forming calcium channels. Cell membrane cholesterol also fostered metazoan evolution by forming lipid
rafts for receptor-mediated cell–cell signaling, the
origin of the endocrine system. The eukaryotic cell
membrane exapted to all complex physiologic traits,
including the lung and brain, which are molecularly
homologous through the function of neuregulin, mediating both lung development and myelinization of
neurons. That cooption later exapted as endothermy
during the water–land transition, perhaps being the
functional homolog for brain heat dissipation and conscious/mindful information processing. The skin and
brain similarly share molecular homologies through
JOHN S. TORDAY AND WILLIAM B. MILLER, JR

the “skin-brain” hypothesis, giving insight to the cellular-molecular “arc” of consciousness from its unicellular origins to integrated physiology. This perspective
on the evolution of the central nervous system clarifies
self-organization, reconciling thermodynamic and informational definitions of the underlying biophysical
mechanisms, thereby elucidating relations between
the predictive capabilities of the brain and self-organizational processes.
Cold Stress and DRD4-7, Out of Africa?
Peter Whybrow makes the case for the Dopamine
Receptor DRD4-7 being the cause for primates migrating out of Africa, since it is associated with risk
taking.10 At the time of the migration(s) out of Africa
during the Pleistocene, the world was a lot colder than
it is now and land masses were interconnected by ice
bridges, facilitating human dispersal both north and
east. Migratory behavior is of considerable biological
importance because it leads to “gene dispersal” and reproductive advantage. “Out-migration,” or dispersion
as the primatologists call it, is dangerous, but it opens
up new opportunities. In most primate species some
animals will ultimately leave the group of their birth
and seek another habitat. Commonly it is the males,
but for some—chimpanzees, gorillas, and spider monkeys, for example—it is the females. Most out-migration occurs in adolescence, when risk taking increases. It is important to understand that in most monkey
groups the adolescents leave because they want to,
not because they are driven out. There is a second
factor that interacts with risk-taking predisposition
of those who migrate, the competition for scarce resources. This is where social rank becomes important
in determining which animals leave the troop. In bad
times, when there is not enough food to go around,
the high-ranking animals usually stay in place and the
aggressive, lower-ranking animals are most likely to
leave. Such dispersion does not happen regularly or in
every generation, but when it does occur it has a major
impact on future generations by weeding out the parent troop and potentially seeding new ones.
Numerous studies of migrant populations all over
the world support Lynn Fairbanks’s conjectures that
optimism, self-interest, curiosity (often described as
restlessness or novelty seeking), and a vigorous ambition are the best predictors of emigres’ adjustment
to their new environment. Studies show that ambition
and optimism are more commonly expressed in the
men than in the women who migrate.
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During the Miocene 20 million years ago, a global
cooling began, and it was under these challenging circumstances, as the food supply dwindled and competition for survival increased, that our direct forebears
emerged from the Rift Valley in Ethiopia. We know
from the fossil record and genetic studies that humans, gorillas, and chimpanzees all descended from
common ancestors—small ape-like creatures, called
hominids, that were distinguished by walking upright—who lived late in the Miocene period, some 5 to
7 million years ago.
Novelty seeking, curiosity, and impulsive behavior
are interrelated. Fairbanks has found that the most
impulsive, risk-taking males in her colony are those
who have the lowest levels of the serotonin breakdown
product 5-hydroxyindolacetic acid (5-HIAA) in their
cerebrospinal fluid. (Serotonin modulates behavior,
opposing the curiosity-provoking dopamine superhighway and the alerting drive of norepinephrine). In
some individuals or subspecies serotonin only weakly
opposes the dopamine drive, so they may not be genetically “programmed” for migratory behavior
Jay Kaplan has found that those rhesus males who
remain within a troop beyond puberty have higher levels of 5-HIAA in their CSF. In baboons in the Rift Valley, in whom dispersal occurs around puberty, there is
an inverse relationship between serotonin levels and
dispersal, again suggesting a strong role of dopamine
drive in migratory behavior.
How Androgens Act to Reduce Ambiguities of Life
The sex ratio is defined as the number of males
to females. At the time of conception the sex ratio is
4:1, whereas at birth it is 1:1—which raises the question why three out of four males die in utero. There are
two peaks of fetal demise during pregnancy, the first
occurring at sixteen to eighteen weeks gestation, and
the second during the peripartum period. The cause
of excess male deaths during the peripartum period
is largely due to the relative immaturity of the male
lung, caused by the production of androgens in the
male conceptus, delaying lung development. The earlier demise at sixteen to eighteen weeks is the much
larger population of spontaneous abortions, which is
also due to the production of androgens by the fetus,
as follows. At this stage of development the maternal
ovary produces progesterone that maintains the pregnancy. The progesterone, in turn, stimulates human
chorionic gonadotropin (HCG), which is produced by
the placenta and stimulates development of the fetal
JOHN S. TORDAY AND WILLIAM B. MILLER, JR

gonads. The fetal testis and ovary synthesize androgens in response to HCG, which pass from the fetus
to the mother via the placenta. Androgens can inhibit progesterone synthesis if they are produced in too
large an amount, causing the abortion of the fetus.
This mechanism prevents the development of a fetus
that produces large amounts of androgen, causing fetal overgrowth, which endangers the life of both the
conceptus and the mother at birth because the fetus
cannot pass through the birth canal. So we see here
an example of how the sex steroids are being used as
a failsafe mechanism for reproductive health. Androgens inhibit serotonin, thus increasing dopaminergic
activity in the brain.
How Art Resolves the Deception of Life
When we view works of art, we often find solace
or escape from reality in the content because it is evidence that there is logic, or truth, in nature. This is
because the artist is providing a way of seeing reality
in ways that are self-organizing and self-referential,
much like our biologic origins. The artist who painted
the first cave paintings in Lascaux, France, was probably telling a story about the hunt, providing a rationale
for life. The use of techniques in painting that encourage the viewer’s eye to come full circle in appreciating the content of the work, for example, giving one
the sense of an integral whole. So art encourages us to
think that there is harmony in the universe, if only we
could see it.
How Music Resolves the Deception of Life
Music similarly teaches us that there is harmony in
the universe, like Gustav Holst’s “music of the spheres.”
Again, we find refuge here but fail to find resolution
outside of the musical construct. Instead, at least for
us, it was encouraging to think that perhaps science
could resolve this ambiguity. We realized biology is a
deception, cheating nature by circumventing the second law of thermodynamics, which provided deep insight into the fundament of life as a pseudo-physical
construct. Many physicists have tried to understand
this interrelationship, but have failed. For instance,
Ilya Prigogine’s assessment of life’s irreducible complexity concludes that biology is too complicated to
define.11 In contrast to such attempts to understand
biology by analyzing it in its present synchronic form,
we have approached the question of the mechanism
underlying evolution by starting from its cellular origins, moving forward in biologic time diachronically,
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factoring out time and space to reveal the absolute nature of the process. This is analogous to the physicists
viewing the universe as having originated from the
Big Bang, and understanding such phenomena as the
patterned distribution of the elements and the cosmic
microwave background, with the formation of black
holes and supernovas as a result.

William B. Miller, Jr., is a physician, evolutionary biologist, and
lecturer on the new science of the hologenome and the impact of
the microbial sphere on evolutionary development. He is author of
The Microcosm Within: Evolution and Extinction in the Hologenome
(Universal Publishers, 2013).
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Moves Sound and Sounds
Move: Introduction to
the Re-enchantment of
Learning
By R eb e cc a R . B u r r i l l

We must move first to perceive our world. This is
so, evolutionarily and developmentally, from the mi-

cro-life of a single cell to the macro-movements of our
whole body. This patterning begins in utero where our
first perception to develop is the recognition of movement and sound, resonance, and vibration.
The pervasive movement-sound environment of
the womb stimulates the development of our movement-perceptual system—the vestibular of the inner
ear. This foundational system is visible in the embryo-fetus at eight weeks; and by five months it is our
first fully developed sensory system. The vestibular
system orients all experience, through movement, to
the gravitational pull of the earth. This is our most primal bonding, more primal than our mother-bonding.2
As well as orienting you and me to the force of weight,
the vestibular also orients us to the force of space (proprioception) and the force of time (velocity).
Movement and sound are perceived as one thing—
sound is movement, and movement makes sound.
From this perspective, movement is a sense perception3; the embryo-fetus must move first to receive sensory stimulation. And this experience in turn begins
to build a template of nerve net pathways for the motor-sensory-perceptual experience.4 We begin life by
learning first through movement.
Developing out of the inner ear system, the first
of twelve cranial or head nerves to myelinate is the
vestibular-cochlear. Myelination—the building of protective fat along active nerve pathways—happens in
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Motor activity [is] a major means of gaining
sensory integration…perception merges into
movement so that it cannot be said where one
ends and the other begins.
—Jean Ayres
Learning is the opening of ourselves to the experience of life. The opening is a motor act;
the experience is interaction between sensory
and motor happenings. When the experience
of movement is integrated into our education,
our perception of ourselves and the world
changes.
—Bonnie Bainbridge Cohen

M

Movement and Sound Are the Fundamental of Being

ovement and sound—these simple elements of the evolution of creation—
Nature1—are the source of human intelligence, knowing, communication,
learning and development, meaning-making, creative
artfulness, and all that these spawn in the Nature–human–culture interrelationship.
How Is This So?
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order of most importance for survival, learning, and
development. Movement nerves myelinate even before nerve pathways for touch.
The vestibular-cochlear nerve registers both
movement and sound as one perception. This includes
movements of the mother’s body and womb, as well as
of the fetus’s own body; and tone of sound vibration, as
well as tone of muscle and organ-visceral tension, and
cellular states.5 These all contribute to the embodied
felt-sense of being. This movement-perceptual orientation patterns the baseline organization and integration of all of our other senses, vision being the last to
develop and integrate into the movement-sound-sensory-perceptual template.
The vestibular system is very ancient evolutionarily. It is housed in our earliest brain—the brain stem—
where massive motor-sensory-perceptual integration takes place, triggered by movement.6 It first was
evolved by early fish, with their spinal orientation of
head, tail, back, and belly, to better orient their moving bodies in gravitational direction, space, speed, and
sound. This neat tool is little changed from our fish
ancestor’s design. And in utero the vestibular movement-sound basis for organizing and integrating concrete experience becomes a template for the patterning of all later learning and development.7
The movement-sound stimulus of the womb triggers the evolutionarily based development of the
body-mind of the growing babe. This includes ancient
neuro-cellular patterns and primitive reflexes.8 These
support immediate and ongoing pre-natal movement-sound perception and response. Among many
other things, they structure movement patterning for
the birthing process and the beginning coordination
of movement in gravity, space, and time in the three
dimensions outside of the womb.
The vestibular system orients all experience,
through movement, to the gravitational pull of the
earth.

The body-mind neuro-patterning from conception, birthing, and through the first year of life forms a
baseline that recapitulates—repeats—in growing complexity and sophistication for the next five years.9 This
movement-sound-based experience of the first six
years of life establishes foundational patterns—an alphabet of body-mind forms10—that serve us throughout our life span.
These dynamic qualities of experience evoke in the
babe a rich dance and song of motor-sensory-perceptual contours of tone, sound shape, intensity, amplitude,
duration, variation, tempo, rhythm, cycle, directional
force, spacial symmetries, polarities, counter-balances, and more. At five to six months in utero, the babe
is able to move with the dynamic qualities of differing
phonemes; at six months, with the continuum of music
flow.11 These qualities of experience make for differing
values of felt-sense. And these values of felt-sense are
our primary ground of meaning making; they are imbued with feeling and emotion. By the seventh month
the babe is thought to show purposeful movement.12
Purpose is the organization of meaning toward a goal.
The newborn enters life outside the womb with the
meaningful purpose to communicate. And this quest
is mediated and grows through the babe’s movementsound-based template—the encoded internal alphabet
of body-mind forms of experience that match the ever-changing contours of our world, us in it, and our
relationship with one another.
Languaging

The newborn hears and moves in rhythm to
the mother’s voice in the first minutes of life.
There are no random movements; every movement of the newborn has meaning, with
par-ticular movements being linked to
particular sounds.
—Carla Hannaford
It turns out that a newborn infant has a clear
expectation of human sense and is active in
starting a personal quest for meaningful stories in good company.
—Colwyn Trevarthen

The postural reflexes subsume and take over for
the in-womb primitive reflexes throughout the first
year after birth for human beings. They provide the
scaffolding for developmental movement patterns inherited from our fish, amphibian, reptilian, and mammalian ancestors—bellying, rolling, sitting, crawling,
coming to standing, and walking—and for coordination underlying voluntary, self-orchestrated movement.

The developing alphabet of body-mind forms can
be thought of as cognitive universals.13 They are encoded prototypes of human and pre-human experience.
And they have two parts. One is the concrete biology
of motor-sensory-perceptual integration. This builds
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internal maps of our experience in space, weight, and
time in the three dimensions. The second part is the
felt-sense of such experience. Our felt-sense is congruent with our biological experience. The contours
of concrete reality have psycho-emotional meanings
built in.14
This is our psychobiological reality. The tone and
tempo of a loon’s song has a different felt-sense than
that of a wood thrush’s song. The weight of lightness
with the direction up has a different felt-sense than the
weight of strength with the direction down. Try moving these contrasting qualities yourself. And the contour of the vowel sound “o” can be experienced as open
and having long duration and even intensity; while the
contour for the consonant “t” can be experienced as
closed with short duration and sharp intensity.
These all communicate particular feelings and
meanings. Psychobiological reality is inherently and
immediately communicative. It is contextual. Gestural
expression and corresponding meanings are non-arbitrary and embodied. They are non-verbal. This is our
first languaging. It is the very dance and song through
which a newborn continues to be in communication
with our world.
The dance and song—movement and sound—of
meaningful stories in good company (mine) is communicated joyfully to me by my eleven-week-old grandson. Tristan gyrates and gastrulates to sounds that he
revs his whole body-mind up to expound. He seems
to get a running start for each voicing that he sings,
each with a distinct and differing quality synchronized
with his movement. He looks directly at me, he speaks
directly to me. The exuberance and beauty of his up to
ten-minute performances are his first play of art-making—his first felt-sense organization and expression of
what he knows so far about these meaningful stories,
these narratives of being.
Art Making

Intensive analysis of sound films have revealed
that human behavior is ordered and rhythmical, at many levels, with respect to both speech
and body motion and to personal and interactional behavior. It is this startling rhythmical
and participant nature of human communication which suggests that human interaction
may be inherently dance-like in form.
		
—William Condon
It is not usually pointed out that ceremonies
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are, in fact, comprised of arts—are collections of arts…The similarities between mother-infant interactions and ritual ceremonies
are suggestive…Both are performative events
composed of operations upon vocal, visual,
and kinesic modalities.
		
—Ellen Dissanayake
[First human art-making] was a kind of play
that was specifically targeted and specifically
dedicated to exploring and sharing new perceptions…Paleolithic art is that first clear spoor
of advancing creativity in the human line.
		
—Dale Guthrie
The first languaging between infant and mother
is a dance and song of body, face, and sound gesturing. It is feeling and emotionally imbued. It is a tightly
synchronized exchange—reciprocation—of rhythmic,
energetic, and phonetic attunements.
My grandson expresses high-pitched voicing. I
spontaneously raise my eyebrows, shoulders, and
upper torso with high intensity energy, synchronized
with voicing at a slightly lower pitch and slightly shifted intonation. I am not imitating. I am translating
sound gesture into movement and energy gestures;
and harmonizing and paralleling in sound gesture. I
am making resemblances. I am expressing me in our
exchange of stories with one another.
My felt-sense of Tristan’s communication integrates into my motor-sensory-perceptual template of
encoded body-mind prototypes. This evokes psychobiological meaning-making. This template is multi-sensory in its nerve-net connectedness and meta-sensory
in its translating action.15 My experience is connected and translated across and within sensory modes.
What I feel, see, and hear translates into what and how
I move and voice.
This is a process of synesthesia16—meaning with
all senses together. It is the very nature of motor-sensory-perceptual integration, such as when a sound can
evoke the perception of a color, or when the seen slope
of a hill can be felt and expressed in a movement, or
when the song of a loon can arouse a visceral emotional tone.
Our motor-sensory-perceptual template of encoded prototypes arises in our body-mind as images.17
All kinds of images—visceral, moving, feeling, hearing, touching, smelling, tasting, seeing, and more.
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tion, memory, thought, and dreams. For the forms
themselves can be enlisted by any sensory-mode for
meaning making—an imaginative process. This is the
cross-sensory nature of psychobiological reality.18 For
me the sound of a loon’s wail expresses the color indigo and evokes deep voluminous, visceral feelings:
My core resonates
The color of indigo
Tone of a loon’s song
Art making naturally arises out of the foundational communicative patterns of human experience
beginning in utero.19 That is, out of the deep, visceral, embodied movement-sound multi-cross-sensory
template of psychobiological prototypes. Foundational communication is at its core the scaffolding
for—is—metaphor and analogy. These are processes
of knowing and making meaning through resemblances to something already known. I come to know the
enchantment of a loon’s song through what I know of
the color indigo. I know my grandson’s feeling state by
making resemblances with my own body and voicing.
This process is the very heart of all embodied communication and is amplified in art making. Meanings are
evoked though non-verbal felt-sense of body-emotion
and imagination—kinesthetic, empathic, and aesthetic
ways of knowing and communicating.
Even at the verbal level in art making—such as poetry—the igniting felt-sense of meaning comes from
underlying non-verbal operations. In the above haiku
it is the vowel alliteration of the round voluminous "o"
sounds, the evoked images of color, resonance, tone,
and embodiment that translate meaning. The meaning, as in all authentic art making, is open ended, an
improvisation in the moment.
The tone of a loon’s song can evoke the analogue
sounds and shapes and contours of felt-sense expressed in human language. We have just seen how
this develops biologically and artistically. This understanding is intrinsically related to the primal mythological saying—In the Time When Animals and Humans
Spoke the Same Language.20 It is the same language
of my grandson’s first art making—narratives danced
and sung.
Nature

[W]e are and all living beings are embodied
and ecological metaphors. And although metaphor is a relation, not a thing, it is not an idealREBECCA R. BURRILL

ist or spiritual add-on. Life is metaphor all the
way “down” and material all the way “up.”
		
—Patrick Curry
[Nature’s] prodigy is not identity but resemblance and its universe of reproduction is not
assembly line but incessant creation. Because
this is so in nature, it is so in metaphor… Resemblance in metaphor is an activity of the
imagination; and in metaphor the imagination
is life.
		
—Wallace Stevens
Art—real art—connects artists, and their art,
and those who experience their art, to the
metaphysical background of the world, to the
imaginal world that lies deep within the physical. This is, in part, its ecological function.
		
—Stephan Harrod Buhner
When we attend to our experience not as intangible minds but as sounding, speaking bodies, we begin to sense that we are heard, even
listened to, by the numerous other bodies that
surround us.
		
—David Abram
The internal prototypes of fetus-womb and infant-mother dialogues arose through foundational
movement-sound interaction with surrounding place.
This is so genetically, evolutionarily, and individually
through the unique personhood and unique experience of the fetus-infant. These internal prototypes are
designed to match our world and us in relationship
with it.
Developmentally, the direct in utero surrounding place can be thought of as primarily Nature. After
birth, the direct surrounding place can be thought of
as a mix of varying degrees of Nature-culture, with the
scale tipping more and more toward cultural-synthetic
human designed and engineered artificial worlds. But
for 99 percent of human evolution, it can be said that
our surrounding place was exclusively of the Natural
world, including cultural creations made exclusively
with our own hands. The patterns of human communication serving survival and creative play and exploration evolved in direct, embodied intercommunicative
relationship with Nature. This is a reciprocal, intersubjective patterning beginning from the micro-life of
a single cell to the macro-movement of whole bodies:
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knowing world/knowing self.
As we have explored, a characteristic of this intercommunicative relationship is that it is aesthetically
imbued. Our perceptions are by Nature, aesthetically
organized. They make sense of things artfully, metaphorically, analogically. This is so because the imaginative, empathic cross-sensory process is based in our
moving-sounding bodies. From this embodiment arises the alphabet of forms, the body-mind prototypes of
psychobiological meaning making.21 The non-verbal
intelligences—kinesthetic, empathic, aesthetic—are
tools evolved in a reciprocal dance and song—languaging—with our Natural world.
Linguistic study of primordial languages reveals
a universal pattern of analogical relationships between the shape and sound of language and embodied experience.22 For instance, the sounding of the “fl”
consonant blend can express an embodied feeling of
spreading outward away from body. Try sounding this
yourself. What is your felt-sense? Compare this with
your felt-sense of sounding “ch.” These gesture-sound
resemblances are of course not fixed, one-to-one correspondences, but vary according to individual and
cultural flavor.
This primordial pattern can be found across contemporary languages. For example, words beginning
with the “fl” phoneme that can name a spreading
felt-sense are found in several modern languages. In
English we find such examples as “flood,” “fly,” and
“flow.”23 What is at play here is a transference from
whole body experience in space, weight, time, and
three dimensions to a gestural-sounding—dance and
song—of the voice box and mouth. This is a living metaphor, an ecological and biological congruence, improvisationally realized. Such wonders invite ceremony—narratives danced and sung.
Our Paleolithic ancestors—small band hunter-gathers and oral traditional peoples—were immersed in this reciprocal language—dance and song—
with our Natural world. Written language did not exist,
so the living landscape was read with the voracity with
which we now read text. The intensity, intricacy, and
depth with which Paleolithic peoples were attuned to
Nature’s movements and sounds and their psychobiological meanings was a matter of both survival and
poetics.
Psychobiological reality is inherently and immediately communicative.
REBECCA R. BURRILL

For hunting and gathering peoples knowing the
animal cues, tracks, habits; meanings of cries, calls,
and soundings; patterns of movements, habitat, local
and seasonal migrations; growth cycles; plant character and properties; patterns and character of landscape, waterscape, and weather, were all a matter of
immersion in the immediate languaging of Nature.
We know of contemporary indigenous languages
that actively demonstrate intimate entwining with the
languaging of Nature.24 Such languages incorporate
the utterances, sounds, and phrases of animals and
birds. They include the gestures and sounds of land
and waterscape, plants, and weather patterns. This
includes onomatopoeic soundings—that is, names,
phrases, and meanings that resemble the very soundings of birds, animals, elements, and weather that they
are naming. This Nature-entwined languaging is part
of a complex order of analogical and metaphorical interrelationships.
Nature is languaging—narratives of inter-being.
Human culture arose from this languaging. As with
Paleolithic peoples, contemporary indigenous Nature-culture relationships are aesthetically imbued.
Analogical and metaphorical interrelationships of
Nature and culture incorporate vast ecological, social, and spiritual orderings. They integrate poetics of
myth, dance, song, art, ritual, and ceremonial performance with ecological knowledge, ethics, and practice,
with social sentiment, taboo, and morality, and with
spiritual depth, meaning, and cosmology. The Natural
landscape itself speaks and is spoken with—movement
and sound—In the Time When Animals and Humans
Spoke the Same Language. An enchantment.
Why Is All This So Important?

Enchantment will survive. Like the Earth—the
ultimate source of enchantment, I believe—it
does not need us but we need it; so it will continue to animate, unpredictably and uncontrollably, our relationships with each other,
with other animals, with nonhuman nature,
with places, with art and artefacts…
		
—Patrick Curry
Francis Bacon (1561–1626), like Galileo, was
one of the most important progenitors of the
scientific revolution. He called for scientific
researchers to “bind” and constrain nature using mechanical inventions so that she “could
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be forced out of her natural state and squeezed
and molded”, and thereby “tortured” into revealing her secrets.
		
—Stephen Harding
Detached imagination is what is usually studied in empirical moral psychology, what Western schooling emphasizes, and what undercare
in childhood encourages.
		
—Darcia Narvaez
Enchantment

To be in an enchantment is to perceive an interplay
of hidden and implicate meanings of movements and
sounds of place. The Latin root—incantare—means to
be immersed inside song (cantare) or chant or incantation; to sing up and to be sung up, to awaken and
be awakened by presence of place—place’s singing.25
To be in an enchantment is to be in a reciprocal dance
and song with an animate, communicating Natural
world—an embodied encounter.
Embodied immersion evokes, is the interplay of,
non-verbal languaging—the immediacy of kinesthetic-empathic-aesthetic awareness and dialogue. These
are fundamental to experiencing our Kinship with all
of creation. Even at the resonant atomic level, animate
gestures of dynamic quality can be encountered—such
as the even-blending-reliable gestural qualities of carbon, or the fickle-airy-illusiveness of hydrogen, or the
ardent-catabolic-ravenousness of oxygen.26
Embodied human psychobiology is rooted in evolution from the single cell to fish to amphibian to reptile to the mammalian characteristics of nurturing,
play, and emotional value of felt-sense of experience,
to the human character of these embodied narratives.
Denial of this evolutionary linage fertilizes a disembodied perceptual world view. Within this world view
enchantment is not possible.
Disembodiment as the philosophical, scientific,
and political singular means for knowing what is real
and valid arose in the seventeenth century under the
guise of “enlightenment.” This meant that the theorizing detached mind, and not the experiencing immersed body,27 became the mediator for valid knowing, and from that came established, institutionalized,
universal truths.
One institutionalized truth of the theorizing detached mind is anthropocentricism—that in all of creation, human orientations are the central measure of
all things, all truth, and all values. Who and what that
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are other-than-human are devoid all human capacities, such as consciousness and the animate intelligence of feeling, languaging, expression, awareness of
death, and so on.
Having any kind of felt-sense, intersubjective languaging with other-than-human beings is labeled anthropomorphizing—falsely projecting human characteristics and consciousness onto what is claimed to be
mechanical, inert, non-sentient, inanimate, non-responsive constituents of the Natural world. This disenchantment of world underlies modern exploitation
and the non-reciprocation rule—to take more value
than value given in exchange. This leads, among other
things, to corporate-driven devastation of Nature and
indigenous ways of life, the sado-dispassion28 of scientific animal experimentation, and the disidentification
of the super wealthy from the meanings of immersed,
grass roots, social and community praxis.
Coming from the perspective of disembodiment,
a pathway can be traced from the beginning movement-sound seed in utero to the issue of modern
ethical consciousness. In utero the movement-sound
evocation of animation and communication begins
to pattern a fetus-being suited for empathic interrelationships—part of kinesthetic-empathic-aesthetic
(K-E-A) grounding. But this natural patterning can
be altered and/or disrupted by practices in a theory–driven, disembodied cultural milieu—toxic womb,
electromagnetic field and ultra-sound interference in
DNA and cellular formations, non-rhythmical confinement of mother’s movements, induced labor, and
routine caesarian section, for example.29
A pathway can be traced from the beginning
movement-sound seed in utero to the issue of modern
ethical consciousness.
Infant-parent relations, as well, can be fraught
with theory about child rearing rather than wisdom
about the age-old natural ways of empathic communication. This wisdom includes long-term nurturing
needs for immediate and ongoing movement, touch,
closeness, non-verbal languaging, breastfeeding cued
to the infant’s rhythms, and more—or what in part is
now being referred to as the fourth trimester by young
people with a wisdom-oriented commitment to what
we know about the 99 percent of human evolutionary
needs for sensitivity to infancy and child rearing.
Virtually all human evolutionary nurturing needs
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can be understood as the “evolutionary developmental
niche” (EDN), as it is termed by some in developmental psychology-neurobiology. 30 Our evolutionary nurturing practices of Paleolithic and indigenous cultures
allow for the development of embodiment, empathy,
and ways of imagining that foster care for people,
community, and cultural life ways that are inherently
moral and ethical and inherently capable of attunements with Nature, therefore fostering a grounded
ecological ethic.
The loss of EDN nurturing practices and understandings are directly linked to patterns of emotional
insecurity and therefore self-defensiveness and narrowing of outlook; undermining of relational empathy
and social openness; and promotion of detachment in
body-emotion-imagination. Disembodiment is directly related to cultural norms that foster self-centeredness and self-aggrandizement as a result of suffering
isolation and alienation in early childhood—a disconnectedness from others and Nature.31
On the verge of massive extinctions in ecology, our
remaining indigenous languages and cultures, human
civil rights, and grassroots democracy, understanding
the primacy of embodiment is more than an interesting idea; it is imperative. Embodiment—sourced in
movement and sound beginning in utero, the grounding for the first six years of life and on through adolescence32—is the critical ingredient for the regeneration
of enchantment and all that that implies.
Us, Schooling, and the Re-enchantment of Learning

The potential of the humanities for an ecological and ecocentric apprehension of nature as
living, wild subject is thus inversely mirrored
by technoscience’s drive to turn it into something inanimate, bounded and inert. . .
		
—Patrick Curry
Learning the tertiary languages we have hitherto regarded as of primary or basic importance, the “three r’s”, depends on the skill with
which we use the expressive arts of interactional movement within rhythms . . . to give reality to the perceptual and cognitive skills that
hitherto we have assumed were the basics.
		
—Eliot Chapple
Schooling

I am reading through a recently published schoolREBECCA R. BURRILL

book written for children, say from ages eight to fourteen. The book is teaching about writing poetry. With
an unconventional format and varied font that seem to
want to stimulate sensory experience in the moment,
the book is basically a set of definitions, rules, examples, and exercises.33 In reading I am repeatedly disenchanted. The book is primarily coming from a theoretical perspective on poetry. What this perspective
does is displace poetry conjuring from the embodied
languaging that is spontaneous to being human; and
from what children, given the opportunity, will openly
create without instruction.34 It also displaces the making of poetry from an immediate, natural, and valid
child expression to something that is the province of
famous adults—the poets whose poetry is given as examples. Poetry making is intrinsic to us all. It comes
from that psychobiological languaging arising from
our deep movement-sound template of cross-sensory
perceptual being in the world. We are “embodied and
ecological metaphors,”35 each and every one. Schooling oversteps this fundamental.
Theory is an activity of the abstracting and
disembodied mind.
The field of education has for some time now figured in the neurobiology of the differing hemispheric
functions of our brain in learning and development—
the right and the left. More recently the clarification
of the two hemispheric processes is one of world view
rather than specific, functional tasks and traits.36 The
differences in world view have to do with embodiment
and theory.
Embodiment is living experience. It is the moment-to-moment, motor-sensory-perceptual, psychobiological reality in which we are immersed. Embodiment is immediately communicative and functions
largely through implicit knowing and the non-verbal.
This knowing is founded in the deep underlying movement-sound template that begins forming in utero.
From this arises our deep emotional and metaphorical ways of being attuned with primary caregivers and
social others and with the Natural world. Embodied
processes are mediated through the world view of the
right hemisphere of the brain. The right hemisphere
processes the unfolding moment and therefore includes our relationship with the unknown, the undefined, the ambiguous, the elusive, and with open-ended, contextual meanings. Creatively, this is the deep
domain from whence the Muse arises.
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Theory is an activity of the abstracting and disembodied mind. It is a system of ideas seeking to explain
and organize something independent of a living context. The practice of theory isolates and reduces the
play of reality to smaller bits and pieces to be put together like a puzzle and acted upon from an detached
stance that channels for a predictable outcome. This is
the province of the left-hemisphere world view.37 The
left hemisphere is reductionist in that its scope is confined to what is already known from past experience,
what is explicit. It likes to consciously control and
specifically define, to make certain, to list facts and
categories, and to make dry and dead and therefore
manageable the otherwise wild, ever-flowing, shapeshifting, and seemingly untrustworthy domain of the
living, never-fully-knowable present.
The left hemisphere has a necessary place in evolution and in the development of human intelligence.
But since it only takes into consideration bits and
pieces of the already known, its world view is not designed to be the lead in human endeavors.38 This is
the mistake of the disenchantment of learning in our
educational politics. Left-hemisphere schooling is a
top-down, teacher-centered, intellectual, thinking,
and skills-based endeavor. It oversteps the primary
ground of kinesthetic-empathic-aesthetic (K-E-A) immersion in the contextual metaphorical and analogical
flow of interrelationships.
Flow

Dance and music are the ancient and ever-present sources of insight into these present
attempts to understand the role of rhythm and
temporal regularity in social behavior.
		
—Martha Davis
The dance and song of infant-mother communication is a multi-rhythmical flow of attunements and
entrainments. This is a life flow that rides on oscillating nerve impulses.39 This primary cross-sensory flow
is metaphorical and analogical, a continuum based in
life rhythms expressed in resonate and coherent oscillations of our central nervous system. Interactional movement-sound rhythms happen within and between the body, heart, and brain of babe and mom, at
micro- and macro-levels. This agile play of synchrony
and alteration is an evolutionary template that characterizes mammalian and human social belonging and
cooperation, from patterns of emotional intimacy to
the capacity for moral and ethical empathy.40
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Coherence

The coherence of the brain is determined by
the coherence of the heart.
		
—Carla Hannaford
Coherence is synchrony of wave patterns—frequencies—within and between systems. We are immersed in wave frequencies from our cellular states
to our heart and brain wave patterns, to the relational, movement-sound-shared central nervous system
oscillations between infant and mother, to the electro-magnetic frequencies of Nature.
Our body’s cellular frequencies seek to entrain
with the sound frequency of the planet Earth—the
Schumann Resonance.41 From our cellular resonant
grounding with the Earth, to our vestibular-gravitational stimulation of movement-sound based, motor-sensory-perceptual-integration, to our heart and
brain wave frequencies, coherence within and between systems organizes health, communicative relationship, learning, and development.
Our heart is considered to be a brain within itself—electro- and bio-chemically, and hormonally.42
Our heart continually monitors our grounding with
Earth, our internal and external states, and our emotional feelings of love and safety. These influence
heart coherence. And in turn the coherence of our
heart dictates the quality of integrative coherence in
our brain by sending messages via the vagus nerve
through to the brain’s emotional centers.43 Earth-vestibular-heart-brain synchrony sets the quality for the
human dance and song—the K-E-A—of our movement-sound template, infant-mother communication,
our kinship with Nature, and our moral and ethical
empathy. Our psychobiological reality is a coherence
of life flow, an analogical continuum of interactional
synchronicities within rhythms.
Incoherence and Learning Stress

[I]f movement did not have a dynamic flow,
but was a sequence of discrete steps, we would
be digital organisms from the land of the early-generation robots.
		
—Daniel Stern
The right hemisphere is directly connected to the
body, heart, and emotions.44 Therefore, the right hemisphere mediates the underlying movement-sound
based template of embodied psychobiological prototypes. These prototypes are the dynamic contours that
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serve the analogue vitality flow of interactional synchronicities that is communication, meaning making,
and learning.
There is much in modern industrial-technological
culture to disturb this analogue of vitality flow. Incoherence—disharmonious, chaotic wave forms—can be
triggered throughout the body-heart-mind unity, from
environmental toxins to the incoherent frequencies
released from florescent lights, TV, and computers, to
prolonged feelings of threat and a lack of safety.45 For
developing children, key threats are conditions that
do not meet deep psychobiological needs for embodied physical, emotional, and imaginative relationship
and play. Children’s nervous systems are hyper-cued
to the incoming signals for rich, resonant, motor-sensory-perceptual, interactional synchronicities within rhythms. Digital culture is a primal level threat to
this because it interrupts the analogical life flow and
communication processes at deep psychobiological
levels.46
Digital is non-flow.47 It is non-motor-sensory-perceptual. It is non-psychobiological. It is non-reciprocal-relational. It cannot make lived, interactional synchronicities. Digital is not an analogue of vitality flow.
It makes “communication” by stringing together discrete, bit by bit, non-contextual, arbitrary items to replicate a lived continuum. Suited to our left-hemisphere
dominate culture and educational system, digital technology perpetuates the control of immediate living experience by substituting mercenary position-holders,
absent of intrinsic contextual relationship. Our body’s
heart and mind at deep, implicit levels fully detect this
sensory poverty and loss. This is most acutely true for
our children.
The Re-enchantment of Learning

[I]f it should turn out that music leads to language, rather than language leads to music, it
helps us understand for the first time that the
otherwise baffling historical fact that poetry
evolved before prose…In fact early poetry was
sung: so the evolution of literacy skills progresses…from right-hemisphere music (words
that are sung), to right–hemisphere language
(the metaphorical language of poetry), to
left-hemisphere language (the referential language of prose).
		
—Iain McGilchrist
We have good reason to believe that human
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intelligence evolved in direct contact with animals, landscapes, wetlands, deserts, forests,
night skies, seas, and rivers.
		
—David Orr
The fecund imagination and individual ingenuity that show through in Paleolithic art
forcefully point to an upbringing that encouraged creativity.
		
—Dale Guthrie
The seeds of Enchantment begin in utero with the
deep movement-sound template underlying embodied, psychobiological being in the world. As we have
traced, this primary ground serves human languaging
and meaning making, relational attunement and communication, and care and nurturing. These patterns
lay the ground for the potential for learning and development, empathy and embodied imagination. And
these in turn form our capacity for moral and ethical
connection with one another and with Nature.
The movement-sound template and developmental continuum are a part of our mammalian evolution and have roots in immersion within Nature. The
re-enchantment of learning is to bring us back to this
encounter and to allow the primal art of embodied
languaging to be re-lived—when animals and humans
spoke the same language. Our left-hemisphere world
view has discredited this primal languaging and intelligence in Nature and, therefore, since we are kin of
Nature, in ourselves. The primal art of embodied languaging is precursor to the three Rs—reading, writing,
and arithmetic. This primal art is our kinesthetic-empathic-aesthetic ways of communicating engendered
through relationship with Nature. This engendering is
pre-human in its encoding. It is of a deep evolutionary
linage.
In our emersion with the Natural world, what we
find is that a very different state of central nervous system frequencies and rhythms comes into play. These
frequencies are in sharp contrast to the largely incoherent wave frequencies of our daily lives to which we
are habituated. The shift in resonant field is palpable.
Right-hemisphere connection with deep body-feeling
and knowing is engaged. This is a practice in perceptual opening and of presence, a practice of K-E-A languaging. Can you feel your cells attune with the Earth’s
Schuman Resonance? Can you feel yourself known by
your surround?
We cannot go back to Paleolithic times when Wild
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Nature was All. Where all our makings, all by our own
hands—our technologies of food and clothing, hunting
and gathering, shelter, tool, and artifact—came from
encounter with animate Nature. That is awe-inspiring, considering that we humans could be food for the
more-than-human world as much as the more-thanhuman-world is sustenance for us. That is a very delicate path to tread, and this encounter required an
ethic of reciprocation, a consciousness of being given
and giving in return—the altruism of the gift.48 For our
more-than-human kin are not scientific subjects or
industrial resources or corporate exploits—commodities. They are animate beings of intrinsic value in their
own right.
Our encounters and makings—our humanizing
of Nature—and our accompanying ethics are imbued
within metaphorical inter-relationships. They are aesthetically organized—what we now call art. “Art” was
not in the deep past—and should not be now—understood as an identified, separate activity. Art is the very
weave through which our relationships of all kinds
were ecologically interconnected—art as movement
and sound, dance and song, as language, as ritual, as
ceremony, as technology. That is, true art—art for life’s
sake.
The re-enchantment of learning begins with the
decision to return to Nature as embodied intelligence
and languaging. Re-enchantment requires an open
perceptual awareness and practice of immersion
through K-E-A ways of knowing and communicating. Re-enchantment recognizes that the arts are the
first language in which to participate and organize
what is being learned, within a spirit of reciprocation.
Re-enchantment requires the primacy of embodied
inter-relationship, beginning in utero, to the evolutionary developmental niche of nurturing and care,
the aesthetics of human communication, the creative
ingenuity and imaginative artistry of our children, and
the human-ecological moral and ethical consciousness
that embodiment affords.

ed, improvisational, place-based, and of in-the-moment ingenuity. It recognizes that the pre-fabricated
imaging of TV and virtual-digital technologies interferes with embodied imagination.49 Its structure is of
a community of exploring developing kids/people, inventing their skill base on an as-needed basis. Skills
are not top-down imposed acontextually, but rather
arise from the lead of the engaged children in their
own explorative process. Relationship with Nature is
paramount, as is art making—art as mediator and as
expression of inter-relationship and encounter.
This way of practicing “education” is very different from the abstract thinking and skills-based teaching and learning of the left-hemisphere orientation
in conventional schooling. But the important thing is
to know and understand the difference between the
two hemispheric world views and their implications.
The left-hemispheric world view has its place in human learning and development, but not as Master.50
The left is designed as servant to the deep, contextual, embodied, living relational motivations of the
right-hemisphere process. The mode of operation of
primal human intelligence is relational perceptual
metaphor—an open-ended, improvisational, ever-unfolding attunement with the mystery of life-giving Nature—the Enchantment.
What do you envision for this re-enchantment of
learning?

Rebecca R. Burrill, Ed.D is a movement-based educator and dancer
who seeks to renew human engagement with the primary creative intelligences of movement, sound, feeling, imagination, and ecological
conscious and their natural healing capacities. Her website is http://
horsechestnutwinds.com/.
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Digital culture is a primal level threat…because it
interrupts the analogical life flow and communication
processes at deep psychobiological levels.
We cannot go back to Paleolithic life-ways, but we
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You Are Now Entering the
Environment
By T r eb be J o hn s o n

S

everal years ago the New Yorker published
a cartoon that showed two people in a car
turning their heads in bewilderment toward
a roadside sign that reads: “you are now entering the environment.” Now entering? Where were
we before? Surely the environment is all around us.
Or is it? Like any good joke, this one has a bite that’s
sharp enough to leave an aftertaste. What is the environment anyway? Is it a synonym for nature? Are you
more likely to find it where there’s plenty of nature to
enjoy or where nature is under threat? Can you get out
of the city and spend a Saturday hiking in the environment? Or is the environment that place over there, the
one that’s having a lot of trouble nobody quite knows
how to fix?
Whidbey Island, about an hour and a half north of
Seattle by car and ferry, is a fifty-seven-mile-long swag
of land with bulbous land masses curling toward each
other at the south and north ends and a gently curving
middle portion that is barely a mile wide at its narrowest points. A couple of years ago I spent a few days on
Whidbey attending a conference devoted to new ideas
in the environmental movement. The people I met at
the conference, held in the southern part of Whidbey,
consider themselves nature lovers and environmentalists. They eat locally grown food, enjoy backpacking
and kayaking, and speak knowledgeably about climate
change and other environmental issues. Months later
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many of them would paddle their kayaks out to Elliot
Bay off the Seattle coast, where they joined hundreds
of others in protesting both the temporary docking of a
disabled Shell Oil rig in regional waters and drilling in
the Arctic in general. Yet, after the conference, I stayed
with a couple who told me about a problem they felt
local residents were ignoring.
Close to the northern tip of the island sprawls
Whidbey Island Naval Air Station. Since 2008 the
Navy has been testing the FA-18 Super Hornet, also
known as the Growler, a small, sleek fighter plane
with an advanced system of electronics designed to
jam the radar and radio communications of enemy
aircraft. But, according to the base’s neighbors, what
the Growlers are currently obstructing is their peace
of mind. My hosts told me that the noise from the frequent test flights is so bad that people have to wear
earplugs when they go to bed at night. When a Growler shoots over a Little League ballpark, the kids throw
down their equipment mid-pitch to cover their ears.
Glass shatters on picture windows, the ground trembles, animals are getting sick, and everyone’s nerves
are strained. Tests that measure loudness have shown
that the Growlers emit up to 139 decibels outside and
95 decibels inside houses, schools, and offices. Permanent damage to the ears can begin when noise levels
reach 110 decibels.
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We tend to see nature as more intimate and
welcoming than the temperamental, indifferent
environment.
Curious about why I had heard nothing of this issue during the conference, I asked the people I had
lunch with that afternoon if they were familiar with
it. “We can’t hear it down here,” one woman said and
bit into her sandwich. “That’s up north,” her husband
added by way of elaboration. The implication was that,
although the environment around the air base was
having problems, their own environment, thankfully,
remained unaffected.
That New Yorker cartoon wouldn’t be funny if the
sign read, “You are now entering nature.” We do believe we can enter nature. “Nature” is as different from
“environment” as “home” is from “habitat.” Although
both nature and the environment consist, in the public
imagination, of a particular mix of air, water, plants,
and animals, we tend to see nature as more intimate
and welcoming than the temperamental, indifferent
environment. Everyone has her own idea about what
nature is, but we tend to be very accepting of the interpretations of others. For one person nature means
remote mountain wilderness. When he travels a long
distance from his home to spend a week backpacking
in the Rocky Mountains, he gets annoyed if he encounters what he considers too many other people on the
trail. He feels that the nature he’s worked so hard to
get to has been tainted by the presence of humans,
which means that his experience there is also tainted. For another person, working at an office in a big
city, nature is the neighborhood park where she likes
to spend her lunch break on spring afternoons. There
she can sit on a bench, raise her face to the sun, and
feel the pressures of the job evaporate. Busy people
pass back and forth around her, the carefully tended
greenery is surrounded by skyscrapers, and off in the
distance she can hear a constant chorus of car horns
and sirens. Still, she relishes her patch of warm and
fragrant air, and in the trees above her the birds sing
as if they, too, required no more grandiose a form of
nature. Typically perceived to be where humans are
not, nature is nonetheless a profoundly human concept.
If nature is personal and specific, the environment
is vague, indifferent, and typically somewhere else except when it is aggressively and invasively in our own
back yards. The environment is depersonalized naTREBBE JOHNSON

ture. The Environmental Protection Agency defines
“the environment” that it is mandated to “safeguard”
simply as “the air, water, and land upon which all life
depends.” By this definition the environment sounds
noble and important. However, scientists, the media,
and the general public rarely use the word to express
anything positive. Instead, the term conjures up images of a territory riddled with threat, uncleanliness, toxicity. The environment we humans of the twenty-first
century have come to know is a container of certain
chemical components that we desperately need and
ought to value, but which has been irrevocably fouled
because of our own greed and carelessness. It is the
nature we feel collectively guilty about harming, even
though we may not accept individual responsibility
for much malfeasance. In the age of climate change
the environment has become even more free-floating and impossible to recognize with the five senses.
It is an example of what philosopher Timothy Morton
calls “hyperobjects”—phenomena that are “massively
distributed in time and space…viscous, which means
that they ‘stick’ to beings that are involved with them…
[and] nonlocal; in other words, any ‘local manifestation’ of a hyperobject is not directly the hyperobject.”
Everyone knows that the environment, manifesting
as climate change, is landing here and there around
the world with increasing frequency and vehemence.
Unlike the loathsome but tangible depredations of the
past, however, it’s much harder now to find anyone to
blame or to bill for the clean-up. Meanwhile, we put
our trust in organizations and institutions, from the
EPA to the Wilderness Society to Save Muddy Brook,
The environment…is a container of certain
chemical components…which has been irrevocably
fouled because of our own greed and carelessness.
to protect the nature we love by staving off the environments that could drift over and infect it.
The domain we now think of as “the environment” has only been identifiable as such for about fifty
years. Once, the environment was simply that which
surrounded you, be it an expanse of steppes around
a yurt in Mongolia, a New York City apartment, or a
sunny beach on the French Riviera. The borders expanded and contracted depending on where you were
and when and what the conditions were at any given
moment, but the concept was general and did not require much pondering. George Perkins Marsh never
uses the word “environment” in his Man and Nature
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(1864), even though he is often credited as the founder
of the environmental movement, since he was the first
to call attention to the discord between humans and
nature, writing that “man is everywhere a disturbing
agent. Everywhere he plants his foot, the harmonies of
nature are turned to discords.” Later “environmental”
writers rarely used the word. For Frederick Jackson
Turner (1893) the environment was the milieu that
the European emigrant to America found daunting
not only because of its vastness and wildness, but also
because the native people he encountered were obviously so at home there. It is not the environment but
water, timber, and mineral resources that make the
United States “the best possible place to live in” and
therefore must be conserved, according to Gifford
Pinchot (1910), the first head of the President Theodore Roosevelt’s new Forest Service. For Aldo Leopold
(1949) the environment was simply the sphere of influences around the birds, game animals, or humans
he happened to be referring to in any given passage of
his writing. What these conservationists cared about
was taking care of nature, sometimes in the form of a
particular place like Yosemite, sometimes in general.
It was Rachel Carson who, in 1962, corralled the
contents of the “environment” and made it a subject of
concern unto itself. In Silent Spring she launched the
new trajectory of this previously unexceptional term
when she wrote that “the most alarming of all man’s
assaults upon the environment is the contamination
of air, earth, rivers, and sea with dangerous and even
lethal chemicals.” No longer was the environment an
imprecisely conceived assemblage of air, rivers, walls,
pictures on the walls, birdsong, wetlands, or sofas,
and the temperature and noise levels suffusing them.
Carson forced the general public to acknowledge that
the environment was a shared place containing not
only nature but the many scientific aspects of nature
that the average human could not, and usually did not
need to, understand, but which were nonetheless profoundly vulnerable to human interference. Nature was
a friendly neighbor; the environment, cool and detached, was a professional with complex credentials.
Nature was accessible, the environment best left to its
own devices. Today we think of nature as earth, water,
air, plants, and animals unsullied by human presence,
whereas the environment is earth, water, air, plants,
and animals that have been tainted by humans and
their activities.
I’ve noticed how my own environment has fractured and resized in recent years—not on the land itTREBBE JOHNSON

self but in my thought. When the natural gas industry moved into Susquehanna County, Pennsylvania,
I took it personally. The whole county—indeed, the
whole state—was my beloved backyard, and I wanted
the interlopers out. Every time I shot up a long, steep
hill on a narrow country road, only to be abruptly
forestalled by a truck bearing a huge cylinder of contaminated water from a fracked well, outrage surged
through me. I would edge as close as I could behind
the truck and tailgate it throughout its slow, grinding
progress up the hill, as if my act of aggression could
not fail to convey the message that I didn’t like what
the driver and his kind were doing, and now he was
going to have to take this punishment for it. When I
saw, by day, horses clustered at the far end of a pasture
to avoid the thumped-earth clamor of the fracking
process or, by night, the ripples of dark hills blanched
by the massive white torches of gas flares, I wanted to
cry and sometimes did. The environment had arrived
and it was awful.
But I have to confess that once I turned away from
those incursions, the rage and grief would gradually
fade, and what they left behind was simply relief that
the enemy hadn’t made its way any closer to my own
home in the far eastern part of the county. Once, I
had worried that Dimock, site of nationally headlined
kitchen tap water that homeowners would ignite at
the touch of a match for a curious reporter, was only
thirty miles away. These days I’m grateful that the
fracking operation a friend okayed when he leased the
farm that’s been in his family for three generations is
as far as six and a half miles from my own driveway,
and not closer. It’s as if the environment around me
has shrunk—or rather that I myself have shrunk my
environment—to accommodate my own inability to
confront its demands.
If you, like the people in the cartoon, were actually
to spot a roadside sign informing you that you were
about to enter the environment, you might be inclined
to make a quick U-turn and head back the way you’d
come, suspecting that something noxious had leaked
out from where it was supposed to be kept. Logically we know that the environment isn’t a spot on the
map that we can “enter,” yet psychologically it really
does seem that the word describes a particular locale
that has turned, or is about to turn, nasty and uninhabitable. Those people in the cartoon don’t live in
the environment, and they have no desire to visit it or
even pass through it. They know that wherever the environment is there’s trouble, and that serious, costly
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attention will be required to return things to a state
approximating, but probably never quite attaining, the
nostalgically remembered normal. When people talk
to one another about the environment, the tone tends
to be one of outrage that more isn’t being done to protect it. But there are so many environments in need of
attention! The environment you yourself worry about
might be the desiccating coral in the Great Barrier
Reef, shrinking ice in the Arctic, the Amazonian rain
forest, the air over Beijing, or California forests incandescent with wildfire. Where is the environment now,
as you read this? Chances are, you think it’s somewhere you’re not.
A 2012 study called “Extreme Weather, Climate
and Preparedness in the American Mind” examined
attitudes about changing weather patterns in the United States. One part of the questionnaire focused on
whether the respondents noticed changes in the weather in their own region, and another part on whether
they perceived changes in other locales. In every one
of four geographical regions represented—Northeast,
Midwest, South, and West—people asserted that more
weather changes were occurring in each of the other
three areas than in their own. The purpose of the study
was to gauge public awareness of extreme weather and
the extent to which people were ready to cope with future instances of it, yet what seems significant is that,
in all the groups, people were convinced that it was
somewhere else, not their own area, where emergency
weather conditions were likely to be a problem. Where
was the environment? Certainly it hadn’t yet reached
the people taking the survey.
When I was a child, before cars had mandatory
seatbelts, I used to love kneeling on the back seat and
looking out the rear window as my parents drove. It was
fascinating to consider the meaning of always having
just been someplace and being on the verge of entering someplace else. Passing through a small town, for
instance, I could see the houses, trees, and dogs, the
people walking along the sidewalk, the flower boxes
and fire hydrants in a configuration that, just seconds
before, had contained my family and me, bundled into
our car. Now they had all been returned once again to
their familiar world, a world without us, ignorant even
that we had briefly shared a space. And already, even
as I formed the thought, we were slipping through another place and another, like a string passing through
and connecting colorful beads. Taking in what was behind me, I saw how each linked niche got along perfectly well without me, but would willingly open up to
TREBBE JOHNSON

receive me. I found this a satisfying arrangement.
What my child’s mind was perceiving, in fact, was
that the world—what I will now call “the environment
as world”—and I are constantly jostling, ingesting, penetrating, and exiting each other. It is impossible for me
ever to be outside the environment and, at the same
time, I really am, as the cartoon says, always “entering
the environment.” The environment as world, rather
than simply as a poisoned place, is actually a far more
varied and personal collection of spaces than we typically give it credit for. The environment can be as intimate as a bedroom and as vast as the mix of air and sea
currents drifting around the Eastern seaboard. Most
of us pass through many environments in the course
of our day, absorbing and being absorbed by each, as a
fish swims through its watery home, darting in and out
of rippling fronds of coral, gobbling up mouthfuls of
smaller fish along with the wet and salty sauce of their
environment, and perhaps becoming, later in the day,
part of the environment of a bigger fish. When I step
out of my home in rural Pennsylvania on a frosty fall
morning and drive to a bus that transports me to New
York City, where I attend a meeting and have lunch
with a friend, I leave and enter various environments.
Each is nested inside another: the meeting room in an
office building in Midtown Manhattan in the heating
atmosphere of planet Earth. In each environment I,
like that fish, might find myself predator or prey. If
I happen to sit next to someone at the meeting who
has dabbed an excessive amount of aftershave on his
cheeks that morning, then, in my opinion, that person
has assaulted my immediate environment. If, at lunch,
I order wild salmon flown in from Alaska, I become
a colluder in the accumulation of carbon into the air
and perhaps in the problem of overfishing as well. The
frost, the bus, the air over the city, the room, the man,
the scent, the salmon, and I are all active ingredients
of various environments that day, at once subjects and
objects, givers and recipients. I move through and
around my environments as they move through and
The environment as world, rather than simply
as a poisoned place, is actually a far more varied and
personal collection of spaces than we typically give it
credit for.
around me. The environment is both a collective noun
and an infinite number of particular ones.
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futes its existence. Perhaps the reason the environmental movement has such a problem getting people
to care about its very urgent causes is that we haven’t
had a chance to see for ourselves how nature becomes
the environment. There’s no front-row seat these days
for environmental theatre, as there was in Las Vegas
in the 1950s, when tourists could sign up for a special
side trip to the Mojave Desert, there to sip cocktails as
they thrilled to the white hot sight of a nuclear bomb
test on the horizon. Nature is something we can care
about, but when nature degrades into an “environment” that signifies a damaged world, our relationship with it comes to an end. No longer is the damaged
place lovable or even approachable; it is only to be
avoided and perhaps silently grieved.
But maybe the city of Las Vegas, home of risk-taking and relentless faith in imminent good luck, was
onto something. If the environment, up till now, has
been too vague a concept to grasp, too scary a place
to enter, we should be meeting the future by adjusting our perspective. There are already organizations
that offer “toxic tours” to places like the brownfields
of southeast Los Angeles and Houston neighborhoods
crammed between oil refineries and chemical plants.
To make the environment more personal, environmental organizations and travel agencies could form
partnerships to offer visits to places where people
can personally experience the nature they love turning into the environment they’ve dreaded. Cruises to
Alaska would focus not on leaping whales and grizzlies
grabbing salmon but on shrinking ice floes. School
field trips would introduce kids to clear-cut forests or
wetlands being plowed under for a new mall.
The future version of that New Yorker cartoon
will feature a sign intended not as a warning but as a
big, welcoming banner festooned above the road that
proclaims: “You are now entering the environment!”
Instead of two wary adults as the passengers, the car
will contain the whole family: Mom, Dad, and a couple of kids safely buckled into the backseat. There will
be a picnic basket between them and everyone will be
smiling excitedly. Which environment will they enjoy
today? A burned forest? A gas-fracking operation? A
Little League game near the air base? The possibilities
are endless. This is the way to make the environment
real and to believe in it. And once we believe in it, we
might begin to love it as much as we love our own personal nature. Let’s gather our binoculars, our snacks,
and our friends and see what rarities the environment
has to offer.
TREBBE JOHNSON

Trebbe Johnson’s books include 101 Ways to Make Guerrilla Beauty
and the forthcoming Radical Joy for Hard Times. She is the founder
and director of Radical Joy for Hard Times, a non-profit organization
devoted to finding and making beauty in wounded places.
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BanaLity’S e vi L: an inter vieW With
eL izaBeth MinniCh
By James Ballowe

Over several weeks I corresponded with Elizabeth Minnich and talked by telephone with her at
her home in Charlotte, North Carolina, where she is
a professor of moral philosophy at Queens University. She is also Senior Scholar for the Association of
American Colleges and Universities’ Office of Diversity, Equity, and Global Initiatives. An award-winning
author, she has written two other books prior to The
Evil of Banality: On The Life and Death Importance
of Thinking (Rowman & Littlefield, 2017). Professor
Minnich was a friend of the late Strachan Donnelley, the founder and first president of The Center for
Humans and Nature, and she served on the Center’s
Board of Directors for many years.
James Ballowe (JB): Your book’s title is The Evil of
Banality: On the Life and Death Importance of Thinking. Many readers will know that your title echoes the
subtitle of Hannah Arendt’s book Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of Evil, published in
its final form in 1964. You were Arendt’s teaching assistant, and she was your mentor. How does the emphasis in your phrase “the evil of banality” differ in
meaning from Arendt’s subtitle?
Elizabeth Minnich (EM): Arendt was telling us
something she observed about the Nazis, and more
specifically still about Adolf Eichmann, “The Engineer
of the Final Solution.” She was not then announcing
a theory but, as she said, a fact: Eichmann was a startlingly banal person despite his undeniably monstrous
deeds. May I observe here that this phenomenon—a
thoughtless person who evidently thinks and speaks

in clichés, however inappropriate, while being capable
of enormous harm—ought to be less alien to our experience in the United States today than perhaps it was
when Arendt was writing?
When Arendt took me with her to public discussions of her book, which were often acrimonious and
painful, what struck me was, first, that “the banality
of evil” was deeply troubling to people, as it seemed
to trivialize enormous wrongdoing and suffering. It
occurred to me that, had Arendt spoken of “the evil
of banality,” what she meant might have made more
sense. The thought has stayed with me that we need to
comprehend how banality—superficiality in its differing modes—works to enable its apparent opposite, the
great drama of horrific harm-doing.
With that question in mind, I went looking for how
perpetrators and enablers—not only under the Nazis,
but in differing eras and times—actually thought about
what they were doing. Were they, after all, driven by
monstrous hatreds, prejudices, furies somewhat equal
to the horror of their deeds? Or were they really banal,
thinking in clichés, conventions, time-worn and faddish commonplaces? Or something else entirely?
May I give some background here?
JB: Yes. Please do.
EM: Hannah Arendt had actually been thinking
for decades about the need not to glorify evil—in this
case, that of the Nazis—so she was primed to find herself with the concept, as she put it, the banality of evil,
when faced with Adolf Eichmann. She and her teacher
and then life-long friend, the philosopher Karl Jaspers, corresponded during and after World War II,
after Arendt had fled to the United States. They had
early agreed that Arendt’s use of “radical evil” for the
Nazis was wrong, because they were petty people, unworthy of such inflation.
Faced with Eichmann and the transcripts from
pre-trial interviews with him, Arendt finally fully reREVIEWS &
Reviews and Reflections
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alized just how apt the refusal to romanticize the
perpetrators of genocide as Monsters, Devils, really was. What struck her, she said, was that the only
thing about Eichmann that was extraordinary was his
“thoughtlessness,” his inability to think other than in
clichés and “edifying phrases,” as she put it.
She did not mean that “We are all capable of being
Eichmann”; she even vehemently denied that. He was
“extreme” in his thoughtlessness.
But this leaves us with a question that haunted me:
What do we need to learn from observing that there
are horrific individuals, such as Hitler and Himmler
and Heydrich, but also many, many more ordinarily decent individuals who carry out their orders, not
infrequently even without supervision, going “above
and beyond” to earn promotions and other bribes, and
thereby enable the reign of evil—individuals whose
deeds are monstrous even as they are themselves no
worse than ambitious job-holders in other times? That
is, aside from a few twisted souls, what do we need to
learn about the many, many others who make possible the perversion of a whole country into a machine
of murder, or the many countries contributing to the
destruction of a planet? A few moral monsters cannot
carry out a genocide, slavery, vast economic exploitation, the combining causes of climate change, all by
themselves. This is relevant to us today, too, I think.
Imagine what seems unthinkable (although such
things are evidently not historically unprecedented):
Imagine people in their numbers simply refusing to
take jobs at environmentally destructive companies,
or to buy their products, or to own their shares. If that
were to happen, the few, the ones we want to blame as
if they did it all by themselves, couldn’t continue.
So, I set out to understand what it is that makes
such monstrous, utterly non-banal, evils possible. That
took me back into a study of the Nazi genocide, and on
from there to genocide in Rwanda, slavery and human
trafficking, egregious treatment of workers around the
globe, endemic sexual violence against females, and

more. It also evidently takes us to the issues of human
destruction of nature, on which life depends.
JB: Much of your book is dedicated to defining the
differences between two types of evil and good: extensive and intensive. Could you define for us what you
mean by extensive and intensive evil and good and
why it is necessary to distinguish between them?
EM: As I studied examples of horrific harm-doing, I searched for what the perpetrators, the enablers,
were thinking. Were they thinking at all? I slowly realized that a key reason I kept losing a grip on what I
was finding was because there were two major kinds
of evils. (No doubt, there are two parallel types of
good, as well.) Of course, there are always many gradations; nothing is that neat. But there is a startlingly
clear distinction between, on one hand, horrific harms
that shatter illusions of normality, shock almost everyone, are short-term, and involve few perpetrators, and
horrific harms, evils, that take time and require mass
participation, on the other. The former I call intensive
evils. They include, for example, the murders of the
Manson cult, and the suicide/murders of Jonestown,
or the kidnapping/murders/cannibalism of Jeffrey
Dahmer, or—if it were an isolated and rare event – the
poisoning of a town’s water supply with toxic waste by
one company. Intensive evils are and remain shocking
in their own times.
Extensive evils involve perversions of whole systems; they are normalized; they persist over time; and
most of all, they require vast numbers of people to do
their difficult work through that time—day after day
after day. Intensive evils can be done in a fit of rage, or
craziness, or hatred, or greed; extensive evils cannot.
Consider again leading examples of extensive evils,
like genocides, economies based on slavery, global
child pornography production; corporate exploitation of the most vulnerable workers, of eco-systems,
all that leads to climate change—these require many
REVIEWS &
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ordinary, “reliable” people doing their jobs daily, not
the “possessed” zealots who are behind most intensive
evils.
Hence, extensive evils are entirely different from
intensive evils. And the distinction is important because we tend to revert to explanations for intensive
evils when we need to understand extensive ones, and
that will not work. It is intensive evil for a pyromaniac
to launch a forest fire, or for a criminal cast out of a village to sneak back and poison its wells. It is extensive
evil when the pillars of society and a whole economic
order accepts as mainstream that pollution of whatever sort and consequence is understood to be a mere
bother that must not derail profits, economic growth,
freedom from governmental interference. When careerism, greed, status-seeking are rewarded for work
that is horrifically harmful to large numbers of people,
even to a viable future for all, we have a classic case of
extensive evil. It is not perpetrated by monsters; it is
perpetrated by those who think no further than how to
play and try to win in the present game, by the dominant rules.
JB: Your book concentrates on the disastrous effect that banality can have upon human communities.
As a former board member of The Center for Humans
and Nature you know well that not thinking about how
to preserve a healthy environment for ourselves and
other creatures also does extensive harm to us, now
and into the future. Not thinking, you say at one point,
leads us to do “terrible things to those people, to those
animals, that forest—whatever we ‘simply’ do not
think about.” And later, you write that to accomplish
“‘unthinkable acts’…you want people who are able and
consistently willing to close what they do day after day
out of the reflective consciousness almost all of us do
have, the thoughtful consciousness from which consciences arise…[For extensive evils] you want, that is,
to keep minds turned off on the meta-level: no questions about, no looking back at and wondering, no

reaching for connections to beliefs, to other meanings.
[You do not want your workers asking], ‘What is the
relation of what we are actually doing to people, to the
earth?’”
So, indeed, you do say that the extensive evil enabled by banality extends to the environment we share
with other beings. Could you elaborate on that by commenting on the current attitude that many in power
today have toward preserving the natural spaces that
sustain life?
EM: Yes, we touched on that just now, although
again, those in power depend on us to do the work. I
would call it intensive evil when someone, or one company, buys a quite small tract of land on which generations of people have lived sustainably, drives those living there now off with no way of re-creating their lives
or preparing for new ones, and destroys the land and
the air and the water in order to profit from a factory,
a mine, a development that employs people desperate
enough to accept sub-par wages.
I would call it extensive evil when such scenarios
are not exceptional, but commonplace; when they are
defended as normal and even necessary to a greater
good. Extensive evil feeds on thinking and belief that
justifies harm-doing that profits a few without regard
for severe, even irreversible, harm done to the many,
now and/or in the future. This condition fits exactly
a prime, if not the only, instance of extensive evil of
our times. It is considered acceptable, even good, to
pursue profit and, more abstractly, but perhaps even
more questionably, to pursue “economic growth,” as
ends in themselves, all-justifying principles, regardless of harms done. Across eras and cultures, with
startling consistency I found that the common petty
vices, which such “economism” validates, are present in extensive evils. I am still grappling with this.
Low-level greed or status seeking—how can they alone
be enough to lead people to do monstrous things?
But they demonstrably are. The banal deadens, and
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can make us deadly. If they can keep their jobs, get a
raise, a promotion, a bonus, a bit of status, the many
enablers required for extensive evils will fail to object
to serious wrongs done by those in power. Genocides
and ecocides are not perpetrated by frightened, mindlessly obedient people until an all-pervasive totalitarian system is deeply entrenched (North Korea comes
to mind). Before that, and usually, they are done by
reliable workers doing their jobs well by focusing on
playing the prevailing game successfully. They are using their minds; they, we, are not thinking, reflecting.
And so the much greater greed and struggles for still
more among the few have force far beyond them. The
intensive becomes extensive.
JB: You close The Evil of Banality with this promise: “In my next book, the one that has kept trying to
write itself as I worked on this one, I will try to think
through an education that can free us not only from
the weight of ignorance, but from the deadening,
deadly hold of banality.” Are you currently at work on
your next book? And what are you thinking about the
sort of education we need to free us from banality?
EM: Yes, I am working on the next book. I have
published two papers on teaching thinking in the last
couple of years (one of them with colleagues) in which
I begin to present what such teaching can actually look
like. (No, I am not merely calling for more “critical
thinking.”) I am ever more concerned that the present pressures on education are designed to move us in
precisely the opposite direction, toward the training—
not the education—of workers who, at all levels and
including the professions, will then think only within
and not around and about their fields. They, we, can
perhaps thus "succeed," but at what cost to our consciences, our communities, our many environments?
This is a recipe for disaster. It is just what extensive
evils require.
We need modes of education—formal, but also

informal—that make the art and practice of reflexive,
reflective thinking central, rather than rendering it
peripheral or suspect, as it is now. I do define what
I mean by this kind of thinking in The Evil of Banality, of course, and I realize that terms like reflexive
can be confusing. Briefly: We use our minds in many
ways, but reflexive thinking is possible in and about
all others. We are doing it when we reflect on our own
thinking, as we are doing right now. “Stop and think,”
we say, and we mean, “Pause, reflect on yourself, your
actions, the feeling swamping you.” That, the most basic and liberating kind of thinking because it makes
choice and so, also, morality possible, is of life-anddeath importance, and I fear that the most- as well as
the least-educated can and have passed through our
schools without practicing it (however much they do
or do not know). It is not the ignorant who are responsible for all that leads to climate change. Our education has failed at all levels, or it would not be normal,
“business as usual,” to do such massive harm.
The auto-pilot of banalities includes the crude
common use of epithets, prejudices worn smooth by
regular use, group-think within offices and organizations, technical language that closes us off from the
queries and objections of others or even our own everyday selves, religious dogmas that defy thinking, and
a focus on career success and profit that becomes the
only game we are playing. All of these and more make
it possible for us, for the many, to do the sustained
work of enormous harm when whole systems are perverted to serve only the power and profit of the few.
But thinking together about what we believe we know,
what is established, and what works smoothly within
present systems can help free us from the auto-pilot
of thoughtless, dangerous banalities, including those
that are handed around thoughtlessly as proof that we
are “good” or on the right side. (Yes, I write also about
the banality of “good.”)
Indeed, The Center for Humans and Nature facilitates precisely this kind of learning and thinking toREVIEWS &
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gether, so yes, we can educate thinkers, and do so right
along with job training, professional preparation, and
the life-enhancing liberal arts. All can be reduced to
mere training, to preparing people to do what is required to get along and reach for “success,” whatever
we are doing. All can be opened to the Socratic call to
lead an examined life, to the awakening of conscience
as a way to be good at what we do in all senses.
We started with Hannah Arendt. Let’s end with
her. In The Human Condition, she set out to think
what we are doing, and so focused philosophically on
action, work, and labor, or the vita activa. And time
and again, here and elsewhere, she returned to a quote
from Cato, which from memory (perhaps not precise,
then) I will say this way: Never is he less alone than
when he is by himself; never is he more active than
when he does nothing. This, of course, concerns a
thinker (male or not).
The United States has a long history of anti-intellectualism, of scorn for the “useless” life of the mind
and “pointy-headed intellectuals” and “other-worldly
academics,” “educated” or “coastal elites,” and on and
on. Yes, there are critiques to be made, assuredly so—
but a one-line finding of my years of research on how
so many ordinarily decent people can make extensive
evils possible is this: People who are not thinking are
capable of anything. We have gone too far in that direction. We need a contemporary Enlightenment.

James Ballowe is Distinguished Professor Emeritus of English at Bradley University, and is Engagement Advisor at the Center for Humans
and Nature. Since retiring from university teaching and administration,
Jim has written a biography of Joy Morton and a monograph history
of The Morton Arboretum.

JB: You have given us excellent tools for a discussion that should lead us to think more intensely about
the responsibility we have as humans and to the environment, and the elimination of the extensive evil that
threatens the next generations. It has been a pleasure
talking with you. Thank you, Elizabeth.
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Grim Circularity: Climate Change and
Our Competing Media Fallacies
By Ross Graham

The consensus within the scientific community
that climate change/global warming (CC/GW) is real,
imminent, indeed currently ongoing, and largely induced by human activities is practically unanimous.1
Despite this, R.J. Lazarus termed it a “super-wicked
problem.”2 Generally speaking politics and law in the
United States systematically eschew policies that favor the collective needs of the global future over the
national present. The inherent complexity, scale, and
local variability of CC/GW require a governmental response, not simply change in the private sector, and
that inter-generational consequences be taken into
account. It is little wonder, then, that climate change
policy has repeatedly encountered roadblocks.3 Even
when incremental progress can be achieved, it fails to
address the urgency and timeliness that action to combat CC/GW requires. Indeed, how one defines timeliness depends on a host of factors, which makes motivating collective action inherently difficult. Broadly
speaking, it is democracy and democratic institutions
that have been tasked with tackling societal problems
like these in America. The state of democracy and its
relationship to the media are the subjects of this essay.
The great debate between John Dewey4 and Walter Lippmann5 over the prospects for democracy in
the 1920s may hold clues to our current predicament.
Dewey believed that participatory democracy lives
and dies upon a citizenry engaged in unfettered decision making. Dewey reasoned that democratic citizens
would learn through participation whether outcomes
were optimal or not. A free press was vital in maintaining such a critical and informed public—one not easily
cajoled into decisions against their interests. The free

press thus prevented elite influence-peddling, manipulation, and the domination of specific interests over
the public interest. Elites have no inherent relationship to beneficence, wisdom, or the national interest,
and curtailing their undue power was therefore inherent to democratic ideals. Constitutional protections of
the free press represent a strong legal foundation to
build on.
Lippmann thought otherwise. He believed that
upholding democracy across a large population on a
large land mass necessitated informed elites guiding
laypeople toward effective policies. Lippmann disregarded the public’s potential to remain adequately informed on increasingly technical bodies of knowledge,
considering their perspectives to be stereotypical representations of elite cues. Thus the hopes of democracy rested on rigorous technocratic structures whereby
expertise was emphasized in public dissemination of
knowledge. Through this, democracy would be efficacious without losing its participatory ethos. Lippmann
was not a cynic, but he felt Dewey’s faith in iterative
mass-learning to be both idealistic and romanticized.
He maintained that the media was best used as a framing device.
Importantly, both Dewey and Lippmann lamented
the state of the media in their time: it had become unduly fragmented and was ill equipped to the democratic functions that each of these thinkers had mapped
out for it. Dewey was concerned at the media’s devolution into local hegemons practicing agenda framing;
Lippmann was concerned with a localization process
that rendered large-scale dissemination unintelligible
to the citizenry.
One hundred years on, Lazarus’s observed fragmentation, too. Time, geography, socioeconomics,
and other factors currently refract legislative emphases regarding CC/GW amongst the grassroots, rendering both elites and the general public unable to agree
upon, let alone enact, solutions. Indeed, CC/GW does
not really have a “solution” per se; it calls instead for
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a series of deployments and alterations in technology, behaviors, politics and philosophies, with no guaranteed outcomes. The nature of the problem, I would
argue, precludes its being reasoned to a broad, ideal
conclusion, and indeed many strands of environmentalist thought have abandoned such skeleton-key aspirations and approaches. The technical elites whom
Lippmann looked to for democratic governance are
manifestly failing, while Dewey’s puritanical devotion
to the democratic foot soldier has taken on an inverted
rationale. For him, individual actions at the grassroots
level formed “publics” on behalf of the common good
of the nation, while climate change impresses upon us
the fact that our every action can potentially contribute
to the destruction of the global commons. The hearts
and minds of the citizenry are the ultimate placeholder in our fate by dint of this observation alone. Over
enough time, all of us are equal stakeholders in CC/
GW, ideological and personal beliefs be damned.
Climate Change Denial

Climate change denialism is, broadly, the practice
of denying or minimizing the existence of CC/GW,
its anthropogenic roots, or its severity. It stems from
a campaign of disinformation waged by conservative
and corporate interests who stand to lose money and
power if CC/GW is addressed holistically.6 These coalesced interests include big industries indelibly tied
to greenhouse gases, conservative foundations, and
the media.7
Frederick Singer and Frederick Seitz, prominent
Cold War nuclear physicists and noted military-industrialists, spearheaded this disinformation campaign. Publicly regarded as both patriots and geniuses, they used their Ivy League reputations to publicly
cast doubt on the CC/GW consensus emerging from
the wider scientific community, despite scant scholarly engagement.8 This technique originated with Big
Tobacco, who obfuscated the association between
cigarette smoking and lung cancer by purchasing en-

dorsements from prestigious academic and scientific
figures, oncological expertise optional. By overemphasizing uncertainties inherent in the scientific method
and using complexity as a smokescreen, these disinformation campaigns proved very effective. Critical to
this effort was a compliant media.9
CC/GW has become indelibly tied to political division between the left and the right in the United
States. People of a Republican/conservative persuasion are generally less likely to invest in the scientific
consensus that CC/GW is occurring, anthropogenically induced, and likely to be harmful to humans.10 This
divide was not always so. Richard Nixon established
the Environmental Protection Agency in 1970. While
campaigning for president in 1988, George H.W. Bush
promised to use the “White House effect” to counteract the “greenhouse effect,” aka, climate change. But a
trend of increasing partisanship, particularly negative
partisanship, has been evident in U.S. society since
the 1970s, and this is embodied by the intractable
gridlock environmental legislation routinely experiences in Congress.11 A good example is the shameless
championing of Michael Crichton’s anti-environmentalist novel State of Fear by noted climate change denier Senator Jim Inhofe (R-Oklahoma), transforming
a work of fiction into a supporting policy document
for the U.S. Senate’s Public Environment and Public
Works Committee.12 This disingenuousness, in addition to being flabbergasting, is difficult to reconcile
with Lippmann’s sympathetic view on the role of elites
in guard-railing democratic outcomes.
Studies indicate that self-identified liberals are
more likely to agree with scientific consensus than
self-identified conservatives, and that education level
or self-reported knowledge has little alignment with
faith in science amongst conservatives.13 An analysis
of conservative think tanks revealed they consider evidence for CC/GW to be weak, warming to be potentially beneficial, and active amelioration of the problem
as causing more harm than good.14 Political persuaREVIEWS &
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sion has been shown to be a better predictor of attitudes towards CC/GW than extreme weather events15
or education level.16 Republicans have been shown to
evidence a stronger anticipated confirmation bias to
news selection—i.e., a stronger desire to listen to information sources with which they expect to agree.17
Conservatives have less trust in scientists18 and less
faith in scientific models.19 They prefer the term “global warming” to “climate change” because the perception of colder weather in some areas appears to refute
it.20 Adding to this, climate scientists tend to minimize
their findings,21 presumably in response to the public
brutality some in the field, such as Ben Santer, have
been subjected to.22
The media functions as a filter for the flow of information into society. Speaking constitutionally, the
First Amendment broadly protects the press from state
interference and censorship so as to better inform the
populace and enable democratic debate, even at the
expense of tolerating demagoguery. The sensationalist excesses of yellow journalism around the turn of
the twentieth century summoned the energies for both
Dewey’s and Lippmann’s ideas on the role of the media, as the commercial and prejudicial side of journalism was driven to hyperbolic extremes. A fixation with
scandal and appeals to gossip over substance drew out
an extensive debate on the difference between news
and entertainment for the first time; and these ghosts
have never fully left us—the line between academic
theories concerning social constructivism and evolving communications styles and journalistic practices
is as blurred today, if not more so, than it was a century ago.
Indeed, today we are in another period of seismic
change for the media. After having relied for years on
the print media and the nightly news on ABC, CBS and
NBC,23 twenty-four-hour cable news, the Internet, and
mobile platforms have quickly changed the way the
United States receives its information. The prevalence
and breadth of new media have fostered an increas-

ingly competitive marketplace. Outlets have responded by identifying and defending increasingly narrow
niches, deliberately addressing viewers of a specific
ideological persuasion to cultivate an echo-chamber
for pre-existing knowledge and opinions, dubbed “selective exposure.”24 A reticence in the media for communicating complexity effectively further obstructs
accurate public understanding,25 instead offering
discrete ideological buckets. Complex information is
filtered through the lens of organizational ideology,
which selects certain facts out of a vast pool whilst rejecting others.26 Consumers then herd into whatever
bucket fits neatest, refining any nuance by using personal ideology as a guide.
The result is systemic misunderstandings, individuated to the extent that generalized critiques are
vulnerable to be cherry-picked apart. The media norm
of balanced bias (sometimes called false equivalence)
contributes to uncertainty regarding climate science,
too.27 This norm involves giving equal coverage to both
“sides” of the issue. It therefore tends to elevate minority viewpoints to a roughly equitable standing with
majority ones. This is incongruent with the pursuit of
objective truth, but since post-yellow journalism culturally appropriated quasi-fictitious reporting, this
apparently subtler miscommunication became commonplace. Staggeringly, 69 percent of TV news segments on CC/GW between 1995 and 2004 exhibited
balanced bias.28 Studies of Twitter feeds show binary
media narratives like these are passed on to regional
social networking conversations. Conservative states
have shown a higher prevalence of CC/GW hoax
frames than liberal states, for example.29
A Content Analysis of Climate Coverage

As an Englishman, the self-branding, bomb-throwing ideologue modern American politics seems to promote has always drawn my gaze. The closest analogy
I can draw is to the grim curiosity with which I would
use a stick to poke roadkill as a child (luckily, Nigel
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Farage has come to satisfy this curiosity of late). As
such, one project I undertook in graduate school was
a content analysis of broadcast transcripts from Fox
News and CNN dedicated to covering CC/GW.
My curiosity piqued at two questions. First, how
does coverage of CC/GW vary across the titans of
right-wing and centrist political cable news? Second,
how did this coverage change across the Bush and
Obama presidencies, given the respective shifts in
political emphases generally, and climate politicking
specifically? The dataset was accordingly bounded
from 2001 to 2016. It eventually distilled down to eleven core code families, three of which had meaningfully
divergent sub-divisions. Case in point: the “debate”
frame, which captured instances portraying CC/GW
as an inconclusive phenomenon. Within this frame
were two distinctions—debate over the mere existence
of CC/GW, and debate over the anthropogenic nature
of CC/GW.
Some notable highlights of my study were as follows. CNN was roughly four times as likely as Fox
during the Bush years to embed their CC/GW reporting in discussions of physical, ecological consequences
like ice melt, wildfires, or hurricanes. Of these physical
consequences, those related to ice, water, and sea level were easily the most common, presumably for the
logical and linear explanation they provide. However,
as the Obama era took hold, utilization of this frame
plummeted to a mere 50 percent increase over Fox.
At the same time, CNN’s coverage doubled down
on both “debate” frames when compared to their
Bush-era coverage. CNN actually framed CC/GW as a
debate more regularly than Fox in this period! Yet this
directly contrasted with CNN’s consistent portrayal of
CC/GW as a temporally proximal threat across both
presidencies, approximately four times as intensively
as Fox. Similarly, both broadcasters were equally inclined to frame CC/GW in conspiratorial, agenda-setting terms. Fox almost exclusively considered such
conspiring to be liberal in origin and alarmist in na-

ture, whereas CNN placed conspiratorial accusations
at the foot of the climate denialists approximately 40
percent of the time, with the remaining 60 percent going toward the alarmists. Regardless, this ephemeral,
shadowy messaging doubled in regularity during the
Obama years for both broadcasters. Perhaps least surprisingly, CNN did provide clear, concise factual explanations of CC/GW-related phenomena no less than
twenty times as often as Fox per broadcast.
A higher level view of the data is as follows: Fox’s
coverage was heavily dominated by frames skeptical
of CC/GW in some way, approximately twice as often
as neutral frames, and approximately five times as often as frames saliently advocating for the cause. The
number of mentions per segment in all categories rose
marginally from Bush to Obama. CNN was more evenly spread, with advocacy and neutral frames occurring
approximately thirteen times per broadcast, and skeptical ones closer to ten, during the Bush years. However, its coverage showed a sharp increase of roughly
50 percent in both neutral and skeptical frames during
the Obama years, while advocacy frames dropped by
roughly two instances per broadcast.
Television is not the predominant news platform
any more, and today many are cutting the cord. Yet
the sway that cable news retains in modern politics is
undeniable. Donald Trump seems to conceptualize his
policy perspectives, and perhaps the zeitgeist, from
ruminations on Fox & Friends. CNN, by contrast, is
a frequent victim of Trump’s harshest critiques. Regardless, these outlets are retaining a kind of totemic
significance beyond the descriptive reaches of viewership statistics. So with that, I offer some observations.
Whether through selective exposure,30 the compelling argument mechanism,31 direct persuasion models, or conservative/liberal receptivity discrepancies,32
loyal and extended exposure to politically charged
media has the ability to form and exaggerate certain
perspectives on an issue, including CC/GW. The data
portrays CNN as having reactive, contradictory mesREVIEWS &
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saging, whereas the rhetorical strategy and political
identity of Fox is both more focused and ferocious.
Research has indicated that the relationship between
attitudes and behavior becomes stronger as those attitudes become more extreme in nature.33 Fox wins
on two fronts here—it has better directed messaging
and its fire-starting character more efficiently translates into action. Fox might exhibit flagrant bias, and
almost entirely avoid addressing substantive elements
of CC/GW, but its efficaciousness is only heightened
by these facts. Crucially, Fox does not shirk the issue—
in fact its coverage is extensive for a topic it doesn’t
believe in—and this compunction seemingly enhances
its perceived integrity.
If the Trump era has taught us anything, it is that
the battle for media influence rests in monopolizing attention and placing messaging ideology before reality.
Fox is, in truth, masterful at this. Consider the utterly
committed, yet arbitrary coverage it has provided of
Al Gore, who took the unfortunate step of travelling by
private jet while advocating for reducing everyday fossil fuel use: “Every year the sky continues not to fall, it
probably is more likely their movement will fall apart.
…What he [Al Gore] demands we do? Of course not,
Bob. We do not qualify for the messiah exemption.”34
The biblical, sanctimonious rhetoric will doubtless
be unsurprising to those familiar with Fox. Jonathan
Haidt’s work has indicated this stimulates the moral psychology of conservatives better than liberals.35
Next, consider this myopic, play-dumb kind of folk
analysis when trying to obfuscate the complex connection between local weather and global climatic shifts:
The Senator recently said this about global
warming, quote, “Climate change is very real.
Now global warming creates volatility and I
feel it when I’m flying. The storms, they’re
more volatile.” You feel it? You’ve got to be
kidding me. Is this how desperate these global warming alarmists have gotten? They’re not
just leaning on their faulty scientific data any

more. They’re just making stuff up.36
By contrast, in moments of attempted gravitas,
CNN regularly used melting ice as a demonstrative
tool for the impact of CC/GW. This has great explanatory power. However, melting ice is an abstracted idea
relegated to places so cold that humans don’t tend to
settle there in large numbers. Melting ice, in real time,
is also difficult to observe. This contributes to the average American’s normal experience of CC/GW as indirect, abstract, and delivered by perceived experts on
television.37 This, in my estimation, is why CNN (and
they were not alone in this) attempted to drum up further emotional resonance for the cause by focusing on
the plight of the polar bear. But abstraction, unfortunately, endures: “They are getting thinner and thinner
and thinner. And so, instead of having two or three
cubs a year, they’re now having one and zero.”38
Is climate change a liberal scheme? Are conservatives plotting to undermine credible science? Conspiratorial frames littered the data, always to the detriment of truth. Speaking as an outsider once more,
I’ve observed a culture of cover-ups and scandal that
seems to provide the lifeblood for post-rationalization
in the United States. The rise of these frames during
the Obama years was notable, perhaps appropriately
so. After all, the bitter relationship between Obama
and Trump is predicated, many believe, by the birth
certificate conspiracy that Trump fueled and Obama’s
subsequent mockery of Trump at the White House
correspondents’ dinner.
Fox seems to provide soft landings for the ideologically rigid—another ghost of yellow journalism in need
of exorcism. It skillfully deploys this strategy: “I think
that the press has grown accustomed to covering this
annual event as people are accustomed to exploiting it,
and what’s happened is Earth Day has, for both media
and the mainstream world, have become a kind of victim of its own success or a—it’s now a big business.”39
Additionally, the producers, directors, reporters,
and guest commentators on Fox are masterful in turnREVIEWS &
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ing minority perspectives into righteous ones. They
tap directly into the frontiersman fantasy of American life—the rugged, individual striding west—while
simultaneously stimulating proximal sensibilities of
conspiracy and cover-up. Exceptional people are by
definition the minority, and Fox is an unapologetic
mouthpiece for this brand of unsubstantiated American exceptionalism. The contrast with the creed of balance adopted by CNN is acute. CNN was so intent to
appear neutral that it employed Glenn Beck for three
years to provide politically alternative viewpoints,
thereby “balancing” its anchor roster. And, boy, did he
deliver, in his inimitable brand of unhinged semantics
in monologues and pseudo-dialogues like this one in
response to news that Al Gore intended to launch a
three-year bipartisan mass persuasion campaign: “A
mass persuasion campaign. Wow. That doesn’t sound
creepy at all, Goebbels. You know what I mean?”40
Writing in 2018, I am aware of the delicious irony
contained in the condemnation of liberal politicians
by associating them with Nazism. The personnel at
Fox, by contrast, had much greater ideological consistency, leaning heavily on think-tank fellows and representatives indelibly tied to what Robert Brulle calls the
“climate change counter-movement.”41
A Few Conclusions

Taking a moderated, balanced perspective is a
norm that has endured in journalism, but its usefulness
has eroded. Following the Federal Communication
Commission’s 1987 ruling that media outlets were not
obliged to refrain from obviously partisan commentary, conservative talk radio started a runaway trend
of ephemeral dog whistling. Our splintered, granular
media landscape now rewards the squeakiest wheel,
and a hypercompetitive economic ecosystem ensures
that the quiet ones do not survive long. Balance has
become both a flawed norm for drawing meaningful
conclusions and for retaining ears and eyes.
The public rises and falls by the information pro-

vided to them by the media, but today these institutions are content to sate and to sensate. Lippmann’s
concern for the unregulated media was broadly well
founded, but his belief that elites are best equipped
to moderate these institutions appears laughable. Today’s American elites are radical, insurgent, and decoupled from the nation state. Lippmann’s misty-eyed
vision of an informed elite is presently a selectively
marginalized population of scientists and policy actors
drawn upon as a repository in ideal political moments
by the moneyed and the powerful. Dewey’s vision of
an informed public is now a sated public, confident
in the omnipresent embrace of confirmation bias and
other heuristics.
CNN averts truth through balanced scientism,
whilst Fox practices motivated obfuscation to retain
its powerful niche of the market. Each is required to
compromise in its own way. But CNN compromises on
effectiveness to retain its perceived integrity, whereas
Fox does the opposite. The problem I observe, in the
age of Trump, is that de-legitimization of the liberal
media has been furthered to an almost intractable level now, and it feels inevitable to me that more aggressive de-legitimization of conservative media will be
required to possibly limit President Trump to a single
term. But messaging wars, able to stoke the anticipation of change around election time (Wisconsin!), inevitably translate into eye-off-the-ball policymaking,
and an increased abandonment of substance in the
media will continue to erode the (supposed) primacy
of legislating in a politician’s job description.
Or, to put it another way—is there any issue these
guys won’t or can’t spin?

Ross Graham is a researcher at the Center for Biomedical Ethics and
Society, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN. His research concerns
ethics of care, climate change and health, and neoliberalism.
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A Journey to the Place between Wild
and Wrecked
By Michelle Sullivan Govani

be that age: I am independent. I am two feet taller. I
am not wearing shoes because I don’t want to. It’s a
new, energizing emotion, and I have a sudden sense
of affection and responsibility for the wild landscape.
And then, there’s my mother: “Michelle, turn
around! That’s a perfect picture!”

An Activist Is Born

Activist in the Anthropocene

The author, age 7, in Badlands National Park

Looking out over jagged edges, pits, and peaks, I
imagine the earth should feel coarse beneath my bare
feet. Instead the ground feels smooth, and it’s warm
after baking in the afternoon sun.
I’m from Urbandale, Iowa, not a major metropolis
by any means, but urban enough that I notice the quiet here. And these deep canyons and looming spires
are a sharp departure from the flat, endless corn and
soybean fields that line the eight-hour drive from Iowa
to Badlands National Park, South Dakota, where I am
having my first visit to a national park at seven years
old.
Standing on the threshold of the canyon, I feel
twenty-five—or at least what I imagine it feels like to

Now I am twenty-five, and alas, I must report that
I am not as tall as I thought I would be. But I have freely pursued my independence from the loess hills and
prairies of Iowa to the cloud forests of Monteverde,
Costa Rica. And though I generally choose to wear
shoes, I relish the choice. I’ve continued to be an advocate for parks and protected areas, most recently as
a doctoral student concerned about their future in the
Anthropocene, the “Epoch of Humans,” a term proposed to describe the current geological age in which
humans drive environmental and climate change on a
global scale.
Three years ago, at the start of my graduate program, my sense of responsibility for parks and protected areas became charged with alarm. As the National
Park Service was preparing to celebrate its centennial, I was struck by the myriad and overlapping ecological, social, cultural, and management challenges
for parks and protected areas in the Anthropocene.
Climate change is melting the glaciers and drowning
the Everglades. Development projects, accompanied
by air, water, light, and noise pollution, edge closer to
park boundaries and fragment habitats and migration
corridors. Many parks feel the pressure of millions of
visitors on facilities, trails, wildlife, and vegetation.
And in seeming paradox with the crowding challenge,
the NPS is also grappling with shifting national demographics that will test the relevancy of the institution
and the lands it protects.
Of course, changes of all sorts have always altered
the historical character of parks, even before talk of
the Anthropocene. But recognition of the Human EpREVIEWS &
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och represents a threshold crossed; there is a growing
awareness of the human origin and the pervasive scale
of change that challenges or changes the ways in which
we value and relate to our parks and protected areas.
Environmental ethicist and my mentor Ben Minteer recently posed a question that has framed the way
I have shaped and reshaped my reflection on this new
age and its impact on my relationship with parks and
protected areas: “Is there an option somewhere between viewing the wild as purely wild, pristine, perfect
and [viewing it as] a wasteland, wrecked, ruined by the
human presence?”
In his work on the overlapping histories of environmental thought and landscape photography, Minteer wonders what such a view of the wild looks like. I
wonder what it feels like, and here, I reflect on my personal journey to the place between wild and wrecked.
Evolution of an Activist

My early experiences with nature were the typical
stuff of swims in the icy neighborhood creek, horseback rides at summer camp, and family road trips to
the western national parks. The latter brewed in me a
strong attachment to the wild freedom I experienced
in those landscapes, and it’s a feeling I’ve chased
through the years in camping trips, study abroad programs, and research projects. I wanted to explore and
understand the highest mountain tops and the deepest
seas, to go where people didn’t go.
My relationship with parks and protected areas
has since moved beyond a taste for adventure. In the
third decade of my life, they have provided me sanctuary from my toughest times. After my first heartbreak,
I booked a trip to the Grand Canyon and spent a week
dawdling along the bottomless drop-offs, hoping to
fill the fresh void in my heart with the thrill and sense
of accomplishment one gets during the twenty-threemile trek from rim-to-rim. And as I healed from cancer
treatments in my last year of college, I sought retreat
on the shores of Devil’s Lake State Park, Wisconsin. In
my struggle up the tallest bluffs I found renewal and
freedom from the labels of “cancer patient” and “cancer survivor.”
I ran to nature to escape heartbreak, stress, and
disease that threatened my vitality, and I became
fiercely protective of my safe spaces as an environmentalist, a conservation advocate, and a parks and
protected areas researcher. Above all, I felt I had to
shield these pristine wonderlands from humans as I
observed our growing impacts on parks and protected
areas.
History Lessons

The author, overlooking Rocky Mountain National Park. Date unknown.

The Origins Myth. When I entered graduate
school, I intended to design a research program to
address what I thought to be the most pressing challenges for parks and protected areas, such as climate
change, invasive species, and habitat fragmentation.
Upon hitting the books in search of a knowledge gap,
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I discovered that most gaping was my own grasp on
U.S. national park and wilderness history.
It’s terribly naïve in hindsight, but I had grown up
on the romantic rendition of park history, in which the
parks are treasured for their intrinsic and uniquely
American values. In this romantic history, the central
figure is John Muir, who is remembered as the father
of our national parks thanks to his relationships with
Presidents Theodore Roosevelt and William Howard
Taft, future NPS directors, and other significant characters, in addition to his countless letters, essays, and
books about the importance of parks and wilderness.
While it’s true that Muir played a significant early role
in the origin of national parks, and later the NPS, my
romantic reading of history ignored other powerful influences at play.
The legislative history of the National Park Service
Organic Act of 1916 opened my eyes to the reality of
NPS origins. While you can find a full retelling from
the pens of more capable historians, such as Richard
West Sellars, I can share the details that turned my
tide of thought. As Sellars argues, and I concur from
my own research, “The legislative history of the Organic Act provides no evidence that either Congress
of those who lobbied for the act sought a mandate for
an exacting preservation of natural conditions.”1 The
hearings and congressional records highlight a concern with economics and administrative issues associated with creating a new bureau, as opposed to preserving America’s great wilderness landscapes.
In 1872, Yellowstone became the first national park, and in the next four decades, eleven more
“crown-jewel” landscapes were designated, each under independent legislation with different guiding
rules for appropriations and administration. By 1912,
financial and legal inefficiencies began to accumulate,
impeding the development and implementation of a
comprehensive management plan. Thus, the idea for
a national park “service” or “bureau” entered the political agenda around that time, when the problems

associated with uncoordinated management coincided with a politically receptive climate characterized
by a mostly sympathetic Congress and powerful advocates. Perhaps most noteworthy was Stephen Mather,
who eventually became the first director of the NPS,
and who spent a considerable portion of his own Borax-built fortune supporting the NPS through its origins and infancy. His great wealth and political network helped bring the national parks idea to fruition,
particularly his influence on politicians and railroad
industry executives who were enticed by the possibility of a budding tourism industry. He was influenced
by John Muir, who was the tour guide on Mather’s
first rousing visit to Yosemite.
To realize that his personal vision was not dominant is, of course, not to say that my childhood champion, John Muir, had no influence. Though he passed
away in 1914 before the passage of the Organic Act,
Muir was a vocal and prominent advocate whose influence continued after his death through his relationships with key characters in the legislative history, such as Mather. Muir’s impact can be seen even
in congressional records; his name and authority are
referenced throughout hearings and in committee reports. But now I understand that Muir and his romantic and preservationist ideals were not the sole (nor,
for some, even the main) driving forces pushing forth
the idea for the NPS.
Say Farewell to the Pristine

As I learned more about history, I also became
aware that the environmental ideology I had developed was in part informed by a one-dimensional experience of parks. My family had typically ventured to
the great landscape parks of the west, and if we had
visited historical sites or other such units, I certainly
hadn’t understood them as threads of the same fabric
as Grand Canyon or Rocky Mountain National Park,
believing the latter to be exemplary of pristine nature.
This is a myth that obscures the deep history of huREVIEWS &
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man, and particularly Native American, connection to
and impact on those landscapes.
A widely familiar feeling is stirred by wild landscapes: that we are privy to a land before humanity,
or, as some believe, nature as virgin as God created it.
My belief in such primordial landscapes was the next
to falter during my graduate studies. I recall picking
up Robert B. Keiter’s book To Conserve Unimpaired
in the early months of my research and being stunned
by his analysis that “with few exceptions, the early national parks were created without regard for competing Native American claims or concerns.”2
Native American historical experience on the
land—and claims to the land—call into question the
myth of the “pristine” park. In his famous essay "The
Trouble with Wilderness," William Cronon states:
"The removal of Indians to create an ‘uninhabited wilderness’—uninhabited as never before in the human
history of the place—reminds us just how invented,
just how constructed, the American wilderness really
is.”3 Native Americans thrived on these landscapes for
thousands of years before they were protected areas,
and in many cases, they altered the landscapes, too.
Of course, in retrospect, many national parks
and national monuments recognize Native American
claims and historical alterations to park landscapes,
but tensions have not completely dissolved. Keiter tells
stories of entire tribes and families that were dispossessed of their ancestral homelands and sacred sites,
including those who are still fighting for their rights
today. One account transported me back to the time
and place that had most formed my early connection
to parks and protected areas.4
The Badlands and the Black Hills of South Dakota
are sacred lands for the Oglala Sioux, or Oglala Lakota. They believe that the final Ghost Dance, a tradition
thought to create peace among tribes and unite the
living with the spirits of the dead, was performed in
the South Unit of Badlands National Park in the late
nineteenth century. This took place only weeks prior

to—and only thirty miles north of—the Wounded Knee
Massacre in which the U.S. Army killed over two hundred Lakota men, women, and children.5
Badlands National Monument was established
shortly before World War II, during which the South
Unit was used as a bombing range for the U.S. Air
Force. Citing the wartime emergency, tribal members
were removed from their lands by the government. In
the 1960s, Congress returned the lands to the Oglala
Sioux, but with the caveat that the NPS would administer the land. In 1976, the tribe and the NPS signed
a Memorandum of Agreement stating that the two
parties would co-manage and develop the land in the
South Unit. And in 2012, the NPS and tribe jointly
produced a plan to fully return the lands to the tribe,
creating the first tribal national park focusing on the
history and culture of the Oglala Sioux.6 But the proposal continues to be delayed, with bureaucratic disputes between and within both parties continuing over
the last five years.
Reflecting on this dispute and the history underlying it, I find a disturbing and embarrassing dissonance between the independent energy I recall surging through me in the Badlands and the independence
that was stripped away from the native inhabitants of
the landscape. So, too, I realize that the deep canyons
and looming spires are at once less wild and more byzantine than I recall.
Toward Resolution

My new understanding of history and reframing
of memory had left me confused. In my heart, I was
still drawn to grand and wild places that made me feel
independent and two feet taller, but my impression
of those landscapes was crumbling. How could I absorb the notion that my beloved wild landscapes were
truly, deeply, and historically human constructs and
creations? It was a weary feeling that I harbored for
three years, until in April 2017, I attended the George
Wright Society Biennial Meeting, “Connections Across
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People, Place, and Time.”
Prevalent throughout the many sessions, lunches,
and happy hour discussions was an increasing awareness that cultural and natural resources are intertwined and that humans have a role that needs to be
understood and considered, not shunned and ignored.
Discussion among the hundreds of parks and protected areas researchers, advocates, and professionals often centered on Director’s Order 100, signed and released in December 2016 by former NPS Director Jon
Jarvis.7 Direct from the document, the “overall goal of
resource stewardship should be to manage for continuous change that we do not fully understand,” and in
order to do that, we “have to integrate management of
natural and cultural resources” and “recognize the impact of humans on their environment and the impact
of a changing environment on humans.” At the highest
level of administration, the NPS had decided to recognize and manage the human–nature relationship, but
I still wasn’t sure what it meant for my personal relationship to parks and protected areas.
The Great Dismal Swamp

Author photograph of the Great Dismal Swamp National Wildlife Refuge

It’s hard to believe this is the best time of year to

enjoy the Great Dismal Swamp. I’ve lived in the Sonoran Desert of Arizona for only three and a half years,
but that’s long enough to forget the cold. Cloaked in a
wool hat, two fleeces, and a knee-length rain coat, the
wind still pierces straight through me. Of course, to my
colleagues from the east it’s just a light April breeze.
And with a name like “the Great Dismal Swamp,”
when is the best time to visit? Certainly not the summer months, when thick clouds of mosquitoes and
biting flies snack on visitors who didn’t heed the “Bug
Spray Necessary!” reviews online.
The Great Dismal Swamp National Wildlife Refuge lies on the eastern border of Virginia and North
Carolina, right outside of Norfolk, Virginia. Norfolk is
the home base for the George Wright Society Biennial
Meeting, and those of us attending have been invited to visit the refuge on this blustery, cloudy Friday
morning. We don’t get off to the best start. Several
trees have been downed in an overnight storm, blocking our path into the refuge. While they are cleared, we
are shuffled into a cramped room filled with taxidermied wildlife for a PowerPoint presentation that won’t
load. However, our guide, Deloras Freeman, doesn’t
need slides to entertain.
Deloras has worked at Great Dismal Swamp National Wildlife Refuge for twenty-six years, first as a
volunteer, and then in Visitor Services for the last sixteen years. I don’t think that I’ve ever met someone
more contagiously in love with a landscape. In a matter of minutes, she has us all captivated by stories of
George Washington’s early connection to the land and
its long history of logging and attempted agriculture.
It isn’t until we are outside, walking along a boarded path among trees I can’t name and birds I don’t recognize, that I realize we have been talking about people almost the entire time. And for our first stop, we
arrive at the latest addition to the refuge’s interpretive
sites, the Underground Railroad Education Pavilion.
Wait, isn’t this a wildlife refuge?
Listening to Deloras’ speech, I peer into the dense
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stand of trees surrounding us. The faintly odorous
muck from which they sprout glistens, reflecting the
trees so that they appear to extend indefinitely below.
Leaves are just beginning to bud, sprinkling the gray
and brown landscape with pops of green. It’s not the
echoing grandeur of Yosemite or Yellowstone, but
there is a quiet, untouched beauty to this place.
And yet, Deloras tells us, this place is far from pristine. With a record of human inhabitance thousands
of years long, the Great Dismal Swamp Wildlife Refuge is a cultural landscape.
Swamps up and down the east coast have a famous record as uncomfortable, if not hostile, environments due to the biting flies, venomous snakes, and,
of course, the dense, soaking peat soil. So it makes
sense that the initial impulse of colonial settlers was to
drain and repurpose the land for farming and logging.
Evidence of this is rampant throughout the swamp,
including, as Deloras calls it, “the first national monument to George Washington,” the Washington Ditch.
Before he became a general and later our first president, Washington was a surveyor and owner of the
Dismal Swamp Surveying Company.
Today, forty ditches and over one hundred and
fifty miles of road remain, some of which is still used
by refuge managers and visitors. Though the refuge has embraced this history, some of these marks
are considered scars on the landscape. Ditches and
roads have disrupted hydrological processes, not only
harming plants and animals, but also posing potential hazards to the surrounding human communities.
Wildfires have become more likely as peat soil that
is typically wet dries out.8 A 2011 fire burned for one
hundred days, wiping out approximately 6,400 acres
of the 112,000-acre habitat.
Other, more recently unearthed records of human
inhabitance have left subtler, almost invisible, physical
marks on the landscape. Historical archaeologist Professor Daniel Sayers of American University has spent
more than a decade recovering over 3,500 artifacts

from the swamp. His work has confirmed longstanding rumors that communities of Native Americans
and escaped slaves often sought refuge in the swamp
from 1680 until after the Civil War.9 This is what has
brought our tour group to the Underground Railroad
Education Pavilion.
As we discuss the remarkable lives and unimaginable struggles of the slaves and Native Americans
who took refuge in the swamp, I am also effortlessly
aware of the dangerous and exciting wild around us.
Turkey vultures circle overhead, teeth and claw markings on the benches alert me to the presence of black
bears, and the boardwalk elevating my feet reminds
me of the venomous snakes that claim the waters of
the ditch below.
Wild and Wrecked

Parks and protected areas have provided me refuge from people and the problems they present. Away
from people, I could reflect on my broken relationship.
Away from people, I could finally see myself as something besides a cancer patient. Away from people, I
was older, stronger, and taller. But have I wanted to
believe that parks are pristine to escape the reality
of humanity’s impact, not just on myself, but on the
parks themselves?
History shows that parks are of us, by us, and
for us—human constructs. As Cronon insists, parks
“could hardly be contaminated by the very stuff of
which [they are] made.” So they’re neither wild, nor
are they wrecked. And to pretend I can fully escape
people in parks and protected areas is to ignore the
history of these landscapes and their dependence on
human values.
In the Great Dismal Swamp Wildlife Refuge,
where the purpose is to restore and maintain native
biodiversity, I have seen what it looks like to embrace
that history. In this swamp, acknowledging the human
footprint doesn’t make it a lesser place, not worth restoration and protection. In fact, Deloras tells me, the
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man-made ditches are tools for hydrology, fire, and
forestry management. And the mission to restore and
protect does not necessitate neglecting a rich human
history. Instead, that history is framed as our connection to the landscape—a further, stronger, motivation
to protect it.
I’ll be asking myself for years what this means for
my own relationship to parks and protected areas.
Certainly, my affection and sense of responsibility
certainly haven’t disappeared, and nor has my concern for the challenges to come. But standing on the
threshold of the Anthropocene, I’ll embrace anything
that makes me feel part of, rather than separate from,
parks and protected areas. I’m hopeful that connecting to our history in and on these landscapes will empower us to acknowledge our contemporary impacts
and to honor our own place in history by protecting
them as our natural and cultural heritage.

this is a step backwards for the NPS, though I have spoken with NPS officials who still intend to carry out the intention of the policy despite its absence. See George Wright Society,
“Trump Administration Throws Out USNPS Plan for Resource Stewardship,” Memorandum to the National Leadership Council, August 22, 2017, at http://www.georgewright.
org/node/15333.
8 S. McCammon, “After Centuries of Draining This Swamp, the Government Now
Wants to Save It,” NPR: All Things Considered, July 3, 2017, at http://www.npr.
org/2017/07/03/534150922/after-centuries-of-draining-this-swamp-the-governmentnow-wants-to-save-it.
9 R. Grant, “Deep in the Swamps, Archaeologists Are Finding How Fugitive Slaves Kept
Their Freedom,” Smithsonian Magazine, September 2016, at http://www.smithsonianmag.
com/history/deep-swamps-archaeologists-fugitive-slaves-kept-freedom-180960122/.

Michelle Sullivan Govani is a Ph.D. candidate in the School of Life Sciences at Arizona State University. Thank you, Deloras Freeman, Visitor
Services Manager, for your help in piecing together the natural and
cultural histories of the Great Dismal Swamp National Wildlife Refuge.
And thank you, Kush, for pushing me to move beyond place and into
meaning.
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The Turkeys
By Janay Brun

I gripped the steering wheel of my car. My father
was dead. As my knuckles turned white I realized my
hands were like his. Sunburnt on top, calloused underneath. We both loved to dig in the earth.
He died where he feared—away from home. The
brain tumors took over fast. After years of surgeries, experimental chemotherapy treatments, various
forms of radiation, and numerous hospital visits, the
tumors won. It happened within days. On a Tuesday
he woke up in his room at the long-term care facility
with a cold. By Wednesday the doctor called my mom
and recommended hospice care.
My mom, brother, and I met with the hospice nurse
within hours of the doctor’s call. I couldn’t believe we
were at this point. My father was three rooms away as
the nurse explained her role in my father’s care until
he died. We had just seen him. He looked tired and his
mind was foggier than normal. It was time but I was in
denial. I had to leave the room.
The next day my father was in a coma. For the next
four days my family and I took shifts sitting with him.
He was never alone. He had his “surge” when my mom
was with him. They were able to spend a few waking
hours together until the seizures began. I was with
him—holding his hand and talking to him—during the
longest of his seizures. It lasted so long the nurses quit
keeping track of time. His hand gripped mine in his
pain with a strength I would have described as force—
life force. Less than twelve hours later his body was
still. He died on my brother’s shift.
I had to drive. I had to get away from my dad’s
death. I headed for the closest hiking trail. I needed
the summer air—sticky with humidity and loud with
bird song.
At a bend in the country road, silhouettes stretched
across the blacktop under the darkness of an ash and
sugar maple canopy. I slowed my car in the morning

mist. At first I thought they were turkey vultures. But
as I slowed my car and drove closer, I realized I had
interpreted the shapes wrong. The big birds before me
were turkeys, Meleagris gallopavo silvestris.

Turkey hens and poults. Photo credit: Janay Brun

A line of hens and poults stretched across the twolane road, dancing and playing in a conga-style line. I
stopped my vehicle to watch as the chocolate-covered
hens moved up and down the line as if counting their
children. The poults—now almost the size of their
mothers—hopped around and sparred with one another. After a few minutes the turkeys were done with
me, their audience, and dispersed into the brush. The
open road called again, so I drove forward. I inched my
vehicle onward, slowly at first, past the site of the turkey gathering, mindful of any stragglers. As I passed
by I noticed why the meeting had taken place. In the
weedy, gravel-pocked side of the road lay a dead poult.
Apparently hit by a car not so long ago, the young bird
lay prostrate and exposed in death. His or her family
had been saying goodbye. I had witnessed, and subsequently interrupted, a turkey funeral. The dead turkey
and its family forced a ball of emotion to bounce from
my stomach to the base of my throat. I started to cry,
no longer alone in grief.
Janay Brun lives in the Laurel Highlands of southwestern Pennsylvania. She is the author of Cloak and Jaguar: Following a Cat from
Desert to Courtroom. Email at: cloakandjaguar@yahoo.com
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the DriftLe SS area: r eveaLinG itS
PL aCeS anD PeoPLeS throuGh tiMe
By Paul Heltne

Review of: Curt Meine and Keffe Keeley, eds. The Driftless Reader.
Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2017.

I grew up in northern Iowa and knew very little of
the Driftless Area, which was only three counties to the
east. My high school was quite good for the time, but
history was more about our European background,
and there was very little indeed about Native Americans, nor about early explorations or settlement of
any part of Iowa. As was common in the 1950s, I went
off to a nearby college—in my case, Luther College in
Decorah, Iowa. My parents drove me eastward from
Lake Mills through gentle, rather flat land, but passing Cresco, Iowa, quite suddenly the terrain changed.
The slopes in the road became steeper and longer,
and there were bluffs rising nearly vertically along the
Oneota River. Why “Oneota,” I wondered? Lore has it
that she was an Indian maiden betrothed to a loving
warrior and that she suffered some tragic death. But
the more important part of the story, at least as far
as this review is concerned, is that Oneota became a
name that figures prominently in the paleontology, archeology, and history of the Driftless Area. Even my
little jaunt was exciting.
In The Driftless Reader, Curt Meine and Keffe Keeley have compiled a very useful account of the
Driftless Region and its importance to Native Americans and later the European exploration, settlement,
and ethnology, along with all that comes after. Meine
is a conservation biologist and a widely acclaimed author and speaker; perhaps his best known works are
Aldo Leopold: His Life and Work and Wallace Stegner and the Continental Vision. Keeley is the recently
appointed executive director of the Savanna Institute

in Madison. The institute is dedicated to “working
with farmers on sustainable agro-ecosystems in the
Upper Midwest.”
The term “driftless” denotes an area which has
been geologically shaped during the past twelve thousand years in a dramatically different way than other
parts of the Upper Midwest. Specifically, the Driftless
Region was not ground down by glaciers nor cluttered
with glacial debris, which created the more gently
rolling terrain over much of the land elsewhere in the
area. Rather, at the edge of the prairies, the Driftless
Region features cliffs that drop away steeply into deep
ravines. Caves are numerous in these bluffs, which
were often used as shelters by native peoples. This
same culture also created massive earthworks, known,
in part, as the Effigy Mounds, extending across large
areas of the Driftless.
Meine and Keeley, our guides on this exploratory
excursion, have gathered and organized an enormous
trove of information related to the Driftless Region.
They bring together vignettes of the Driftless Area
through time as seen by those who experienced living,
working, playing, fighting, and dying in the region. In
the Reader our authors reveal voices from the archeological past up to recent times. The book also includes
recognition of the terrible forced deportations of native peoples from the Driftless into the newly opened
western territories.
Compiling twelve thousand years of history is no
easy task, but Meine and Keeley have configured an
approach that reveals the human and natural landscapes. They use excerpts from government documents, scientific papers, maps, letters, newspaper articles, images, poetry, songs, interviews, descriptions
of the daily lives of settlers, and more; clearly this has
been a labor of love. Here is how our two compilers
tamed such a mountain of information:
The Driftless Reader consists of several parts. A
preface lets us know that “the Driftless landscape is
by definition old, tough, and stable; yet it is fragile
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and subject to constant (and sometimes disruptive)
change” (p. xxxii). Next are twelve chapters, the heart
of the book, followed by sources and suggestions for
further reading, and an index. The chapters are titled
“Geological Origins,” “Ancient Peoples,” “Historical
Ecologies,” “Native Voices,” “Explorations,” “Early
Economies,” “Settler Stories,” “Farming Lives,” “Waterways,” “Conserving Lands,” “Communities in Transition,” and “Futures.” In each chapter the editors provide introductions framing the information.
Enriching the chapters are fifty-five illustrations
that deepen our understanding of the people and the
land. There are drawings or woodcuts, maps old and
modern, and sixteen color plates—the earliest being
“A Bird’s Eye View of the City of McGregor and North
McGregor, Clayton County, Iowa 1869.” The most recent image is compiled from satellite data of a large
portion of the Driftless Area . This gorgeous map appears in color on the cover. Altogether, the texts and
illustrations make a rich collection of information, accessible to a novice while also useful to those already
steeped in knowledge of the Driftless Region. The
Reader is deeply edifying as well as being delightfully
readable. No jargon here, just good English prose and
a bit of poetry. Furthermore, the authors are careful
to present the voices of both women and men, and of
Native Americans along with persons of many other
backgrounds and ethnicities. Bringing all this together
constitutes a vast and extraordinarily useful achievement by Meine and Keeley.
Now, let us dive a bit deeper. The preface provides
an essential introduction by the editors and concludes
with a powerful admonition that “we can dwell on that
which divides us, but we all dwell within landscapes
that connect us. By listening deeply to the voices of
our diverse places, we may find many ways home and
many ways forward” (p. xxxiv).
Chapter 2, on ancient peoples, charts yet another pathway. An example from this section includes
thoughtful poetry on the Effigy Mounds by Edna Meun-

dt from 1963, followed by an excerpt from Twelve Millenia: Archeology of the Upper Mississippi River by
James L. Theler and Robert Boszhart written in 2003.
Other especially noteworthy selections are excerpts from Henry David Thoreau’s “Notes on the
Journey West” (1861); Mountain Wolf Woman, Sister of Crashing Thunder: The Autobiography of a
Winnebago Woman (1961), edited by Nancy Oestrich
Lurie and one of the first published biographies of a
Native American woman; and the writings of Jacques
Marquette, John Muir, Aldo Leopold, and Frank Lloyd
Wright, among others. Robert Wolf’s concluding essay, “Postville, Iowa’s Entry into the Post-Modern,”
shakes apart the dependable ways of the Iowa I knew
in the 1950s. One senses that there may be the possibility of a thesis or two on almost every page.
Here is an experience of wonder and delight in at
least two ways: “The most prominent geographic feature of the Driftless Area is the Mississippi canyon—a
steep-sided, flat-bottomed gorge ranging from a mile
to seven or eight miles in width, and gradually diminishing in depth southward from nearly 500 feet at the
north line of the State to less than 200 feet at the tip of
‘Cromwell’s Nose,’ a rock outcrop on one of the Driftless cliffs” (p. 14). This was written in 1891 by William
John McGee, a self-taught individual who grew up in
the Driftless Region of Iowa and “became an eminent
geologist, anthropologist, and ethnologist. He was for
a time Director of the U. S. Bureau of American Ethnology, and served as president of three scholarly societies: the American Association for the Advancement
of Science, the American Anthropological Association,
and the National Geographic Society” (p. 14).
The previous story is one of hard work and success
of a white person. The Reader also documents the success of former slaves and free black settlers who established several African American communities in the
Driftless Area. The poet Fabu asks, “Who remembers
that Black people came to Wisconsin to be free?” (p.
167).
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The Driftless Reader documents the changing
landscapes and the power to change the lives of the
people in the landscapes, right up to the current moment. The urgency to do so is upon us. We are now in
a time when understanding and honoring our ecosystems are crucial to our survival.
Let me close with an encouraging passage from
the preface to the Reader: “Driftless residents have
also pioneered new approaches to land protection
and stewardship, community renewal, and economic
resilience. Wendell Berry has suggested, ‘If you don’t
know where you’re from, you’ll have a hard time saying where you’re going.’ Knowing this place better may
not be sufficient, but it is necessary if we want to create
a future not of extraction and depletion but of vitality
and self-renewal.” (p. xxxiii). The Driftless Reader will
continue to help us to know and honor each other and
our wondrous landscapes.

Paul G. Heltne is President Emeritus, The Chicago Academy of Sciences, and American Association for the Advancement of Science Fellow
2017.
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H oney b ee of Tw o Min ds
By Joe Phillips

Review of Heather Swan, Where Honeybees Thrive: Stories From The

Field. University Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2017.

We humans have a problem when it comes to fully
understanding the honeybee. Our struggle to contain
Apis mellifera within our conceptual grasp reflects our
left brain/right brain polarity. On one side of the cerebral divide, we assert our unique powers of analysis to deconstruct the anatomy of the insect, curiously
picking through the delicate inner workings just as an
apprentice clockmaker tinkers with a timepiece, often
resulting in a table cluttered with tiny parts. On the
opposite hemisphere, we pour over volumes of poetry,
ancient hieroglyphs, and pagan folklore to somehow
help articulate our attraction to the ethereal and almost divine nature of the honeybee.
As a relatively novice beekeeper myself—five years
under the veil and I’m still approaching the practice
with sober humility—I have often stood before an
open hive of honeybees in a kind of dumbstruck trance
that could be attributed to my lateralized brain. Once
my very real fear of the possibility of a sting has been
reckoned with, I have found myself gobsmacked at the
many paradoxes that a healthy colony presents: total
efficiency within the perceived disorder, persistent intentionality within wildly erratic movement, and a single-minded compulsion for survival within a code of
behavior that we humans often like to anthropomorphize as selfless compassion. That last attribute, promoted by entomologist Marla Spivak in her famous
TED talk, starts to lose its relevance to anyone who has
ever witnessed a colony of bees preparing for oncoming winter. Their seemingly egalitarian principles are

turned inside out when the worker bees (females) begin forcing the drones (males) out the front door of the
hive in order to control population through the lean
season. Kicking drones to the curb to fend for themselves is certainly an action with much greater benefit
than the sum of its individual actions, but at the same
time it might not be the model for human society that
we so eagerly seek.
Such tricky ping-ponging between the poles of
ethical and terrible, beautiful and grotesque, is at
the heart of Heather Swan’s explorative book, Where
Honeybees Thrive: Stories From The Field. Swan’s
deceptively slim book spans regions on all sides of the
globe, as well as her own backyard in and around the
University of Wisconsin in Madison, where she teaches environmental literature and writing. In the book’s
introduction, she describes the same kind of awe that I
have experienced upon opening a healthy hive:
A familiar frisson fills me. The frames are
crawling with tiny creatures whose tongues are
encyclopedias of plants, whose bodies are an
unfolding cartography, whose wings bear the
weight of a global food system—and whose disappearance is a message to the world.
By taking in the totality of honeybees in a single
observation, Swan sets the tone for the book that encompasses everything that the insect touches: a nearly incalculable interdependence with the flowering
plants that comprise our livable biosphere and nourish us; an astounding ability to orient themselves in
space as though guided by satellites; and the deep
sense of loss that we humans experience as we tiptoe
into the Anthropocene, peeking through our fingers
at the untimely demise of mass numbers of species,
insect and otherwise. (The author notes that Albert
Einstein allegedly said that without bees, the human
race would not last longer than four years). Numerous
volumes have been written on the topic, and yet what
sets Where Honeybees Thrive apart from them is the
inclusion of work by a handful of visual artists whose
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shared muse is the honeybee, and who use their crafts
to explore the visceral, allegorical allure of the creature. Swan’s own upbringing was nurtured by art, and
for a brief few years as a little girl:
Before my parents divorced, my days were
spent floating with my dog between my mother’s clay studio, my father’s painting studio,
and the acres of wildflowers and pine trees
that surrounded the simple house my parents
had built. The landscape outside the door sang
with magic and adventure and early glimpses
of the sacred.
Swan’s curiosity about her own beekeeping practice leads to a type of research that playfully bounds
from the scientific left brain to the expansive right
brain like a game of literary hopscotch. It’s as if the
book is divided into equal hemispheres, and Swan’s
deft prose is the large bundle of nerve fibers—the corpus callosum if you will—that enables communication
between the two.
Where Honeybees Thrive is Swan’s journal of
discovery that she describes as “part love song, part
lament, and part quest.” As she wanders cross-continentally to satisfy her own curiosity, she in turn challenges the reader’s notions of what constitutes “normal” in nature, as well as in the material world. She
travels to the Guangxi and Sichuan provinces of China
after reading of the Hani people, “who live high in the
Himalayas, [and who have the] skill and patience to tie
a little thread with a feather on one end to the leg of a
bee so that they can follow her to her hive, where they
gather honey.” She had heard the now-legendary stories of orchards in China that employ people to do the
difficult work of hand-pollinating the flowers of pear
trees. She reports that in fact workers “learned to read
the flowers and know exactly when they were ready to
‘mate.’ Apparently, women are considered superior to
men in this sensual, delicate practice, though many
men do it, and children are not allowed to participate
at all.” She then references a few lines from a poem

about a woman whom Buddha turns into a tree:
Blossoming, discretely, under the sun
Every flower is my previous life’s yearning.
When you trek near, listen carefully:
The trembling leaves are my longing…
Such tangents into poetry, ancient folklore, and
classical myths are liberally peppered throughout her
writing, continually tethering her experience to a deeper historical narrative. And yet in just a few strokes,
Swan sets us back on course in the here and now with
the surprising revelation that human pollinators are
not the result of a lack of bees in the region—as is often
the assumption—but rather a solution to the problem
of Chinese beekeepers simply refusing to send their
bees to orchards that are heavily treated with chemical
pesticides and herbicides. “Even when fruit growers
offered to pay the beekeepers,” she writes, “the beekeepers would not endanger their bees. Thus the fruit
on those hillsides was 100 percent human-pollinated,
a practice that was getting too expensive to continue.”
Swan uses opportunities like these to allow tiny rays of
hope into the narrative:
What would happen if beekeepers in the United States and other places simply insisted that
farmers change their practices?…If beekeepers
united, could they demand more changes like
these that could save the honeybees?
Swan’s reaching for concrete solutions to complex
problems is commendable, but often falls short of a
firm foothold. Instead, the hypothetical interjections
serve as a way to lighten the mood when things start
to get gloomy (the chapter on American lawns alone
had me craving a mind-erasing cocktail) and could be
thesis statements for another book altogether. More
fitting to the tone of the book are her reports that bees
have been trained, amazingly, to detect diseases like
tuberculosis, diabetes, and cancer, as well as smuggled drugs and bombs; or that bees have the ability to
enable plants to produce far more seeds due to their
pollination. By presenting an array of examples that
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highlight the enigmatical wonders of the insect, Swan
regains focus on the strength of Where Honeybees
Thrive.
Swan broadens the scope to the geologic by touching on the intricate dance between human imposition upon nature through heavy-handed science and
nature’s backlash as exemplified by climate change.
She travels to South Africa to learn about honeybees
that primarily feed on the nectar of eucalyptus trees—
the same species of tree that happens to be invasive
to South Africa and therefore requires an amount of
water that exceeds any of the native plant species.
Thirsty trees speed up drought conditions, which
throws off the ecological balance and in turn negatively affects not only the bees themselves but also the
health of the many crops bees pollinate in the area,
including lychees, avocados, nuts, squash, pumpkins,
celery, lettuce, carrots, cucumbers, berries, apples,
pears, plums, and kiwi fruit. All of these crops need
bees, but they also desperately need water—the same
water that is being greedily consumed by the eucalyptus trees that primarily sustain the honeybee. Swan
laments that “despite the many advances of technology, the search for a sustainable balance that allows
human-nonhuman coexistence often feels like an elusive quest.” Evoking the work of professor of anthropology Anna Tsing, Swan pushes the reader into a less
human-centric and binary view of the world, and away
from the “universalizing” solution of globalization that
“pretends that the pieces that make up those universals are the same everywhere.” Swan asserts that
there is no same-ness, no evenness. Instead,
there are countless shards. In this mosaic, I
try to imagine all of the various and singular
shards working together to create a new image, one I’m working to understand. Shards
represented by beekeepers and biologists
serve as individual pieces that do not lose their
uniqueness in coming together. Instead, in the
course of gathering those pieces together, the

relationships between them are brought out—
those that jar the eye or the mind and those
that seem harmonious.
When Swan strikes this notion of harmony, her desire for positive action starts to resonate like wisdom,
as reflected in her experience with an elder Chinese
beekeeper in a sharp blue Mao suit.
I marveled at the seething mass of lovely insects he proudly held up to me, one frame at a
time. I found myself sighing loudly, and nodding to everything he pointed out. He pointed
out the queen, and we marveled over the many
shades of pollen packed tightly into cells in
one frame, the cells filled with honey in another frame, and the healthy brood in yet another. I felt, for perhaps the first time in my life,
what I think musicians sometimes feel with
other musicians, even of different cultures and
languages—a kind of connection, a harmony,
that occurs among people who deeply love the
same thing and can therefore share and communicate inexplicably, and without any recognizable language at all, but rather with sounds
and gestures.
The artists featured in Where Honeybees Thrive
both jar the eye and create harmony—quite literally
in the work of the South African artist Kim Gurney,
whose work recreates an ancient bee-communication
object called a “bullroarer” that is spun overhead from
the end of a long string, which the artist says emits
a “kind of throbbing, pulsating breath-like timbre to
encourage a low-grade anxiety in the listener through
a hyperventilating rhythm.” As an exercise in perspective, Swan then reflects on the first time she brought
home a package of honeybees on the floor of her car:
It was in that small, quiet space that I first
heard the humming. The sound was low and
throaty, calm and gently undulating, a sound
not unlike a very quiet version of Zen monks
chanting. My fear dissolved. This song, this
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meditative sound the bees were making, communicated to me very quickly that these creatures had no interest in harming me. I drove
for a long while listening to their humming.
And finally, I began to sing, hoping they would
understand by the tone of my voice that I also
meant them no harm.
And yet human interference in the life of the honeybee is intrinsically complicit in their demise, which
is devastatingly illustrated by the work of Canadian
artist Sarah Hatton, who meticulously preserves the
tiny carcasses of dead bees on white surfaces, arranging them in mathematical patterns known as Fibonacci
sequences that seek to create a “dizzying effect on the
viewer, a visceral sense of the impact of pesticides on
honeybees.” Fellow Canadian artist Elizabeth Goluch
fast-forwards to a future in which the extinct honeybee is replaced by “robobees” assembled out of highly
valued metals and gems. As Swan astutely points out,
such science-fiction isn’t far from our reach: a team
of researchers at Harvard have developed a prototype
that successfully “flew, hovered, and landed,” and is
about twenty years from being able to pollinate crops.
Perhaps no artist featured in the book depicts the human-bee interrelationship like Aganetha Dyck, who
allows bees to build their waxy comb over and between
miniature figurines dressed in Victorian-era garb. The
result is a haunting vision of “rebellion and trespass”
on the part of the embattled bee. “The pleasure that
comes from this is a strange one,” Swan says, “not unlike the pleasure one finds in reading the chapter of
Alan Weisman’s book The World Without Us in which
he imagines New York City slowly reverting to wilderness after the human influence is gone. There is a kind
of relief in believing that nature will regain control and
heal itself, an avenue out of guilt, perhaps.”
Strange pleasures. Precious robots. Whirling patterns both mesmerizing and dizzying. At every turn
throughout her impressive book, Swan straddles the
left brain/right brain meridian and tugs at the ten-

sion wires. Like a honeybee hovering over a flower
aflame, she is compelled toward her subject and yet
at the same time leery of the dangers that lurk. As a
true researcher, she allows her quest for knowledge to
pull her in many directions at once, and yet her writing stitches the frayed edges together in an unfolding
tapestry with honeybees as its reverberating refrain.
Swan is as likely to digress into impressionistic childhood memories as she is to reference William Butler
Yeats, Robert Frost, and Virginia Woolf. In one breath
she can draw from the work of relative contemporaries like Rudolf Steiner, Aldo Leopold, Rachel Carson,
or Michael Pollan, and in the next conjure the words
of Li Po, poet of the Tang dynasty. At one point she
points out how Walt Whitman had his bee-sexing
all wrong in his poem “Spontaneous Me,” while Emily Dickinson was spot-on with “To Make a Prairie.”
In a particularly sharp turn, Swan relates the work
of modern artist Rose-Lynn Fisher to the writing of
eighteenth century philosopher Edmund Burke. The
former creates vibrantly close-up images of bees produced with high-tech electron microscopes. The latter
was concerned with the “distinction between the sublime and the beautiful, claiming that the sublime was
associated with ‘the infinite . . . and terror.’” Making
unlikely connections isn’t merely Swan’s gift in terms
of writing, but also her most useful prescription for a
world gone off track. When critiquing the work of another bee-centric artist, Sibylle Peretti, she describes
the work as articulating the space of creativity:
that dreamlike space of curiosity, openness,
vulnerability, surrender—the space of the child
mind. This state of mind is one that I believe
we need to remember, to cultivate especially
now, as the planet faces so many obstacles. I
believe that my movement between the outdoor world of bees and clover and the indoor
world of makers and making allowed me to
fuse these two worlds quite naturally and to
learn to honor and trust the rich spaces of the
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uninterrupted imagination.
Swan’s own child mind scans all corners of the literary, scientific, and artistic world, similar to the way a
honeybee scans for flowers on its flight from the hive.
(In fact, Swan shares a vivid dream she once had of
“flying fast through a forest of flowers, arcing in and
out of vast cups of violet, through narrow crevices of
vermillion, gliding past stamens and pistils, landing at
last in the cathedral of an iris, the shrine littered with
gold flecks of pollen.”) In apiary circles it is said that
an average worker bee produces only about 1/12th
teaspoon of honey in her lifetime, and she visits fifty to one hundred flowers during each collection trip.
Where Honeybees Thrive is our 1/12th teaspoon of
honey after the countless foraging flights by its author,
and the result is just as valuable. One lingering message of her book is that compassion may indeed be the
missing link to our survival. As she shares in the afterword, she checked on her bees after a harsh Midwestern winter, expecting to find nothing but death.
The day it warmed to eighteen above zero, I
laid my head against the hive. No sound, as I
suspected. But I knocked anyway, hard, several times, against the side of the box, and
then I heard the roar, the gathering roar of
the huddled survivors alarmed by my assault,
the quiet roar of the fire. To be honest, when I
heard them, I wept, moved by their incredible
resilience. It was a very good reminder that together, and with love, we can survive just about
anything.
In one of the early chapters, Swan shadows a
grandfatherly beekeeper named Eugene Woller in her
hometown of Madison. Woller proclaims that “beekeeping isn’t a job. Beekeeping isn’t an art. It’s a love.”
One could say the same about the discipline of writing, and Swan certainly pours her heart into her craft.
She shows us that the binaries that so often puzzle and
separate us can be bridged if we step lightly into the
field and allow all voices, human and otherwise, to be

heard. The result is a low, humming harmony.
Where Honeybees Thrive isn’t a book for people
only interested in the practice of beekeeping, nor for
left-brain theorists or right-brain dreamers. It is for
readers who find themselves adrift in the middle space,
never entirely here nor there, searching for tranquility
amid the hum.

Joe Phillips is the host of Farm On: Conversations with agriculturists,
artists, and activists on the front lines of the food movement, and he
writes essays on everything from agroecology to Zen at his website
Dharma On the Farm. His day job has him running the urban farm of
Near North Montessori in Chicago, where he enables children to grow
their own food and serve it in their student-run restaurant.
His podcast interview with Heather Swan can be found here (episode
#19).https://soundcloud.com/dharma-on-the-farm
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C HN Boo ks he lf
A regular feature calling attention to important
books and articles that CHN staff, board, and collaborating scholars are reading and recommend.
Quot libros, quam breve tempus.

J. Earle, C. Moran, and z. Ward-Perkins, The Econocracy: The Perils of Leaving Economics to the
Experts (Manchester university Press, 2017).
B. M. Evans and s. McBride, Austerity: The Lived
Ex-perience (university of Toronto Press, 2017).
M. Ignatieff, The Ordinary Virtues: Moral Order in
a Divided World (Harvard university Press, 2017).
E. Minnich, The Evil of Banality: On the Life
and Death Importance of Thinking (Roman and
Littlefield, 2017).
P. Mirowski, Never Let a Serious Crisis Go to
Waste: How Neoliberalism Survived the Financial
Meltdown (verso, 2013).

s. McBride and B. M. Evans, eds. The Austerity
State (university of Toronto Press, 2017).
J. C. scott, Against the Grain: A Deep History of
the Earliest States (yale university Press, 2017).
J. C. scott, Two Cheers for Anarchism: Six Easy
Pieces on Autonomy, Dignity, and Meaningful Work
and Play (Princeton university Press, 2017).
s. solman and P. Fernbach, The Knowledge
Illusion: Why We Never Think Alone. (riverhead
Books, 2017).
K. raworth, Doughnut Economics: Seven Ways
to Think Like a 21st-Century Economist (Chelsea
green Publishing, 2017).
W. scheidel, The Great Leveler: Violence and the
His-tory of Inequality from the Stone Age to the
Twen-ty-First Century (Princeton university Press,
2017).
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Leath Tonino

Leath Tonino

A L etter To The C it y I Liv e In

Tonight I will be your eyes and through me
you will watch the moonrise and together we will
be slowed and stilled and humbled. I will walk
your puddled streets through traffic-roar and siren-wail, over mute pavement and stink of trash.
I will climb the hill that is your shoulder, climb
and climb until the buildings release their boxy
grip and the sidewalk becomes a trail. Up there
in a small park, balanced on a rock above your
sprawling, glowing body, we’ll pull back our hood
and look to the east. We won’t blink. We’ll hardly
breathe.
Have you seen the color orange? Tonight you
will. You will see it bleeding out from the orange
of yourself, your grid of lamps and windows and
neon signs. Pollution they call it, bad enough to
wash out the stars. You will see a giant circle of orange inching up from behind the far ridge, a circle
of orange larger and greater than me or you, than
the ridge, than anything. At first this heavy, rising
presence will be scary. We won’t like it, the way
it makes us flutter, our attention beating against
craters and dry sea beds, our eyes like possessed
moths. We won’t like it, but neither will we turn
away.
I’m telling you, this is going to be some night.
If we watch long enough the moon will arc into
the sky, carrying us with it, me right up out of my
shoes, you right up out of your rebar and concrete
and broken glass, cigarette butts, poverty, despicable wealth. Climbing, the moon will by degrees
shrink and fade, fade and shrink, and then at last
the lamps and windows and neon signs will glow
bright again. We will return to earth, changed.
I’ve been with you for a long time now, City,
four winters and five springs. It’s always good, always bad, always all kinds of things, all kinds of
everything. But look who I’m talking to. You know
you. You know what you’re about. The helicopters
chop at those washed-out stars. The rapist goes
about his awful business, polluted sky for cover.
The newspapers arrive each dawn. The money is
made and counted and counted again. The clock

ticks over our heads and on our
wrists and in our temples, as if
the ticking were our very pulse.
You know these facts. You are
the pulse.
And you also know that
there are children with innocent eyes and laughter in
their mouths, children playing games. There are hawks
nesting in pines above the
playgrounds. There are gophers eating tiny flowers. You
know it’s a mixed bag and that
the moon—well, the moon
does visit regularly, though of
course it never stays.
City, enough. I can’t be
your eyes. We both understand
this. And you have no ears, so I
can’t read you this letter. Really, it’s not you who needs humbling anyway. This letter is not
for you. It’s for me. It’s for me
and the people I don’t know,
the people I never will know,
the people I wish the best for
nonetheless. We’ve forgotten
the moon. We are screen-dazed
and sad. We are lost in a small
room, the walls closing ever inward, the computer’s blue light
ghosting across our features.
There is a faint electric hum.
There is a wailing siren at the
door. But the door opens onto
nothing, and the door is locked.
So here I am, at the heart of
you, surrounded, alone. I’m ascending the shoulder, perching
atop the rock. I’m pulling back
my hood. A mist in the air, my
hair is dampening down, helThe last word
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meting my forehead, and the moon is rising fat, fiery, an orange beast to crush the distant hills. Impossible, it would seem, to ever in a million years
forget such a moon, such a presence. Impossible,
but somehow we do.
Okay. Time to finish this letter. Time to say
warmly, fondly, sincerely, best, yours, until we
meet again. Time to be quiet, to forget time, to
taste orange and watch and keep watching and
swallow hard. And swallow hard. And swallow
harder than before.

Leath Tonino is a freelance writer. His work appears regularly in

Orion , The Sun , Outside , and many other magazines. The Animal
1,000 Miles Long, a book of his essays, will be released next
summer.
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